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TECHNICAL, AND MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

WITHIN recent times there has been instituted a system
atic inquiry concerning the values of what may be 

denominated the old school methods of instruction, and this 
inquiry has been prosecuted with a high degree of activity. It 
is not our present purpose, however, to give anything like a full 
exposition of the progress made in the institutes of education or 
of the changes which have been brought about in the objects to 
be secured by training and discipline in our schools. The lack 
of space precludes such an effort. We desire merely to call 
attention to technical, and manual training schools as a subject 
that must arouse the interest of the more thoughtful of our 
students. 
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We shall, perhaps, the better attain the purpose of our sketch 
if we first note the primary condition under which the establish
ment of technical schools becomes practicable. This condition 
when reduced to its lowest terms of expression is the relative 
number of inhabitants within a given area. While our country 
was sparsely populated and the inhabitants largely dependent 
upon agriculture, the necessity for skilled labor in the trades was 
not so pressing as at present. We have now, however, reached 
that period of our political, social, and industrial career when 
the struggle for existence, must be more energetic. The annihi
lation of space by; s team and electricity and the multiplication 
of industrial products by machinery have intensified competi
tion ; and as " self-preservation is the first law of nature," tho 
strife grows fiercer, and the chances of success are lessened in 
proportion as the artisan is unprepared to contest for the " sur
vival of the fittest." In a word to better prepare the straggling 
thousands depending upon the trades to obtain a living, it now, 
in the minds of many, becomes necessary to take the occupations 
by which they obtain a livelihood into consideration as a factor 
of their education. There is, of course, a large opportunity for 
many of the men and women of our congested centers of popu
lation to find homes upon comparatively cheap lands, but the 
expense of going, the lack of experience and an indisposition 
to live in that way prevent them from leaving their present 
occupations. 

The increase in population in our country is in quite definite 
ratio, and it will be readily seen by the aid of statistics that 
some provision must be made at least to preserve to the work-
ingman tho advantages which he at present enjoys. To this 
end technical schools, it is claimed, have become a necessity. 
The discontinuance of the apprentice system—and too much 
6tress cannot be placed upon this discontinuance in this connec
tion—has met as yet with no adequate substitute. The causes of 
this discontinuance are chiefly the division and organization 
of labor brought about by mechanical inventions and the insti
tution of various protective labor unions. The indentured 
apprentice no longer learns a trade under the personal supervi
sion of a master-workman, but he has become as much a 
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machine, as the machine he attends; he knows no trade; he is 
only rapid in the handling of some small fraction of the manu-
fact 'red article. In those industries where machinery is the 
major factor, there is need of technical instruction to train mana
gers ; in those where machinery is subsidiary, to train workmen-
This double need has led to the establishment of technical 
schools. What is taught in the schools is always respected in 
the market-place. 

If it were part of our present purpose to note objections to the 
efforts directed to further technical education, we m'ght here quote 
from the Right Hon. Lord Armstrong, of the Els wick Works, Eng., 
employing about 13,000 men and boys, who has given numer
ous reasons, in the Nineteenth Century, why, in his judgment, the 
masses should not be specially instructed for their trades in 
technical schools. He speaks favorably of Professor Ramsey, 
and of the governors of the Glasgow Technical College to this 
effect: " Professor Ramsey altogether ignores Professor Play-
fair's contention that either technical or scientific education is 
needed for the multitude, and he takes the much more reason
able ground that it is only required for specialists and experts." 
Lord Armstrong elsewhere further says: " I re-assert my opinion 
that the number of persons who would be benefited in business 
by scientific education of a technical nature, and who have the 
zeal, capacity and perseverance necessary to its attainment" con
stitutes qnly a small proportion of the population." Put this is 
wide of our mark. 

Again, if we consider the moral and physical position of the 
laboring man, we shall admit the- nec essity of helping him both 
for his own sake and for that of the state. Mr. Atkinson has 
computed that the total annual wealth of the country is sufficient 
for every worker to support two persons besides himself, and re
ceive, on the average, from the total available product of labor six 
hundred dollars per annum or two hundred for each person, thus 
giving about fifty cents per day with which to fumish rent, 
clothing, fuel, and food for himself. Furthermore, by as much 
as any one has more than this sum, some other person must 
have less. This computation may be based upon " the science 
of assumption;" it nevertheless focusses the attention upon a 
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situation already alarming and if not remedied in some way, is 
sure to become the cause of social disturbance. 

The report of the British Royal Commissioners on Technical 
Instruction says: " The beginnings of the modern industrial 
system aie due in the main to Great Britain. Before factories 
founded on the inventions of Watt, of Arkwright and Compton 
had time to take root abroad, and while our own commerce and. 
manufactures increased from year to year, the great wars of the 
early part of this century absorbed the energies and dissipated 
the capital of continental Europe. Thus when less than half 
a century ago continental countries began to construct railways 
and to erect modern mills and mechanical workshops, they 
found themselves face to face with a full grown industrial organ
ization in this country (England,) which was almost a sealed 
book to those who could not obtain access to our factories. To 
meet this state of things abroad, foreign countries established 
technical schools like the Ecole Centrale of Paris and the poly
technics schools of Germany and Switzerland, and sent engineers 
and men of science to England to prepare themselves for be
coming teachers of technology." 

The fullest development of industry can only be secured 
through the agency of technical schools. This has been estab
lished by the experience of Germany, France, Holland, Bel
gium, Austria, Italy, and England. Handicraft is in the schools 
of Belgium, Holland and Sweden, and rudimentary science is 
taught in nearly all the primary schools of Europe." Modeling 
is imparted to boys and girls in the continental schools and 
"slojd," or elementary woodwork with simple tools in Sweden. 
To those who would be better informed upon this latter point 
we commend the perusal of a monograph issued by the Indus
trial Education Association of New York, "The Slojd in the 
Service of the School." In 1872, Mr. Abrahamson opened a 
school for boys between ten and fourteen years old in which 
twelve hours a week were given to manual training. In 1S74 
he established a school for girls in the domestic arts. In 1875 
he founded the seminary for the instruction of teachers in 
manual training at Naas; this school became very popular 
through the north of Europe. 
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The scheme for technical schools is, briefly, (1) to provide 
Suitable instruction for workmen; (2) to educate foremen; (3) 
to thoroughly prepare managers. The education of all work
men begins in the elementary school, and consists, in addition 
to the " three R's," of drawing, elementary science and manual 
training for boys; and of needle work, cookery, and domestic 
economy for girls. The most noted schools for foremen in 
France arc at Chalons, Aix, and Lille. Children of elementary 
grades, showing aptitude, are encouraged to take higher techni
cal courses. The best examples of this plan are seen in Paris, 
Lyons. Rheims and Rouen. Lack of space prevents us from 
entering more fully into the history of these schools or to speak 
in detail of high-schools, or of polytechnic schools. The 
Munich high-school is a type of the former. The building and 
collections cost $1,000,Odd; its maintenance calls for $100,000 
annually. This institution has six schools: the general; the 
civil engineering; building; mechanical engineering; industrial 
chemical; agricultural and electrical technology. There are 180 
different courses of instruction. The largest Polytechnic is at 
Berlin. It cost $2,250,000. In France there are the Ecole Cen-
trale at Lyons, Ecole des Mineurs at St. Eticnnc, Institut du 
Nord at Lille, and Ecole Centrale at Paris—the last is self sup
porting. There arc Polytechnics and high class industrial schools 
at Zurich, Switzerland; Milan, Turin, and Naples in Italy; Delft 
in Holland, and at Moscow and St. Petersburg in Russia. In 
England these institutions arc numerous, existing in London, 
Manchester, Liverpool, Oldham, Leeds Bradford, Iladdensfield, 
Sheffield, Nottingham, Birmingham, The Potteries, and elsewhere. 
State aid is given only to the Royal School of Mines and to the 
South Kensington Normal School of Science and Art. Follow
ing the lines of the Swedish School at Naas, the Women's 
Training College of Cambridge was added last year, containing a 
department of manual training embodying the use in carpentry 
of the knife, the plane, the bit, the spolcc-shavc, tho bow-saw and 
the hand-saw. Joining, dove-tailing, and fitting are taught, and 
all work must be by measurements—no rule of thumb is allowed. 
This is necessarily only a glance at what is done abroad. 

Dr. Robert H. Thurston has stated that "it would require 
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twenty such universities, fifty trade schools, and two thousand 
manual training high-schools, to give to our own country equal 
facilities for educating the ten-thousand students, the fifteen 
thousand trade school, and the four hundred thousand high-
school pupils who should have the opportunity to secure 
systematic and skilled instruction in technical and trade schools." 
Our industrial condition, it is maintained, demands the estab
lishing of technical trade schools, and that too whether our 
market is extended beyond our borders or whether we consider 
alone the needs of home consumption. The manufactures and 
trade-products of our country must be brought to that degree of 
excellence that they may compete successfully with those of 
other countries. The quality of our textile fabrics, pottery-waro, 
metal products, etc., should not be dependent upon foreign skill 
or taste. From an editorial of a recent daily paper of our city, 
we quote the following: " There should bo a technical school 
well supported and developing native talent in the direction of 
making designers who can give to the Trenton productions a 
character of their own." 

It would be easy here to expand this point to any limit to 
show where the trained hand and educated mind could be em
ployed to advance the material interests and moral welfare of 
our people. The moral aspect embodies many reflections upon 
our civilization—a term much used and much needing a defini
tion. A writer in a recent number of The Forum has pointed out 
the fact that Guizot in his " History of European Civilization," 
has given no definition of the term but uses it in its popular 
meaning; that Buckle in his " History of Civilization " does not 
define the word; that S. T. Coleridge in his "Treatise on Method" 
draws not distinction, but contradistinction between civilization 
and true civilization, who is quoted as follows: "The vicious 
among mankind receded from true civilization as they hurried 
towards civilization." From all of which wc gather that educa
tion of the intellect alone does not lead to good citizenship 
a proposition that may be demonstrated by many proofs from 
contemporaneous history. It is important that those persons 
whose hands arc strongest in state affairs give this matter serious 
thought. 
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Just licrc it is worth saying that to keep pace with the advanco 
now making in raising the standard in the requirements of tho 
higher education, the standard of Pedagogy should be advanced. 
The vocation of the teacher will be more definitely a profession 
when normal schools shall confer a degree in Pedagogy and when 
their curricula shall be constituted as post-graduate courses of 
6tudy. There should, at least, be some schools of this grade. 

The needs of our industries look towards the fulfilment of a 
great hope but before it can come to sucessful fruition, there is 
need of an earlier instruction and training; and while this great 
end will bo subserved, another and still wider result will bo 
achieved. In this country at present and for sometime to come, 
it will bo impossible to say that a boy will certainly become a 
blacksmith, a carpenter or a dyer, but every boy will become a 
better man if he can use an iron sledge, make a mitre-joint 
and tell the difference between a color and a pigment. Thi3 
training is to be based upon the necessities of life; to be secured 
because to be without it is to bo ignorant of the first steps of 
usefulness. Manual training advances in even steps with mental; 
it begins when the child begins to touch and handle objects'and 
it should not be arrested during the so called period of education 
but directed. The ability to do will bo found to be the comple
ment of the power to invent together they fill out at least, a 
quadrant of a successful human experience. The training of 
the hand does not necessarily imply that one must learn a trade, 
but public education is for tho masses, and it is certain that a 
large majority of the children in our city schools, will .cam their 
living with their hands. Manual training following kindergarten 
instruction and coming between the ages of eight and fourteen 
inclusive, will be of incalculable advantage to those who may 
pass on to a trade school and of wonderful benefit to others 
whoso careers are to bo found in other directions. The most 
promising of the former may go on to c>. mpleto an education 
thus begun and continued, in tho Polytechnic. 

We anticipate some friction in establishing manual training 
upon a permanent basis arising from the reluctance of many to 
give it encouragement, the difficulty of adjusting a course of 
study with the present order—this difficulty being mainly due 
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to the neglect of the State and local authorities, by reason of 
expense, to establish manual schools—and last, the lack of a 
sufficient number of competent instructors. 

Doubtless this opposition will be due largely to a misconcep
tion of the real position which manual training occupies. We 
assume that these objectors have placed the material products 
of physical labor before their eyes as the reason of being of 
manual training in the schools. This would be to make the less 
include the greater. The development of the mental powers 
of the child is of first importance, and the material results of 
physical labor of secondary consideration. The child is not to 
learn a trade as many believe, but by the education of h is hands 
he is to have a hitherto neglected side of his being provided for. 
When we shall have reached trade schools, the support of 
domestic industry will be their raison d'etre, in manual training, 
not the product of labor, but the laborers themselves are of the 
highest consideration. It is not proposed that the introduction 
of manual labor based on pedagogical principles shall subordi
nate the school to the shop, but it is intended to make the shop 
auxiliary to the school as an aid to the harmonious education of 
all the faculties of the child. In kindergarten work judiciously 
conducted, and in later manual training and industrial art, he is 
to aquire a respect for labor, to secure a proper physical develop
ment, to cultivate self-reliance, order, exactness, perseverance, 
and judgment. 

Many look upon the work as experimental. It i's t entative 
only so far as half means must be accepted for its encourage
ment where complete requirements are not satisfied. The larger 
number of the cities of our country have already made some 
provision for manual training; and in some it has passed beyond 
the trial stage. The fourteen private kindergarten schools of 
Boston have been grafted upon the school system and the recent 
provision by bequest of $12,000,000 for an industrial school, by 
Mr. G. V. Williamson, of Philadelphia, by Jacob Tomes of $2,500, 
000 for manual training school at Port Deposit, should be mention
ed. An awakened interest in this subject is spreading, and one 
means of helping to establish manual training in our schools is to 
show as tar as may be, the practical workings of the system. Tea
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chers and others ivho are interested want to know just how much 
time is demanded for the new work and just what part of the old 
is to he set aside. To this end we give them, upon another page, 
in " School Matters," the Daily Programme for the Primary and 
the Grammar Departments in the College for the Training of 
Teachers, 9 University Place, New York. 

The conditions of civilization so far as they affect the future 
education of our people and more specially as noted in the 
increase of population, in the competition in productive industries 
growing out of labor saving machinery, in the consequent aboli
tion of the apprentice system, and in the general welfare of all 
citizens, cause the advocates of industrial labor to look forward to 
the time when upon the corner stone of kindergarten and manual 
training, an educational structure shall be reared which shall 
ultimately culminate in a technical and industrial Polytechnic; 
and when all shall have been done that can be hoped for in this 
direction nothing which the ages have preserved for us and upon 
which the right thinking of mankind has set its approval, will 
as wc understand the case, have been destroyed, for the. advocates 
•of the new education do not admit that it is destructive, but 
rather claim that it is an added stone upon the tower. They 
recognize that the " old regime," the classical course leading up 
to the university, will still exist for those whose good fortune 
may lead that way. 

E. F. CARR. 

JERSEYISM3. 

"Curious words 
that come from the ancient quarry 

as sharp as swords." 

ENGLISHMEN driven across the unknown sea in Persecution's 
days, brought with them to this, then unknown western 

land, not only their modes of life, their customs and observances, 
but likewise those peculiarities which marked the English tongue 
of the period. Our hardy ancestors, braving all things for 
liberty, settled in the mountain recesses, on the sun-lit plains or 
by the sea, which alone separated them from their home. And 
in our little state of Nev Jersey were there many of these old-
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time pioneers. Not only have they left us a legacy in a well 
established government and great prosperity, but they havo 
given us a certain dialect which marks the true Jcrseyman 
wherever he may be. I say marks him, for I recognize that in 
no state in the Union is the English language spoken with greater 
purity than in our own. 

In this linguistic legacy they have given us some curious 
words which are just dropping out of sight, words still used in 
the "Pines" of the South and the hill-country of the North. 
In rambles about Jersey I have heard, and have used, many of 
these terms. I have used them because they express just tho 
idea I intended to convey. I have also noticed that across tho 
border, when in the Empire or in the Keystone state these terms 
are not employed. Therefore as being distinctively " Jcrseyisms," 
I give a few from my list to the pedagogic generation of my old 
acquaintances in the Normal and my senior friends in the Modol. 

Anglo Saxon is distinctively the language of home—that word 
which conveys but one meaning to an Englishman's mind and in 
no sense has the flavor of the French " maison." "Fiistlv," as our 
" dominie » would say, is the plural from « en » still used in South 
Jersey. Many a time have I heard the good-hearted watermen 
speak of " barnen " and " housen " and then, as if not certain 
that they have got enough " plurality," they add an " s " and 
make it " housens." This is sadly worse than a double negation 
so extensively used throughout the Union—barring of courso 
' culchawed " Massachusetts. In our state the word " folks " usu
ally refers to a man's immediate family and not to his friends. 
Now, to certain people, if a farmer were to say at his well-side: 
" I am afeard anan the old blickie," those same persons would 
hold up their hands in astonishment. Now he means nothing 
more or less than he is afraid about his old bucket. Along tho 
"shore," I have heard "bucket» called " blickie," as frequently as 
I have heard asmall extemporized anchor called a "killick," which 
latter word I believe, is Gaellic. Again, in tho farm life," dresser " 
for cupboard or more commonly "cubbard " is constantly in use 
Out in the barn, which usually in rural Jersey, includes the 
stable, is the horse "geared " to the wagon, or " wain." " Gear " 
is a form of " graith," a word much used in days of tournaments-
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to Bignify equipments of a knight. "Wain " is rapidly passing 
Out of use except in the marsh-land districts. In science it is 
preserved in astronomy in the constellation "King Charles Wain," 
but in literature it has dropped out altogether. Another curious 
thing is the use of "thill" for shafts, and still more remarkable 
is the fact that the leather bands which hold the traces to tho 
shafts are" hold-backs" in rocky North Jersey, and " quilers " 
in sandy South Jersey. 

Out in the fields bloom the many rare flowers so lavishly 
given by Flora to our peninsula state. On the Cape May mead
ows they arc " flirch " or abundant, and it may bo the coarso 
" three square," the noted grass with the odd name, is cut in 
" win rows " or rows through which the wind may blow. Then 
that word, a most poetic Saxon term, " aftermath,' means tho 
second crop of grass. 

Recently I heard an after dinner speaker,a local "spellbinder,"' 
of the Chauncey Depew type, say that New Jersey was not such 
a bad place after all, as it contained pretty good " tanglefoot" 
and good, pretty women. This was an indirect compliment. 
But in the question of the fair sex the man was right. Every 
Jersey man knows this to be true and is proud ot it. Of courso 
every one has heard the term " gals," which is common to all 
parts of the Republic and includes all members of the fair sex. 
This suggests a number of words used in reference, directly or 
indirectly, to the best of creation. In South Jersey when a lad 
" goes a eourtin'," or is " traipsing " about, he is said to " cut 
quite some of a swath," referring to the well known character
istic of a mower. In the eastern part of the state the damozel 
goes about with her " gownd cut taut" or her " duds fixed on," 
a " spoomin before the wind," in other words implying that her 
dress fits neatly and that she has a pleasing carriage. " Aforo " 
speaking of other things, let mo say that in one part of tho state 
to "bus" a girl means to kiss her whilst the same word in 
another part implies the act of striking her—a deed which 
would justly " rile" the blood of any true Jersey man. 

Did you ever sec the good woman of the house " hyper 
about" to prepare tea? The "men folks" come homo tired 
from their work. She has prepared an excellent supper. There is 
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hot "johnny cake "•—no " hard tack "•—there is some " succotash," 
otherwise corn and beans, succulent ham, some " tay " which is 
the old English pronuciation of " tea " and other good country 
" victuals." " Hity-tity," she will say, "sit ye down." What is 
hity-tity or hoity-toity ? I leave it to the philologists who see 
in that word a history that runs back to Sanskrit days. 

It is however in nouns and adjectives descriptive of qualities 
of men that our Jersey vernacular is abundant. First we have 
that word " ornary," a term scarcely known north of Mason and 
Dixon's line. "Orndry"is derived from "ordinary" and has 
become abused in use. It implies any animal being possessing 
vicious habits. In other words, to apply it to a man, he is a 
" thorough scallawag." The word " fakir » has, in the city dis
tricts, taken the place of the term "shyster," which noun 
curiously enough comes from chide-ster a scolding woman, "ster" 
being a feminine suffix. Another word is " blatherskite " mean
ing a talkative good-for-naught. The term is of pure old 
English origin derived from " blab," to make a noise. Two of 
the most expressive words among Jerseyisms are " dabster " and 

gawk. Dabster," a proficient person is derived from " dab " 
meaning dexterous. Totally unlike in meaning, yet laconically 
expressing the sense conveyed, is " gawk," from an old English 
word meaning cuckoo. This term soon came to be used 
metaphorically; it indicates a fool. 

The potency of " Jersey lightning " or " apple-jack " is known 
wherever the English language is spoken. «Tanglefoot" is a 
highly descriptive term which has arisen from the use of tho 
aforesaid lightning. It is no " new fangled " idea for an out
sider to occasionally come into New Jersey " on a bender." Now 
a " bender " is a drinking bout and comes from " bend " an old 
English word meaning to drink an excessive amount of liquor. 
Two words with the old Anglo Saxon plural of " en " are still 
heard in the religious discourses of Jersey ministers. These 
terms are " brethren " and " sistern," from which latter word we 
derive the well-known diminutive "sis" or " sisy." Another 
peculiar vanity in ecclesiastical Jerseyisms is the use of the 
phrase " the collection will now be lifted " for " the collection 
will now be taken." Of the words " axed " for " asked," " chaw " 
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for " chew," " jag " for " load," " disremember " for " forget," 
" snew " for " snow," there is a history worth the briefest repetition. 
" Axed " is a very old Saxon form long since passed out of use. 
" Chaw " was good English until 1700 and Pepys uses the word 
in his famous diary. " Jag " is a good, old fashioned word which 
should be retained as it conveys a meaning that no other term 
does. " Disremember" was once the best of English, whilst 
" snew " the preterate of " snow " was used by every one 200 
years ago. Yet we would consider a man "soft" who utilized 
such words in his vocabulary. 

There are many other words which are used in this state, but 
it behooves me not to trespass on the SIGNAL'S valuable space-
property. In truth our Jersey English is " dicked " out in a 
curious way which carries us to times that are no more. Some 
of these Jerseyisms are useless, some of value. The one we 
should discard, the other, keep. Time alone will tell what shall 
live, let us hope that the best may. 

FRANCIS B. LEE. 

A REVERIE. 

HELLO, boy! whar yer goin? 
Dont tell me your off' mowin, 

Fur I know better, good deal better, 
Your crazy ter mow when weather's wetter 

Then 'twas in ther days o'ol' Noey's ark, 
You aint goin mowin, yer goin ter spark. 

Boys '11 be boys, thets sartin, 
Thets ez true ez my name's Jim Marten, 

Ter see thet boy, going off' ycnder 
Makes my poor ol' brain ter wender, 

Back ter them days, 'twas some time to'tlier 
When up at ther Smith place, I courted his mother. 

I was then jest a boy like him 
All folks cal't me Flip Flop Jim "— 

Who'd ever think thet I'd get old, 
Complain 'bout heat and growlin at cold! 

Pshaw J in those times I could lick a lion 
With one hand behind me and not half tryin. 
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Seems ez if I spoke o' his mother 
. No gnl like her, not one other 
Could be, in :ilI th' country, foun 

Had'nt her ckal fur miles aroun 
Was'nt backard myself, if I do say so 

Nothen 'bout me thet folks call slow. 

I jest thought how I did my sparkin 
Trick I had when I was a larkin 

Considerin how I onc't uster travel 
Long with pardncrs, all scratehin gravel 

Ter win ther hand »' ther belle of ther place 
With ther kindly heart and ther party face. 

Yer know, I won her hand, m' hearty 
Done, I say, at a quiltin' parly 

Complished in ther most peculiarest manner 
In spite o' her sister—ther ol' maid Hauner 

Han thought on me—slie had'nt a beau 
She d grown gray wi' nary a show. 

I was invited and sure I went 
Would have gone if it took my last cent 

Started for ther partyand I skipped in 
Laid out my lines and worked like sin 

Ter cut out ther boys opposin me— 
Ther comicalest sight thet ever vou see 

My gal sot thar, prim ez ver plcaso 
Han had ealiker on her knees 

They spoke to me and Mary smiled— 
Mary, thet gal thet drttv me wild— 

So I hem'd and haw'd, talked all creation 
Affairs of folks and affi.irs ( f nation 

Was mighty smiling, good and perlite— 
Never was good until thet night 1 

After while they made some eandv 
Merlasses kind,—comes in handy 

To limber yer teeth in general way 
Start in at sun up and chaw all dav. 

Wall, soon it were sot out doors to cool, 
Then I dercided to play the. fool. 

All of a suddint, Mary arose 
Shook ther ravlins from her clothes 

Went to ther door and out in ther sno.v 
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Out in thet yerd I Been h er go 
Ter watch thet pan of candy coolin 

As I before remarked, I commenced my foolin. 

Quick ez a wink I was out thar 
Straight on end stood ivery har 

I was skeered, but I knew, my last chance 
Fur in the house they were starting a dance 

So 1 blurted, Hem 1 Mary my dear, 
I've love you now, fur many a year. 

And then I started a step back 
When, jest es true ez I'm talkin alack 

Into thet pan of soft candy I sot 
Phew ! maybe thet stuff was'nt fearful hot 

But Mary she seen my pitiful plight 
Said never a word, but looked mighty bright. 1 

I never got this my little pop 
I ended it all wi' a tellin stop 

It seems she knew about the res' 
For she blushed, looked down and jest said " yes " 

So I cared for the gal—she's brought me good luck, 
. Fo r thet gal who helped me ther night I was " stuck." 

E not alarmed, gentle reader, at the title of this article, for we 
intend neither to weary you with a presentation of a new 

a, b, c, nor with a perversion of the old 1, m, n,; neither with a 
plea for a new combination with a sea-sickening name, nor with 
a discussion upon the comparative merits of the Boston a and 
the New York r—oh, no; we only wish to describe to you, if 
possible, a few of the curious things which we saw while on a 
recent visit to the " Dead Letter " Department, of the General 
Post Office at Washington. 

The number of unclaimed letters and parcels received an
nually at this office is enormous, and although there is a small 
army of officials and employees busy during all legal hours, yet 
the department is more than three years behind in the work of 
opening the matter received and stored until its turn shall come. 

FRANC SOAMEH. 

AMONG THE LETTERS. 
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There is plenty of opportunity for the visitor to indulge in spec
ulations sacred, sentimental or sacrilegious, as he may be inclined, 
while he looks upon the millions of "letters that never came." 

In the museum, connected with the Dead Letter Office, may 
be seen the official record of the department, written by Benjamin 
Franklin, with his own hand, when Postmaster General of the 
United Colonies. It covers the period from 1777 to 1788 inclus
ive, occupies only forty-four pages, and contains only three hun
dred sixty-five entries, the whole number of letters received by 
this department during eleven years! In 1888 the number of 
dead letters received evclusive of packages, was a daily average 
of more than twenty thousand! When we consider the effici
ency of the the postal service of the present time, this number 
of unclaimed letters illustrates, though in a negative way, the 
wonderful growth of our country, both in population and in 
business. 

Promptly at nine o'clock every morning the doors open and 
the employees hasten to their appointed places before long lines 
of tables which are heaped with letters and packages to be 
opened and examined. If a letter opened be of no value, it is 
thrown into the waste basket; if it be of value and the address of 
either party interested in its transmission be found, it is for
warded to said party; if it contain matter which is contraband, 
or not mailable under the postal laws, it is either destroyed or 
placed in the museum with whatever record may be of interest 
to the visitor; if it be properly addressed but lack postage, notice 
is given that the letter will be forwarded if the requisite postage 
be sent to the department. If the matter be a package whose 
contents are mailable, and an address be found, notice is given, 
that it will be forwarded upon receipt of the required postage ; 
if the contents are not mailable, they are either destroyed or 
placed in the museum. 

What are the reasons why so many missives reach the dead 
letter office? The first and chief reason is carelessness in direct
ing the matter—either no address at all, or an imperfect address 
—such as the wrong street in a city, or the wrong post-office in 
a county or State. Experts with maps and directories usually 
send all such matter to its proper destination. The second 
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reason is illegible writing, and the largest number of the se come 
from foreigners who attempt to write our American names pho
netically, and that too, after the phonics of their own tongue. 
All such letters are given to an expert (a lady skilled in tongues) 
who rarely fails to decipher the mystery. The letters are then 
forwarded to their destination with a request for the return of the 
envelopes to the museum of the department. The following ad
dresses and the interpretation thereof, both copied from returned 
envelopes, will serve to show the difficulty of the interpreter's 
task, and the complete success which she has attained. To save 
space and time, only the ambiguous portion of the address is 
given, and the correct addresss is placed after it: 

Man of York, America ; Manayunk, Penn, One Day ; W anda. 
Yountown Fait Co.; Uniontown, Fayette Co. Latville; Leadville. 
Clear Creek; Dry Creek. New Richmond; New Orleans, Spen-
gle Bill; Springerville. Noon day; Nunda. Niagara, Kan.; 
Saratoga, Kan. Sunshine; Sunrise. Morning Sun,N. C.; Morn
ing Star, N. C. Baltie Mor; Baltimore. Pageaway; Padua. This 
Killway, Buro Co., III., Mr. phill percell; Mr, Phil. Percell, 
Fiskilwa, Bureau Co., 111. 

A letter bearing the following address was taken from a box 
in New York city, forwarded at once to the dead letter office and 
delivered in Washington: Mrs. Kate Kelly, 7th St. Road, Oppo
site Gen. Howard's residence, care of M rs. Margaret Donahue. 

Another room of the museum is provided with shelves and 
cases in which are placed the curiosities taken from unreturned 
letters and packages. Some of the specimens have been the 
liveliest kind of dead l etter matter possible. Here are snakes 
alligators, fish, insects, frogs, lizards and birds which were alive 
when put into the mail sacks, and some of them are alive still 
there are other specimens of zoology preserved in various ways-
birds' nests with the eggs, plants of various kinds, green and 
dried ; cocoons, bones, scalps, skins, minerals, etc. 

The variety of articles admitted to the mails in former times 
was much greater than it is now, for we find in the museum 
axes, hatchets saws, and picks of several styles; swords, canes 
guns, pistols, pipes, bells, chains, augurs, dishes, books, and 
paintings, a saddle, a bridle and spurs, a hitching post, a crow
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bar, a six barrelled revolver loaded and cocked, a satchel, a hat-
box, a metal salver, a large platter, a clock, articles of dress, 
needlework and embroidery of every kind and quality; curious 
writing 011 m ore curious material, not the least interesting of 
which is a letter written with pencil upon a board two feet long 
and one foot wide—a letter as delicate and tender as any 
maiden could wish to receive, and yet—and yet—" it never 
came." 

Occasionally an article upon the shelves of the museum is 
identified by some visitor, but such instances are comparatively 
few. 

i in ally, let the reader be assured that of all the places of 
interest which abound in the " City of Magnificent Distances " 
no one is more worthy of a visit, and no one will give better re
turns for the expenditure of time and trouble, than the Dead 
Letter Office. 

R AYONEP. 

PROMPTINGS. 

IN secret channels of the earth, 
Jn hidden ducts of trees, 

The silent forces have their birth, 
That feed the Summer bees. 

Oh, happy Summer bees ! 

In pulse of blood and glance of eye, 
In quiet droops and gleams, 

Young love works all his witchery, 
That fashions Summer dreams. 

Oh, happy Summer dreams! 

The buds of Spring have come to flower; 
The day-dream is fulfilled; 

The fruitage is of Autumn's hour—• 
With joy, O heart, be stilled ! 

O joyous heart, be stilled ! 

C. 
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EPITAPHS. 

THE word " epitaph " originally |meant simply a monument; 
but when the ancients introduced the custom of inscribing 

upon the monument a brief commemoration of the heroic deeds 
or of the character of their dead, the word came to mean the in
scription itself; and this meaning has been handed down to us. 

It is thought by many, that epitaphs have, in some measure, 
arisen from the recollections of the funeral orations that the 
ancients were in the habit of pronouncing, over the bodies of 
their dead. 

But epitaphs have not continued to be merely records of the 
deeds or character of the person, but we sometimes find " that 
the harmless peculiarities of the de;wl have often been hit off on 
a tombstone, with a felicity which has rendered immortal what 
otherwise the next generation must have forgotten." 

When we enter a grave-yard, a feeling of sadness and of pecu
liar quietness comes over us; and we naturally speak in a sub
dued tone, while we step from grave to grave. As we walk along, 
our eyes fall upon the inscriptions on the various tomb-stones, 
and we stop to read the epitaphs. We read many beautiful ones 
and think what a holy life this and that person must have led; 
suddenly something jars upon our feelings and we are brought 
back to the thoughts of this world, by some ludicrous epitaph 
before us, such as : 

" The boiling coffee did on me fall 
And by it 1 was slain ; 

Hut Christ has bought my liberty 
And in him I'll rise again." 

It seems impossible after this, for us to return to the thoughts 
that were so harshly interrupted ; for we no sooner think we have 
succeeded in doing so, than another epitaph stares us in the face, 
such as: 

" In memory of the two twin sons of 
John and Mary Smith, 

Philip—the ether was not nam ed." 
and after learning this remarkable fact we read: 

" Farewell my daughter dear, 
T bi d you a last farewell, 

As you this mitten from my liani receive 
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Accept my dying gift. 
O come, angels, come, and bear my soul away." 

or we might possibly see before us an epitaph on a little girl's 
tomb-stone as: 

" Here lies the body of little Jane 
Who ran off slyly,"and played in the rain, 

Got cold, had the measles, they struck inside, 
And in less than four short days she died 

With tears her parents sprinkled her grave, 
Fresh water killed her, salt tears wont save ; 

But cheer up, parents, she's gone before 
Where chicken-pox and measles attack us no more, 

Where the sun shines ever on streets of gold 
And there's no possible chance of taking cold." 

or we might see this: 
" Here lie the bodies of two sisters dear 

One's buried in Ireland, the other lies here." 

We would 110 doubt find many spelled in a most wonderful 
way, as: 

" Here lie two brothers by misfortune serounded 
One died of his wound, the other was drownded." 

If we should enter a certain church in England we would 
come across Shakespeare's startling epitaph : 

" Good friend, for J esus' sake forbear, 
To dig the dust enclosed here; 

Blest be the man that spares these stones, 
And cursed be he that moves my bones." 

This epitaph has been the means of keeping Shakespeare's grave 
undisturbed, and from having his bones removed to Westminster 
Abbey, where the English people have so longed to place them. 
The epitaph itself seems to have suggested an idea to some one in. 
our own country, for in one of the Philadelphia graveyards this 
epitaph is to be found: 

"Touch not this stone with pick or spade, 
For here it is that I am laid, 

'Tis here I was by cupid smitten, 
'Tis here I. first received the mitten; 

And, whether I did wrong or right, 
I left this world Miss Blake to spite." , 

Probably one of the most beautiful epitaphs that has ever been 
written is the one to be found in Gray's Elegy: 
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" Here rests his head upon the lap of earth, 
A youth to fortune and to fame unknown, 

Fair Science frowned not on his humble birth, 
Aud Melancholy marked him for her own. 

Large was his bounty, and his soul sincere; 
Heaven did a recompense as largely send; 

He gave to Misery, all lie had, a tear, 
He gained from Heaven—'twas all he wished—a friend. 

No further seek his merits to disclose, 
Or draw his frailties from their dead abode 

(There they alike in trembling hope repose,) 
The bosom of his Father and his God." 

S. 
THE MAN IN THE MOON. 

CENTURIES ago, says an old legend, the man in the moon 
was an inhabitant of this earth. He lived on one of the 

Canary Isles, and wandered about on them the most distressed 
and forsaken of mortals, for he had what so many men of the 
present day are burdened with, a " tartar of a wife." She deprived 
him of a ll the comforts of life; the sole object of her life seemed 
to be, to make bis as dreary as possible, and in this she ivas very 
successful. If he stayed about the house to do up the little 
chores for her, perhaps by her orders, she complained of it, and 
would say : " I wish you would not be forever in the kitchen, it 
is not man's place. I wish you'd tend to your business and leave 
me to mine." So meekly he would leave her without a word 
and go to his work, only to return again and hear her muttering 
to this effect: t: This was not the way my father left his wife to 
•do a ll the hard work, my husband will find out, when it is too 
late, that he has broken me down. Oh! I wish I had never 
married. Why will girls be so foolish ? " Her husband enter
ing, she would perhaps, stop and remain silent and gloomy for 
•several days, or if she felt like it, the sight of him would incite 
her to another outburst of feeling much worse than the first. 

Always after such times with his wife, he would wander along 
the sea and pour out his feelings, for he knew he must not say 
anything to his wife, and he thought no one heard him here. 
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But, a little fairy, always on the watch, and waiting to comfort 
such as he, listened to him, and when she had heard all his 
troubles, was filled with pity, and after he had gone, she called 
together several little sister fairies, and told them what she had 
heard. It was decided by them that as long as he lived here 
he would have trouble and it was thought he had had his share. 
So one night when he was wandering along by the sea, and 
seeming to feel unusually sorrowful, the good little fairy who 
had first heard him, stepped up to him and said, " Poor man! we 
are going to carry you away from this bad woman, your wile. 
Meet us to night at 8 o'clock." • The man stood for a few minutes 
bewildered, and when he had sufficiently collected himself to ask 
what this strange voice meant, the fairy had disappeared. He 
did know what to do, hut said to himself as he walked home, 
" It can't be a worse life than the one I am leading." Bigot 
o'clock found him in the same place at which the fairy had appeal
ed to him first. Here he waited for some time and was beginning 
to think it had all been imagination, when on glancing up, be saw 
the fairy followed by her train of little maids. When she came 
up to him she told him she had prepared a little car that would 
be invisible to all eyes, in which lie was to sit, while they would 
speed him swiftly through the air to a place where there was no 
trouble, where men and women lived together in perfect hap
piness, where there was no difference between man and wile such 
as he had been used to, a place where woman seemed "to-
set herself to man like perfect music unto noble words." 

Swiftly and safely these little fairies carried him up to the 
beautiful pale satellite, and there they left him to occupy the 
place that far excelled their most glowing descriptions, and ever 
since he has remained looking with pity on the world from 
whose troubles he has forever escaped. He is now always 
spoken of as the " Man in the Moon." ^ 

A RUINED MANSION. 

MANY of the inhabitants of Trenton are ignorant of the beau
tiful scenery in its suburban districts. East Trenton is par

ticularly rich in picturesque scenes that are well worth visiting. 
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As you go out Clinton Street through the part of the city until 
recently known as Millliam, nearing the end of the road, you 
come in sight of the historical Assanpink and the wild scenery 
of which it is a part. The creek flows along through the woods 
slowly and lazily, its little branches wandering here and there 
over the pebbles wherever they choose, until warned that they 
are approaching the mill dam. Then uniting their forces and 
concentrating them in one place making a deep and wide stream, 
they attack the obstruction. But when the battle is over the 
greater part have been captured, and with lowered colors pass 
through the headgates, then underneath " Lovers' Bridge" to 
the mill below; while the rest, breaking ranks, escape over the 
stones, and each again following the bent of its own sweet will, 
wanders on through the meadow between mossy banks of v iolet 
and spring beauty. To the left of the road are the grounds and 
the mansion built by Governor Clinton almost a century ago. It 
is said that he was often visited here by General Washington. 
The mansion which has quite a romantic history and is, of course, 
haunted, is now in ruins. The floors have fallen in, the windows 
and doors have been stolen and there is nothing left but the bare, 
white walls, which stand like a skeleton of the last century, re
minding one of the vanity of a ll things earthly. 

I remember when great wide stone steps led up to the entrance 
of the grounds; but the stones have fallen from their positions 
and we must climb the little hill and walk through the grass 
where once, no doubt, was a broad drive leading up to the house; 
thus'we reach the remains of an old stone porch and stand gaz
ing through the opening once filled by massive rosewood doors 
into the building. 

As we look through the open doorway we can see all of the 
interior at a glance. The floor of the cellar is overgrown with 
grass and weeds. The blank walls overhead are yellow with age, 
and here and there the crannies above the window-spaces afford 
comfortable homes for a great number of sparrows, which at our 
approach, peep cautiously out of their ugly little hiding-places 
to catch a glimpse of the strange people who would care to visit 
such a gloomy place. Now they fly about the dismal space, 
back and forth, joyously chirping to each other as though to 
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teach us that it does not require handsome dwellings to make 
happiness. 

At each end of the oblong building are huge fireplaces, which 
once upon a time shed their light and warmth upon a merrier 
scene. Those scenes have passed away forever, and the fires 
have gone out. The fireplaces are out of date, and I think it is 
just as well that it is so. They are clumsy, uncomfortably look
ing things, and though they add to the picturesqueness of this 
scene, are not at all suited to our advanced stage of civilization. 

D. 

PASSING AWAY. 

OX E long ilark night, when the north wind cold 
Had traveled back to his icy sphere, 

And clouds hung low o'er the mountains hold, 
And all the earth seemed so sad and drear, 

Some snow-flakes slipped from the cloud's embrace, 
And pure and white as sweet angels fair, 

They sped at once to earth's darksome face, 
And lightly, gently, they rested there. 

They thought to show to all mortals here 
That they, their purity, could retain, 

And keep themselves from all' sin quite clear, 
Though living far from their own domain. 

Though long the night, it will have its day; 
The clouds arose from the mountain's crest; 

A golden light took the place of gray ; 
The sun looked forth from his long night's rest. 

His clear strong rays on the snow-flakes fell, 
And soon they saw, to their sore dismay, 

The pure white robes they had loved so well 
Were turned, from white, to a dingy gray. 

•' Alas, alas! " now each sadly cried, 
"Oh, would we could to the c'oud go back ! 

How can we here in this world abide ? 
•Our robes, our beautiful robes, are black.'' 
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In shame, they sank to the earth and died; 
The sun's mild voice, to them, kindly spoke 

" Your work on earth you in earnest tried ; 
Snow-flakes, ye shall from death's sleep awake." 

From street and lane and from spire and dome, 
But all unseen to our mortal eyes, 

Their spirits passed to their heavenly home, 
Their heavenly home in the sunnv skies. 

M. D" 

HOW TRAINS WERE RUN THIRTY YEARS AGO. 

ANY enterprise, if conducted on a large settle, must have a 
system. Nowhere is the vindication of this truth more 

forcibly seen than in the operation of railroads, where a little 
-carelessness or the neglect of a single duty, even on the part of the 
humblest employee, may destroy many lives and much property. 
Nothing has improved the system of railroading as the telegraph. 
It is by this that from one centre, trains can be directed, orders 
j;iven, and men kept to their duty over all parts ol the road. 
Yet twenty-five or thirty years ago this wonderful invention was 
little used in the management of trains, and this made system
atic and rapid running impossible. 

Passenger trains were divided into classes. Opposing trains 
that met each other were designated as "first-class" and "second-
class." The former had the right of way, and the latter waited 
on the siding for them at all meeting places; for double tracks 
were not then laid over most of the roads. After waiting a 
stipulated time, thirty three minutes, on the old Camden and 
Amboy, if the first-class train had not yet come, the second-chiss 
train was allowed to pass on, the other having forfeited its right 
to the road. These half hour waits on sidings were frequent 
occurrences, and must have been a severe tax on the passengers' 
patience. Meetings must take place now just the same as they 
did then, for there is much single track still, but now it a train 
is behind time it is run by telegraph, and the waiting trains are 
given orders to run to another point, and so loss of time is 
prevented. 

Trains that were not scheduled were governed by posts placed 
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half-way between the sidings. If two trains, both of this class, 
met each other, the one that reached the half-way post first had 
the right of way ; and the one that was not so fortunate was 
compelled to go back to the last siding that it had passed. 
Some freight trains were scheduled ; b ut extra freights and work-
trains ran without much regularity. The engineer had the 
privilege of chosing his own time to start. He might say to the 
fireman on a certain day, " We'll leave at five to-morrow morn
ing. I want to get back early " Before starting, the engineer 
or conductor would thrust his head into the telegraph office and 
say : " Going to so and so, anything on the road ? " He might 
receive the answer: " Extra 647 started from for h ere at 
four o'clock." And that would be all the orders given, and the 
engineer, bearing this in mind, would creep cautiously around 
all curves for fear that that" extra " might be lurking on the other 
side; then too, all regular trains must be looked out for. In 
these ways much time was lost, and it often took a whole day to-
go from Camden to South Amboy. Such trains as these could 
hardly have carried much freight that was perishable; and it is 
to be feared that the patrons of the through freights of the 
present time would think such accomdations rather poor. Trains 
of the last mentioned classes were left much to themselves, and 
often it was not officially known or cared where such trains were 
for a whole day, quite a contrast to the present system, by which 
a train-sheet is kept by the division-operator, on which is placed 
every morning from the report of the conductors, the number of 
each train, by whom manned, the number of cars and time of 
leaving starting point, and each operator's report of the time of 
passing his station. Thus all the movements of every train are 
known. A q uarter of a century ago there was no block system, 
by which trains can be run a minute or two apart even in foggy 
weather; no limited express ; in fact, few of the thousand things 
which now make travelling by rail swift and sure. Railroading 
as it exists now could not be conducted as it was then; and, with
out the telegraph, it could never have passed beyond its 
infancy. 

H. J. T. 
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A LULLABYE. 

NESTLING in thy cradle thro' the darksome night 
Even in thy slumbers thy mother prays for thee, 

Waiting still and watching for the coming light, 
Hoping that God's child for evermore thou'lt he. 

Softly fall the night dews, aoftly'.come the angels; 
Nature thus all peaceful, waits the day new born: 

Rest, my sleeping baby, do not now awaken; 
Happy be thy night dreams till the coming morn. 

Sleeping, sleeping, angels are keeping 
Their watch my baby o'er thee. 

CESSATOK 
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EDITORIALS. 

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. 

THIS Association met in Mechanic's Pavilion, San Francisco, 
Cal., on the evening of July 17th, 1SS8. Several of our 

teachers made the transcontinental tour at this time, viz: Miss 
Smith, Miss Bosworth, O. P. Steves, Ph. D., and Professor E. F. 
•Carr. From all sources at our command, we have drawn in
formation for a much longer article than our space will permit 
us to fill. We shall limit our observations here to a few and 
necessarily fragmentary thoughts upon education, as developed 
in extenso, in the Department of Normal Schools. This Depart
ment met in Saratoga Hall, July 18th and 19th. The President, 
S. S. Parr, in his annual address upon " The Normal School 
Problem," set forth the qualifications of the roundly-equipped 
teacher, as follows: (a) personal fitness; (6) a good academic 
knowledge of subjects ; (c) the teaching-knowledge which is de
rived from viewing the various subjects in the order fixed for 
them by their nature and by that of the mind which acquires 
them; (if) knowledge of the process of development under the 
stimulation of the teaching-act; (e) an understanding of method 
as the scientific application of the means of stimulation to the 
•ends of development; (/) acquaintance with the historical de
velopment of pedagogical principles ; (g) a comprehension of the 
science of mind as an energy and of that of mental growth and 
mental stimulation; (h) such an acquaintance with the art of 
teaching as a reasonable experience will give. The paramount 
question in the scope of the work, he thought, is the relation of 
the Normal School to academic instruction ; but his conclusion 
was that the facts overturn the theory and make academic work 
.its leading feature. He said that the weakness of Normal gradu
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ates in scholarship is chiefly traceable to their unwillingness 
to remain for anything except the' most meager preparation. 
The statistics of the Northern Illinois N. 8. show that 72 per 
cent, of those who enter stay less than one year 1 The distinction 
between academic and teaching-knowledge, lie held to be vital \ 
in the former the ideas are arranged in an order determined by 
their own relations; in the latter, in an order determined by 
their relation to the learning mind. The purpose of academic 
knowledge is acquaintance with series of objects in the order of 
their necessary dependence; of teaching-knowledge, with the 
process of the learning mind in the order of mastery. Educa
tional psychology, special method, and historical development 
were touched upon, nor were training in the art and general 
method neglected. 

The facts, to the mind of P rofessor Parr, are sufficient to war
rant him in saying that the teacher's professional school is still 
iii the midst of a struggle to differentiate itself from the academic-
schools out of which it arose ; the result of this struggle, of which 
the Normal School gives promise and potency, he believes, will 
bring it about that purely academic work will be. done where it 
belongs, and teaching-knowledge of subjects given by specialists 
in their academic knowledge, and in educational science. 

Joseph Baldwin, of Huntsville, Texas, presented a paper upon 
"The Distinctive Work of the Normal School." The topics 
which lie brought .forward and to which we can merely allude 
were (a) educating teachers is the work of the Normal School-
(b) the Normal School now does academic work in common 
with high-schools and colleges; (c) educational psychology 
should be made the basis of distinctive normal work ; (d) the 
professional study of the branches and subjects to be taught; (e) 
the history of educational evolution; (/) the art of teaching 
occupies a prominent place; ((j) the art of school management. 
Cyrus W. Hodgkin, of Richmond, Ind., discussed " The Subject-
Matter that Properly Belongs to the Normal School Curriculum.'' 
Lucy M. Washburne, San Jose, Cal., also presented a paper upon 
the same topic, and Charles H. Allen, San Jose, Cal., one upon 
" Training School as an Adjunct of the Normal School." 

We regret that our space will not permit us to lay before our 
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readers some of the arguments presented. We sum up the points 
of the latter paper : (a) The department is necessary to a Normal 
School, and is the mark ot its professional character; (6) it should 
he made up of the same material as will be found in outside 
work ; (c) the pupil-teacher should have two periods of duty— 
one of observation, and one of practice ; (d) for both ot these he 
must be held strictly accountable by.the critic-teacher; (e) a 
failure in this department should be fatal to graduation ; (/) the 
necessarily brief practice afforded him here is more valuable than 
years of practice without guidance ; (</) th e department gives the 
younger pupils what they could hardly acquire in any other 
school. Thomas H. Kirke, River Falls. Wis., gave a thoughtful 
presentation of " The Relations of the Normal School to the 
Academic Schools." He developed the following summary: 
(a) Its academic courses must he of the highest character as to 
choice, sequence of time, and treatment; (6) its professional 
courses must transcend the dead letter of philosophy and be all 
a-glow with its spirit ; (c) no student must be considered for 
entrance who does not expect to teach, and only such retained 
as seem, after fair trial, sufficiently strong in all respects ; (d) if 
•students come from high schools and other institutions they must 
be held to complete the courses they find when superior in any de
gree to those they have had, and this in the face of harmful pre
cedent and mistaken courtesies; (e) no hurry must be permitted in 
completing courses; (/) the instructors must know the public 
school by experience and possess both breadth of education and 
depth of sympathy suitable to their calling. 

The Association was calculated to enlist the interest of all who 
desire to aid the cause of education, and we deeply regret that 
our space will not permit us to enter upon other departments or 
even to more fully place before our readers the discussions of this 
one. 

A FEW WORDS OF ADVICE. 

THE following letter is before us: 
DEAR SIR :—Will you be good enough to advise me about 

my school. I do not succeed in discipline. I know my inten
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tions are good but the result of my efforts are flat failures. You 
have visited my school on several occasions. What is the mat
ter ? 

Yours, respectfully, 

We will be frank with the writer of this letter with the frank
ness of a surgeon who must cut deep to effect a cure. 

Stop scolding, nagging, and lying. Do not take offence at this 
advice, but examine yourself. You think you do not scold but 
you do, and vehemently. You imagine you are speaking with 
authority, but you are scolding, and your words have the precise 
effect to increase the evil you would remedy. You have spoken 
in this Xantippe manner so long, thinking it is the way to com
mand, that you possibly do not know how sour and ragged your 
tones and words are. To command, one need not use many 
words. If you cannot speak moderately and enforce your 
moderate words by your manner alone then you are out of place. 

Stop nagging. Spitting out vinegary words," uncalled for gibes 
and taunts to a child, even if the child be in the wrong, is 
despicable. Tell a child all his faults continually, and he will 
grow to love his evil ways. Once a child has been reproved for 
a fault, do not bring that buried wrong to the surface again. The 
throwing at children the small shot of your uncontrolled feelings, 
provokes, retorts, and then you sink to the level of a child—even 
to that of an exasperated child—and both bandy words like two 
equals. 

There are people in this world who cannot come into the 
presence of children who are at peace among themselves, but 
thev will create confusion. Two rules might help such people if 
not cure their misfortune. Keep silence about one-half of the 
wrongs you would speak about, and look at the other half from 
the point of view of the child before you act. By your habitual 
scolding and nagging, you destroy any effort a child may make 
towards improvement. " You shall; " " Shut up ! " " Stop your 
noise; " I'll see whether you will or not; " I'll slap your face; " 
will accomplish nothing good. The last state of that child is 
worse than the first, and of your own, too, if possible. 

Stop lying. " Is it possible," you say, " that I lie! " Certainly. 
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" Now, John, if you do that again I will punish you,'' and John 
does it again for 110 reas on than because you told him not to do 
it. Moreover he knows he will not be punished. Here we 
pause to say that you never do as you say you will do in the 
matter of punishments, except you are in a rage, and your 
penalties then accomplish nothing but to incite resentment and 
an increased "disposition to do the thing forbidden. You have 
told your pupils three, four, even seven times, to do a certain 
thing, and in a large majority of these cases, you took no pain* 
to sec that they obeyed. You tell Henry that a certain privilege 
may be enjoyed, and then you fail to do your part, or sometimes 
you withdraw the promise as a punishment. You do not 
hesitate to disappoint your pupils; they are educated to dis
believe you. They do not care for what you say : why should 
they ? 

If you cannot mildly direct and govern your pupils, more 
especially as you have now had them some time, subject to your 
control, look for the explanation iu yourself. The explanation in 
there. In a word, you cannot control yourself. Do not expect 
the trustees to come in and " keep school" for you. No one can 
discipline jointly with you; nine times out of ten any just referee 
must condemn you. That your pupils come short of a high 
moral standard in conduct is evident, but it is equally evident 
that you more reprehensible fall still further below the same 
mark. It is also quite clear that the former is a direct conse
quence of the latter. u Know thyself." 

To habitually urge that others are to be blamed—the district 
clerk, the trustees or the parents is to confess your own ineffi
ciency ; this course is mere shirking. There is a manliness and 
self-respect, if they have not been destroyed by bad treatment, 
in every child ; and these blossoms of a proper pride should not 
be crushed. I urge you to cease to question the motives of your 
pupils. To place them in a false position through a half or no 
knowledge of the facts on your part is an abominable shame. 
Your pupils know that you are wrong, and often they convict 
you. If you allow yourself to be pushed into a corner by a 
child, it is, perhaps, too much to expect you to use philosophy 
to get out. But it only makes a bad matter worse to " get mad." 
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This course is a striking evidence of inefficiency. You must 
first begin to work a reform within yourself. The positivo 
Christian virtues will manifest themselves just as fast as you 
heed our " Thou-slialt-not" admonitions, viz; stop scolding, nag
ging and lying. 

A REFLECTION. 

i ( I OOKING backward through the years" is not ours to 
accomplish to any great degree, but from the books we 

read, and, from the remarks of our elders, we infer that we are all 
going to the " demnition bow-wows," as it regards education. If 
there is any unintelligible writing on the wall that has not been 
surreptitiously placed there through the agency of phosphorus, we 
ought to be thankful to any Daniel who will expound it for us. 
It may not, in our cases, be " all up " with us if we are fore
warned. They say that in these last sad days the young people 
in the schools do not really know—know for sure—the elementary 
truths of the subjects they study; that we are superficial; that 
our mental fibre is lax; that we do not care to work for the work's 
sake, but that we strive for " marks," and of consequence it must 
be that we are morally degenerate and have the seeds of ruin in 
us. If these things be so, are we to be blamed? Did we make 
the conditions under which we are criticised ? If our mentors 
can exonerate themselves, then plainly the cause of this de
plorable situation must be sought in the stream of tendency upon 
which our fathers have been borne down to us. 

If we do not really know things as the ancients of the earth 
knew them, we have to say that those wiseacres did not have 
seven recitations to prepare to be recited in seven consecutive 
periods of forty minutes each. They had" Reading, 'Riting and 
'Rithmetic." Because forty thousand things have been discovered 
since they quit school, must we have them all crowded into our 
heads ! If we are told to learn what they studied and all the 
modern " finds " added thereto, must we not cram ? 

We arc told that our books present the subject matter in a 
much improved manner and when we read the " testimonials" 
of teachers and professors without which no school-book is com-
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plcto, we ieel certain that we shall become Admirable Crichtons 
at once, that is, we should feel so if many of our supervisors did 
not say that of making many books there is no end;" that 
they arc all " chopped feed." We, ourselves, believe there is a 
wonderful assortment of arithmetics, grammars, so-called, and 
geographies ; and the entire brood of ologies makes us " dizzy." 
\\ o w ere much amused to sec in a window of a shop that was 
preparing for occupancy," Another Drug Store !" But" Another 
history upon an entirely new" plan," is not of infrequent appear
ance. We might continue to speak of over-organization and of 
time spent upon non-essentials. Let us learn a few essentials, 
study them long and hard and master them by " pure thought " 
—no royal road, as we have been told. 

CHRISTMAS. 

TOYOUS Christmas! Merry Christmas! What a host of 
J pleasant memories those happy words contain! And why is 
this season so fraught with joy? 'Tis a simple reason: each 
strives to make others happy, for Christmas-tide brings with it 
gifts to friends and loved ones, cheer to the sorrowful and 
burdened, relief to the sick and weary, and help for the poor and 
destitute. Blessed Christmas! It is the birthday of the world's 
hopes, for the lowly babe of Bethlehem was the gift of an 
almighty and loving Father to His erring and sinful children. 
What a holy example we arc following in celebrating this time. 
He went about healing the sick, the halt, and the blind, carrying 
the words of peace, love and forgiveness to all. His life was 
given that we might live. 

Let every day be a Christmas in this beautiful sense—that we 
always strive to please others, do good, and forget ourselves. 

THE sphere we occupy during childhood and youth is not as 
narrow a one as we sometimes think. During our ten or 

twelve years of school-life, we have opportunities for sowing in 
our lives the noblest elements of manhood and womanhood; 
and if we slight the sowing-time now, the autumn of life may 
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find us with no harvest. If we learn in school to concentrate 
all our power on the task before us, and to devote ourselves 
wholly to duty, we shall have mastered one branch of knowledge 
not specified in our catalogues, but invaluable in all walks of life. 

School work, well done, makes us self-reliant. We need much 
assistance, it is true, but it is a good plan to be sure we need it 
before we ask it, even of our instructors; for independence is 
one of the most admirable traits of manhood and womanhood, 
too, though some may[dispute woman's need of it. A self-reliant 
woman need not be " strong-minded " in the extremely narrow 
sense in which the word is used now-a-days, tut she will be 
strong-minded in the true meaning of the word. 

School may be to us a source of either strength or weakness. 
We have our work before us. If it is done well, it will leave 
us stronger; if we neglect or slight it, we shall be weaker. 

What has school done for us in '88 ? What shall it do in '89 ? 

E frequently hear it said, " Knowledge is of two kinds; that 
which we have in our minds and know we know, and that 

which we know where to find; " and " Of the two," said one of 
our professors, recently, " The latter is the more valuable." The 
truth of that statement we do not doubt since no one is expected 
to be a walking encyclopedia, but how can we learn where to 
find information if we have not that which contains it? We 
were assured last year that on our return this fall, we should 
have added to our School Library, many new books—books of 
reference and general information to aid in the school-work, and 
we were much disappointed at finding ourselves apparently not 
much nearer the coveted books than we were before. Now, while 
our library contains a few excellent works of reference on some 
subjects, on others, absolutely nothing is to be found. Wc make 
this plea for more books, not so much now for our own use as 
for those who shall travel the road after us that tl:oy may find 
their work more easy by having more light thrown upon it. 

THIS is the first number of the SIGNAL for the year 1889. We 
extend a hearty |New Year's greeting to all our readers, 

and trust that the months to come'may'bc.laden with prosperity 
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for all. For past favors and hearty support, wc proffer our 
grateful thanks to both press and public, and trust that we may 
always merit the kindness shown by them. For the future, we 
solicit the persevering aid of our many friends, and feel confi
dent that it will be accorded. Wo sincerely congratulate the 
students of the State Schools upon their support of the SIGNAL. 
The edition of our last number was wholly exhausted upon the 
day of publication. The editors have been the recipients ot 
some very complimentary expressions of approval of the matter 
and manner of the last number. We regard the pleasure of our 
readers as our highest recompense. 

A QUERULOUS disposition wc will condemn and untimely 
chiding withhold but it docs appear to us that a wholesome 

and needed criticism might be passed upon a few of those per
sons—we have not observed that our students are offenders— 
who visit the public library, on State street. With what stalwart 
powers are the No. 10 boots brought down upon the floor! With 
what nerve and almost furniture-destroying effect are the helpless 
chairs dragged hither and thither! The ponderous thud of the 
former and the crashing noise of the latter assassinate the atten
tion of any would-be quiet reader. But the talk and chatter of 
Barbarian, Sythian, bond, and free as they set at defiance the 
legend " Silence" hanging upon the walls, is past endurance. Not 
that there is so much of it but that what there is, is so bad. We 
pray you, avoid it I 

HE present session of the legislature should be attended by 
as many of our students as possible. In many ways, it is 

one of the most important in the history of the State. One 
political party has obtained the control of both houses, and a 
peculiar interest in their doings is manifested by all. The 
scholars should become acquainted with the mode of carrying on 
State government, and for this purpose they have exceptionally 
good opportunities from residing in the capital.. Many students 
in our institutions, when they attain to the years and discretion 
of manhood, will be called upon to take a part in the active 
duties of legislation, and it will better prepare them for such 
work, to observe the manner in which business is conducted. 
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KFOKE our next issue, another class will have passed from 
the Normal School, and many of its members will he oc

cupying positions as teachers throughout the State. Friends, 
may your future years he as pleasant as those spent in Normal 
Hall, and your tasks as light as those that have appeared so 
difficult, but have been so easily surmounted. Wc hope to see 
you at the graduation exercises next June. Till then, adieu! 

SAYS the Nassau Lit. " Fairly and squarely put the record 
rvhich '90 has made for itself in this respect (contributing 

to the Lit.) is a disgrace to the class." 
This will doubtless teach these young gentlemen what kind of 

trees make shingles. 
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SCIENCE NOTES 

CIENCE is concerned with looking at phenomena from the 
exterior, and the widest generalization which she make3. as 

a consequence, is that everything of which she can take cognizance 
is governed by law. The origin of life when it has been pushed 
back to infusoria, bacteria, etc., to be stopped finally in proto
plasm as its physical basis, must at last be accepted either upon 
a purely mechanical hypothesis, or allowed to have been produced 
by creative fiat, or relegated to the catalogue of mysteries. The 
attempts of experimenters to produce spontaneous generation 
have come to naught, and the end of all their efforts has been to 
establish the fact that they have been careless in their observa
tions. Tyndall and Pasteur have uttered the last word in this 
field of investigation. 

The crucial point is to pass from inorganic to organic matter; 
to find some stable compound that would have the power to 
change other bodies; to find, in a word, the doubtful Bithybius 
that a prominent scientist wished, with fine humor, "in the 
bottom of the sea." The action of chlorophyl in its transforming 
power is Nature's miracle; without this action, no inorganic 
matter passes the chasm that separates it from an organic com
pound. The abiogenetie order is here interrupted, and the 
law of continuity is broken, or, at least, is held in abeyance till 
this transition can be made. Shall we succeed any better in 
speculating about the origin of life in terms of science than the 
ancients, and moderns, too, for that matter, have succeeded in 
terms of their philosophy ? It is enough that within the field 
of the " knowable" we have ample room for the exercise of 
human faculties. We may, however, gain these advantages from 
the consideration that both philosophy and science come at last 
against the wall of mystery; that wc should cultivate an in
creased humility; that a catholic spirit of toleration should be 
encouraged; that truth may be sought upon many lines, and that 
as we here have a chosen field of endeavor, we will prosecute 
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our scientific inquiries as a co-ordinate wing of the great army 
of truth-seekers with zeal, with sincerity, and with love. 

" Our little systems liavo their day; 
They have their day and cease to be: 

They are but broken lights of Thee, 
For Thou, O Lord, are more than they!" 

PREHISTORIC MAN. 

THE existence of prehistoric man in North America is a truth 
of recent demonstration. The Troglodytes of Europe have 

been well and long determined, but foreign anthropologists 
looked askance upon the evidence of palaeolithic man in this 
country. They seemed to think that our investigators were 
poaching on their preserves. 

To understand the Homo Palaeolithicus one must be conversant 
with the geology of that early—very early—time, and by the 
light of this geology, he may determine the period of the palaeoli
thic implements which have been discovered. Palaeolithic 
objects are " coarsely chipped masses of flinty rock upon which 
a distinctly designed cutting edge is found to which is often 
added an acute point." They are embedded in gravels de
posited by certain rivers during the quaternary or pleistocene 
period. The rivers were much larger than they now are, and 
were caused by the melting of the great ice covering when the 
land was depressed as far southward as Philadelphia during the 
later cold epoch of the Quaternary. When the. Delaware Bay 
extended Well north and was analogous to the Chesapeke at the 
present time, the overwash gravels from the terminal moraine 
were deposited throughout this region and are now known as the 
" Trenton Gravels." It is in these gravels that palaeolithic im
plements have been extensively discovered by Dr. Chas. C. 
Abbott who is quoted in this country and in Europe as authority 
in anthropological research. 

Professor W. J. McGee of the U. S. Geological Survey, in a 
communicatiom to the Anthropological Society of Washington, 
on " The Condition of Accumulations of the Trenton Gravels," 
says, in substance, these are from forty to fifty feet in thickness, 
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comprised of pebbles, cobbles and scattered bowlders embedded 
in a scant matrix of sand, loam, and silt; these gravels were 
water-laid though the bowlders appear to be ice dropped. 

To gain an idea of the time that has elapsed since our autoch
thon appeared in New Jersey, geologists take ten thousand years 
as the age of the Niagara gorge. The glacial covering had 
receded from a point where New York city now is to Albany 
before the waters of Niagara could have begun their work of 
erosion, so that wc are pretty sure of twenty or even thirty 
thousand years now, in which to spread out in proper sequence 
and without confusion, the long train of human activities that 
have occurred during prehistoric time. It was in this interesting 
period when the gravels which our students will doubtless ex
amine with interest, were deposited. In the waters of these 
ancient rivers the prehistoric man lost his stone axe which be
came embedded in the Trenton gravels to be brought to light in 
these " foremost files of time." 

It is noteworthy that the Eskimo, according to Dr. Abbott, 
once dwelt in our latitude; that they were pushed back toward 
their present abode by the men who antedated the coming of the 
Indians, or they retreated northward as the glacial cap receded. 

Let the student who would see this subject treated in externa, 
read " Evidences of the Antiquity of Man in Eastern North 
America," an address before the Section of Anthropology of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, by 
Dr. Chas. C. Abbott, Trenton, N. J. 

SHINGLE-MAKING FROM TREES OVER 1000 YEARS OLD. 

NATURAL phenomena are quite common occurrences in our 
daily life, but as a rule they take place at such a rate as 

not to enable us to investigate them ; however, there arc one or 
two instances which have attracted a great deal of attention, and 
among the first, I might mention the natural curiosity in Cape 
May County, where they dig up trees which have been imbedded 
in the muck no cloubt for centuries but which arc in such a good 
state of preservation that the timber is con verted into shingles. The 
place where the geological " find " was- discovered, the sea has 
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for years encroached upon, destroying the timber and making 
a salt marsh of the land; at the same time a deposit of alluvial 
or muck has been accumulating until now it is from five to 
thirteen feet deep, where it was once high ground. Near Dcnnis-
villc we find the deposit the deepest with no mixture of sand, 
and here we find the process of preservation the greatest. That 
logs in this place have been preserved at least 1,500 years has 
been clear ly proved. Dr. Beesly says, in reference to the age of 
the cedar swamps, " I counted 1.080 rings of annual growth 
between the center and outside of a large stump and under it 
lay a prostrate tree which had fallen and been buried before the 
tree to which the stump belonged first sprouted. This lower 
trunk was 500 years old, so that upward of fifteen centuries wero 
thus determined beyond a doubt, as the age of one small portion 
-of a log." Mr. Ludlum relates a similar instance, but mor,o 
complex, than the former, only showing that the logs which are 
found underneath must have fallen thousands of years ago, and 
in every instance these were nearly all as perfect as the day they 
fell. The discovery of this vast amount of buried timber and 
finding it to be in such good condition suggested that it might 
be utilized in making shingles, and this has led to a very impor
tant industry, giving employment to a great many men. The 
process of making shingles out of these centurions of the forest 
after the timber has been unearthed from the muck, is similar 
to that of the present time. But what seems most singular is that 
these logs are not water-logged at all, on the contrary they arc as 
buoyant and the shingles as bright as a newly cut tree; not only 
this, but the supply seems almost inexhaustible for the timber 
has been found to be four layers deep in many places. Thus we 
see that here is not only a curiosity, but a valuable acquisition. 
But how the timber was preserved during the vast ages it has 
lain there is not known and perhaps it never will be known how 
these trees could withstand the elements for at least 2000 years. 

WINTER WORK FOR YOUNG NATURALISTS. 

WINTE11 is by no means a Period of rest from labor to the 
student of Natural History. Setting aside, temporarily, 
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cated without injustice to their late occupants. A diligent 
eearch into crannies and woods will reveal the abiding place of 
many cocoons of all size3 and kinds, which, later, " will a tale 
unfold " to do credit to any modern apparition. 

Truly the industrious*student of n ature can find multifarious 
employments in the snowy months, and may feel thankful lor a 
6eason of rest from collecting, and an opportunity for the con
summation of a most successful and pleasant plan of a season of 
scientific work. G. E. B. 

T the beginning of this century, now drawing to its close,. 
practically nothing was know of the science of electricity ; 

but since then it has made strides which have surprised and 
startled all, and revolutionized the world. When we look at the 
progress made in so short a time, and behold the marvelous 
developments that have already taken place, we are unable to 
predict what the future may bring forth. Suffice it to say, that the 
twentieth century will behold electricity the living and advancing 
science of the world. 

Let us look at some of the changes wrought. The telegraph 
stands well up towards the front. Messages may now he sent 
in a few seconds to places where previously it required days, 
weeks, and evens months to carry them; the Old World and the 
New have been bound together by the Atlantic cable, and news 
from all parts of Europe is received here, a few hours after it 
becomes known there. But some languages, Chinese for in
stance, cannot bo t elegraphed, and for years scientists labored to 
find some means of conveying messages in these languages by 
means of electricity. The result of this research was the tele
phone. It was the telephone that changed the condition of this 
whole woild, and covered it with wires. We, who arc accus
tomed to sec and use it every day, arc apt not to appreciate fully 
what a wonderful invention it is. Just think of carrying on a 
conversation with a person milts distant, as well as if ho were 
by our side. 

Next to the telephone, Edison's perfected phonograph is the 

ELECTRICITY. 
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what may be seen and done without, let us sec what wo can do 
within. Now it is that the collector has ample opportunity for 
examining and disposing of his accumulated wealth, the result 
of the summer's work. The botanist brings forth his treasures. 
First, he will thoroughly poison his plants ; then selecting the 
best specimens of the different species, will carefully mount and 
place them in his herbarium. Arranging his duplicates, he is 
prepared to exchange. The winter months arc veritably the 
season for exchanging to the botanist, and the consequent en
largement of his herbarium. 

There arc many young people who manufacture their own 
cases, cabinets, herbarium covers and various other indispensable 
requisites of the naturalists outfit. Now is the time for this work. 
Besides this practical work there is the necessary studying and 
reading. The ambitious young scientist will peruse the various 
text-books of his favorite subjects and acquire more knowledge 
in view of his next year's field-work. Notes can be written up 
and copied. Journalistically inclined persons can pen com
munications and articles for the many amateur papers of our 
land, thus increasing their own knowledge in writing, and 
benefiting their fellow-workers in science. The microscope 
opens a field of wonder to every eye. In this age of enlighten
ment, discovery, and invention, almost any one can be the 
possessor of a microscope of some kind, Not only is it useful, 
and, I may add, almost indispensable to the scientific student, 
but it will afford endless amusement and profit to him who is 
not inclined to science. With the preparation of geological, 
conchological,and entomological specimens, the winter-time may 
be fully utilized within doors. 

But ivithout, even Avhen the cold Avinds arc whistling through 
the tree-tops and the smwy Avhitencss covers hill and dale, there 
are many who will bestir themselves. Undoubtedly one of 
the most interesting and instructive out-of-door occupations 
at this time for the young naturalist is the examination of snow-
crystals with a magnifying glass, and drawing the same. There 
are many days in Avinter AA 'hen the geologist can ply his pleasant 
work. The taxirdermist and ornithologist can roam over the 
hills and bring home trophies. The birds' nests may bo confis-
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most startling recent invention. By means of this little instru
ment, the words Gf famous men may be handed down to pos
terity, not in print as at present, but the very words as spoken 
may be heard by simply turning a crank attached to the 
machine. This will also take the place of the raised print book 
in institutions for the blind, and thus bring about a most needed 
improvement. 

In our towns, streets and stores the obnoxious gas light has 
been superseded by illumination by electricity; and now wo 
sec successful experiments tried, in which cars arc propelled by 
electric motors, instead of by horses or steam. The service 
rendered to physicians and surgeons is invaluable. Muscular 
diseases are treated with great success by charges from electric 
batteries, and tumors and the like arc readily removed with 
platinum wires heated to a white heat by the electric current. 
The wire not only removes the tumor with less pain than the 
knife, but the loss of blood, which often so fatally attends the 
operation, is avoided since the hot wire sears up the blood 
vessels. Thus, in brief, we have looked at the marked improve
ments which owe their origin to electricity. Many of the most 
talented men in this and other countries are devoting their 
efforts to the study of this science, and the future promises to 
reward their efforts by the most wonderful and useful dis
coveries. K-
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LOCAL. 

DE. HASBEOUCK. 

f\N the llth of the current month the resignation of DrJIas-
U brouck, as Principal of the New Jersey Normal and Model 
Schools, took effect. For twelve and a half years the State 
Schools had been under his supervision, and during. ^time 
fully six hundred graduates of these schools passed from them 
fosterinc care to assuume the higher duties of citizens in the 
fields of t he professions, of business, and of h ome. Many times 
this number, for a longer or shorter time, as students, knew Dr. 
Hasbrouck as a faithful guardian and friend. 

This is not the time to undertake a just estimate of the arduous 
service of these years ; it is now the moment oi farewell. It is 
fitting that the SIGNAL should, in this public manner, voice the 
feeling good-bye-God be with you-of those who are now m 
the State Schools, united to that of all who, as students during 
his administration, knew our ex-Principal. 

Teachers and students, either present or remote, possess a 
a lively recognition of the earnest and constant endeavors of 
Dr Hasbrouck in their behalf, and they, at this time, with the 
great heart and loving deeds of Dr. Hasbrouck so near to them, 
extend to him heartfelt thanks for his untiring efforts for their 
welfare and for that of these schools. The final word of the 
SIGNAL is " Hail and farewell!" 

OTJE PEINCIPAL. 

41 MMIE King is dead ; long live the King! " Such vras the 
1 formula when the scepter passed from the hand that laid 

it down to that which took it up. 
The SIGNAL extends a cordial welcome to Professor Green, 

upon his accession to the position of Principal of the New Jersey 
Normal and Model Schools. Professor Green comes to us with 
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a reputation established as one of the first educators of our 
State. He has a thorough knowledge of the needs of our com
mon schools and is personally furnished with every requisite to 
advance their interests. Professor Green has made educational 
matters a study, and his wide experience as Principal and 
Superintendent over all grades of our modern school system has 
fitted him to be a judge of correct methods in school discipline 
and instruction. His knowledge of classification and of courses 
of study, and his firm grasp upon the broader questions of 
educational polity will make him a judicious officer and a safe 
manager in the responsible position to which he has been called. 

Wo feel assured that the schools will catch something of the 
spirit of enthusiasm of our new head, and, in cordial sympathy 
and co-operation with him, move on, in a spirited manner, to the 
accomplishment, in the future, of st ill higher results. 

HISTOBICAL. 

TO say that there are local features, in and about Trenton, of 
historical interest, would certainly be superfluous, but to 

say that all our students are well acquainted with all these 
reminiscences would be a hazardous statement. Perhaps every
one of the class in history could tell us the story of Washington's 
crossing the Delaware, but how many of them have been up to 
Washington's Crossing? And are they all familiar with the 
road down which the troops marched after that eventful crossing ? 
Can they pick out the streets of our city in which the attack and 
stubborn resistance occurred ? Let them, if they are unacquainted 
with the place, ask any citizen where Col. Rahl was when he 
received a note, telling him of the approach of the Americans, 
which lie was too careless or too tipsy to read. The Masonic 
Temple stands upon an historical corner. The history of St. 
M ichacl's Church is above ordinary interest. Our object, here, 
is to be merely suggestive. Let all who do not know inquire 
about St. Michael's Church. 

To come nearer our own time. There is a relic of the Civil 
War daily before our eyes. We trust every student could rehearse 
the history of the " Swamp Angel," which, now, with a bird's 
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nest in its muzzle, so peacefully rests upon its pedestal. Some
thing of its experience is engraved upon the stone which suppor s 
it. It should be known how it came to its present position, 
occupied, at one time, a very ignoble place among a lot ot very 
plebeian old iron and stood an excellent chance ot having its 
historic molecules in common liux with those of a lot of old 
horse shoes. It was rescued from the scrap-heap by the Hon. 
John Hart Brewer, and placed at the disposal of our city, whoso 
authorities, we believe, have not yet formally accepted the gi t o 
the magnanimous donor. , 

These arc matters of national importance: other points of local 
historical interest there are, and we doubt not the ingenious 
student will search them out. 

MISS Isadora Williams, of the Normal School, and Mr. Frank 
H. Scobey, of the Boys' Department of the Model School, 

were the chief performers in a pretty, quiet wedding which took 
place December 26,1888, at the residence of the bride's lather, Jlr. 
Griffith Williams, of Lambcrtville. 

The ceremony was performed by the Rev. II. D. Lindsay, o 
Easton, brother of the bride, assisted by the Rev. Wm. Swann,of 
Lambcrtville. 

About sixty guests, mostly relatives, witnessed the ceremony. 
The bride looked remarkably well in a handsome traveling S° wn 

of dark green sebastopol cloth and silk, made a la Dirccloirc. feho 
carried a beautiful boquet of lilies-of-the-valley. 

The popularity of the bride and groom was proved by t o 
large number of beautiful and useful gifts which they received. 

A bountiful and delicious repast was served by Mr. Gilbert, 
the Trenton caterer. Mr. and Mrs. Seobev, took an afternoon 
train for the South. They visited Baltimore, Washington, 
Richmond, Hampton, and Old Point Comfort. They returned 
to Lambertvillc January 2. The next day, at an afternoon tea, 
they received their many friends in the town. 

All the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Scobey hope that the new life 
which has opened so happily for them, may contain the richest 
blessings possible. „ 
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DID WC say anything about a gymnasium in our last number, or 
in the number before that one ? and how many times before 

that one did we speak of the importance of a good gymnasium ? 
Like all reforms, wc suppose this one must come only after much 
agitation. Is there one institution of our grade that is without 
this necessary adjunct? Of course, our only chance is that the 
Trustees of our institution will look at this matter. If they will 
only look at it, we feel confident they will see the question as it 
appears to us. Lt will cost money, of course, but not much. 
Just make a beginning, and we will be satisfied. Wc are for the 
old flag and an appropriation—for a gymnasium. 

THE THBNCANIG ENTERTAINMENT. 

ON T hursday evening, December 20, every seat in Model Chapel 
was filled, the cause of the gathering being the entertain

ment given by the Theneanic Society of the Model School. The 
success with which the entertainments of this Society arealwajs 
attended called forth a large and appreciative audience ; and this 
entertainment was considered one of the best ever given by the 
Society. President Charles H. Dilts, in a few fitting remarks, 
thanked the audience for their presence and also extended the 
thanks of the Society to the literary workers and the Normal 
Debating Society for their kindness in presenting the Society 
with floral pieces. 

The first piece on tire programme was a Solo and Chorus, by 
C. H. Fetter, and Quintette, composed of C. II. Fetter, G. A. Hall, 
J. J. Iteilly, F. W. Stellc and C. II. Dilts. Miss Bessie Thomas, 
whose services were greatly appreciated by the Society, kindly 
consented to act as pianist, and her part of the programme was 
carried out with eminent success. 

The next piece on the programme was a Declamation, " The 
Bell of A tri," by C. C. Ilartpence, which was delivered with his 
usual excellent style. After this came the Convention of the 
Realistic Readers. The parts taken by the members of the Society 
were as follows: President," Dr. Graspgreat," A. II. Ego; Dele
gates, " Miss Overtone," J. A. O'Neill; " Mr. Force," J. N. Arm
strong ; " Mr. Breezy," Keppele Hall; "Mr. Ranter," J. H. Buck-
man ; "Mr. Farfeteh," C. H. Fetter; "Mrs. Highflown," F. W-
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•Stelle;" Miss Aspiration," H. 11. Richards;" Mr. Guttural," Abeel 
Hall; "Mr. Advance," S. S. DeCou; "Mr. Imagination C. C. 
Hartpence. Following this came a Violin Solo, hy 
Morrell. This was excellently rendered. Next came three 
tableaux from " Guinevere." The poem was beautifully illus
trated by the following: " King Arthur," Keppele Hall; Guin
evere," George Ridgeway; " The Little Maid," Abeel 1 Tall. ^ 

Part II was opened by a declamation by Winfield Scott, ' bra 
Luige's Marriage." Mr. Scott fully displayed his abilities as an 
orator by the way in which he delivered this beautiful selection. 
A Vocal Solo, by J. J. Reilly, was well sung. Then came 
the event of the evening, "The Burlesque of the Acncid.^ 
Following is the cast: "Aeneas," F. W. Stelle; 'Achates,^ 
G. A. Hall;" Ileoneus," A. H. Ego: " Jupiter," C. C. Hartpence^; 
" Mercury," It. T. Marshall; " Cupid," J• H. Buckman; Dido, 
C. H. Dilts; " Venus," J. A. O'Neill: " J uno," S. S. DeCou. us 
play, in five scenes, was selected and arranged by Dr. Steves, anti 
the costumes and scenery made the play one ol the best aices 
that has ever been delivered from the Chapel stage. t is oo 
long to be described in detail, but, on the whole, each peison 
acted his part with great success. Following this came a Cornet 
Solo, by C. H. Fetter, which was exceedingly well played. In 
conclusion, came a chorus, "Good night, Tare well, n 110 

Quintette. The entertainment was a brilliant success. 

npHK thirty-fifth annual meeting of the New Jersey State 
1 Teachers' Association, was held in the buildings of the State 
Normal and Model Schools on December 26th, 27th and 28th. 
The general meetings met in Model Chapel and weie presided 
over by Wm. M. Griffin, of Newark, President of the Association. 
State Superintendent C. W. Fuller gave the teachers a biief 
address of welcome, Superintendent A. B. Poland, of Jersey 
City, responded in behalf of the teachers present. 

"The Reading Circle "was very prominent graduating with 
commencement exercises, diplomas, etc., a class of 154 members. 

Manual training received a lull share of attention, and its 
various phases were discussed by Prof. J. M. Greene, Dr. N. M. 
Butler, Superintendent Barringer, Trustee Haynes, Dr. E. E. 
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White and others having more or less experience with the 
matter. 

The brilliant effort of the occasion was the lecture of Prof. 
John F. Woodhull, of New York, on " Home-made Apparatus 
in the School-room," and the intellectual treats were the address 
of Dr. E. E. White, of Cincinnati, on '• The Duty of the Hour," 
and a second address by Dr. White on " Punishments." Both 
addresses were worthy of him who has been styled " The Fore
most Educator of America." 

The following persons were elected officers of the Association 
for the ensuing year: President, A. B. Guilford, Jersey City , 
Vice Presidents, John II. Sharp, Swedesboro, Julia E. Bulkley, 
Plainfield; Secretary, J. W. Kennedy, Newark; Corresponding 
Secretary, L. C. Wooley, Trenton; Treasurer, H. E. Harris, 
Bayonne. . . 

With the usual resolutions of compliment, etc., the Association 
adjourned. 

CHRISTMAS EX3R0IS33. 

TT has been the custom of the Model School for several years 
1 past to have a Christmas celebration before the close of 
school, at Christmas-tide. On December 21, 1888, the exercises 
consisted of music, an appropriate reading from the Scripture, 
the Lord's Prayer, and declamations. The singing by the Holly 
Club seemed to be well appreciated by the rest of the school. 

The declamations consisted of " Star of the East," by \Y illie 
Titus, of the D class. "A Christmas Secret,"'Ida Ege; " Y\ by 
.Santa Clause is Troubled," by Raymond Dunn;'' Over the 
Way," May Chapman, all of the C class. These exercises showed 
how well the little folks could entertain the school, and we will 
all look forward with pleasure to their quarterly exercises. 

The Chapel exercises closed with Dr. Steves1 greeting; ho 
wished all a merry Christmas, and expressed many kind wishes 
for a happy vacation. After leaving the Chapel the scholars 
returned to their class-rooms. 

The giving of class presents to the teachers of the girls de-
department was omitted this year, much to the sorrow of the 
girls, but in the wisdom of the teachers. 
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From the repeated bursts of applause from the boys depart
ment it is to be supposed they had their usual festivities. 
Although Friday, December 2d, was to be a regular school day, 
there was very little reciting, for school closed at the end of tho 
thirdJperiod. The pupils of the school then departed for homo 
with thejgood wishes for " A Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year," given them by their teachers and friends. 

THE LITERARY WORKER'S ENTERTAINMENT. 

THE large number present was significant of excellence in 
their entertainments in the past, and tho breathless atten

tion and protracted applause told us that the last compared well 
with any evergiven. The only fault found was that so short a 
time seemed to elapse between the opening " Glide On " and tho 
" Good Night" of the Medley. We cannot name her who con
tributed most to the success of the evening—superlatives cannot 
bo compared. Individually and as a society, the Literary 
Workers] arc to be congratulated upon the refinement and elever-
pess of the last entertainment. Must wo wait a whole year 
before we have another such ? 

The following is the programme : 
Parti. Two-part Son-, "Glide on I Glid e on!" Essay, "Some

thing about Novels," by Ella J. Roome; read by Helen L. Speer, 
Tableau, " Witches of Macbeth." Recitation, " Up the Aisle ; 
Nell Latinc'sjWcdding," Bessie Taylor. Tableau," The Sculptor's 
Studio;" Lottie Snyder, Mabel Herbert, Emma B. Brown, Hattie 
E. Phelan, Annie II. Morris, Helen L. Specr, Jennie Berry and 
Blanche A. Gregory. Piano Duet, " The Shepherd's Evening 
Song," Bessie Bremner and Lucinda Mehrliof. Tableau," Comin 
Thro' the Rye," Francis L. Brown, Jennie Foss. Piano Solo, 
Lottie Snyder. , 

Part IT. "Visions of Freedom," Ella J. Roome, Jessie Rath-
bun, Emma B. Brown, Blanche A. Gregory, Bessie Taylor, 
Mattie Hilliard, Mabel Herbert,'Bessie Bremner, Helen L. Speer, 
Jennie Berry, Annie II. Morris, Hattie E. Phelan, Harriet Aldcn, 
Anna McCracken, Jennie L. Foss, Lucinda Mehrhof. " A No. 1 
Medley," sung by Society, accompaniment by Lottie Snyder. 
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THANKSGIVING EXERCISES. 

ON Wednesday morning, November 28th last, exercises appro
priate to the coming Thanksgiving were held in Model 

Chapel, and the following programme was carried out: 
Singing," Praise Ye Jehovah," Holly CI ub; Reading, CXXXVI 

Psalm, Dr. Steves ; " History of Thanksgiving Day," Dr. Steves 
Reading of George Washington's First Thanksgiving Proclama
tion , Oct 3,1789, Prof. Scobey; Singing," Land of Home/' School. 

Before the singing of the last piece, John Winthrop's 1 hanks-
giving message, June 5th, 1632, was displayed from the black
board. It was peculiar on account of its odd spelling and 
punctuation. A copy from the original records of the Mass, Bay 
Colony had been obtained by Dr. Steves. 

MODEL SCHOOL, 9 UNIVERSITY PLACE, N. Y. CITY. 

DAILY PROG RAMME—PRIMARY DEP ARTMENT TWO SE CTIONS. 
(SEE l'AGE C9.) 

MONDAY—9.00—9.10, assemble; 9.10—9.20, opening exercises; 
9.20—10.00, sewing; 10.00—10.40,language; 10.40—11.00 writ
ing- 11.00—11.20, physical exercises; 11.20—11.40, reading and 
spelling; 11.40—11.50, object lessons; 11.50—12:00|(dismissal; 
I.00—1.30, wood-working; 1.30—1.50, geography; l.oO—2.00, 
drawing and form study; 2.00—2.15, physical exercises, 2.1o 
2.35, drawing. 

TUESDAY—9.00- 9.10, assemble; 9.10—9.20, opening exercises; 
9.20—10.00, number; 10.00—10.40, elementary science; 10.40— 
II.00,drawing and form study ; 11.00—11.20, physical exercises; 
11.20 11.40, reading and spelling; 11.40—11.50, number (drill) ; 
H 50—12.00, dismissal; 1.00—1.30, wood-working; 1.30 1-50 
music; 1.50—2.00, weaving 2.00—2.15, physical exercises; 2.15 
—2.35, writing. 

WEDNESDAY—9.00—9.10, assemble; 9.10—9.20, opening ex
ercises; 9.20-10.00, number; 10.00—10.40, la nguage; 1040— 
11.00, writing; 11.00—11.20, physical exercises; 11.20—11.40, 
reading end spelling; 11.40—11.50, object lessons; 11.50—12 00, 
dismissal; 1.00-1.30, wood-working; 1-30-1.50, geography; 
1.50—2.00, paper-folding; 2.00—2.15, physical exercises; 2.15-
—2.35, number (drill). 
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THURSDAY 9 00—9.10—assemble; 9.10—9.20, opening cx-
1 HURSDAY .un B 10 00-10.40, elementary science 

•ercises; 9.20 —1U.UU,numou, iu.w 11'nn 1190 nhvsical 
10.40—11.00, drawing and form study, 11.0! • >1 •• 

. 11 on 11 an ron.dinsr and spelling, 11.40 , ''' W nlini and spelling; 11.40-11.5U, exercise; 11.20--1U40 jeacmi, ^ l ()0__130j wood. 
number (drill). Vo nu4 1 50-2 00, drawing and form 
working; 1.30—1.5J, music, I.j writing 
study; 2.00—2.15, physical exercises: 2.15—45, writi 0. 

FRIDAY—9.00—9.10, assemble; 9.10-9.20,opening exercises; 
9.20—10.00, number; 10.00—10.40, language, 4Q ad\n,J 
writing; 11.00-11.20,physical exercises; 11.20-U^rgulin 
and spelling; 11.40-1150, object lessons; % 
missal- 1.00—1.30, wood-working; 1.30—1.5U, drawn , 
-So,' weaving; 2.00-2.15, physical exercises; 2.15-2.35, 
special exercise. 

DAILY PROG RAMME GRAMMAR DEPARTMENT-TWO SEC TIONS. 

A1 OVDAY 9 00 9 10,assemble; 9.10—9.20,opening exercises 
sIKm lowing 10.05-1015, Onto! States and 
physical exercises; 10.50-11.30, wood-working; 
geography 12.15—1.15, recess; 1.15—1.35,number, 1.3. , 
drawing and form study; 2.15-3.00,domestic economy; 3.00 
3.05, dismissal. 

TUESDAY-9.00-9.10, assemble; 9.10-9.20,opening exercises; 
<j20—10.00 elementary science; 10.05—10.45, language . 
physicel exercise; 1050-1130, 
Jmwinff Aind form studv , 12.10 1.10, recess, , 

2.15, arithmetic; 2.15-3.00, object lessons; 3.00-
3.05, dismissal. 

SJi-215, arithmetic'; 2.15-3.00,'object lessons; 3.00-3.05, 
dismissal. 

THURSDAY—9.00—9.10, assemble; 010—9_20 OPENING «er-
cises- 0.20—10.00, elements,v science; 10.05—10.45, Ion ns„o 
Sri phwionl exorcise; xvoJcl-xvork.rYci; >135-
12 15 United States history; 12.15—1.15,rcc~s», 1. - - ' 
reading; 1.35-2.15, writing; 2.15-3.00, domestic economy, 
3 00—3.05 dismissal. 

F R I D A Y -9.00-9.10,assemble; 9.10-9.20,opening exercises; 
9.20—10.00, geography; 10.05—10.45, drawing and form study , 
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10.50—11.30, wood-working; 11.35—12.15, language; 12.15—-
1.15, recess; 1.15—1.35, writing; 1.35—2.15, arithmetic; 2.15— 
3.00, special exercise; 3.00—3.05, dismissal. 

HE exercises in the Model Chapel, on the 11th inst., install
ing Professor Green as Principal of the New Jersey State 

Normal and Model Schools were of great interest. Thc-progrommc 
was in charge of a committee of the Board of Trustees, consisting of 
Rev. Dr. Bagley, Dr. Shepherd and Mr. Woodward. It was en
trusted to Professor Apgar as " Master of Ceremonies." 

Professor Apgar read a selection of Scriptures and lead the 
schools in reciting the Lord's Prayer. Singing by the different 
departments of the school followed. Miss Barber sang most 
feelingly " Nearer my God to Thee," and Miss Apgar rendered a 
piano solo," which delighted the audience. Rev. Dr. Bagley 
in a very felicitous'address, presented Professor Green to the 
teachers and students. He was frequently applauded. A calm, 
dignified, and earnest acceptance of the trust by Principal Green 
went far, in itself, to establish him in the confidence and good 
will of all present. The teachers and the students of the State 
Schools extended to Professor Green a cordial welcome and tho 
promise of hearty co-operation in his work. They were repre
sented by Professor Carr. A chorus by all the students closed 
the exercises. The schools received a holiday for the remainder 
of the day. 

Charlotte Johnston, Normal last year, is teaching at Allentown. 

Miss Laura Anderson, is at her home, devoting much time to 
music. 

Richard S. Lull, Model '88, Rutgers '92, spent the holidays in 
Trenton. 

William Shcrred is engaged in the nursery business in Brook-

INSTALLATION EXERCISES. 

PERSONAL. 

lyn, N. Y. 
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Mr. C. H. Fetter, Model '89, is attaining quite a reputation as 
a cornetist. 

Miss Mary C. Smith, Normal '88, teaches at Rio Grande, 
Cape May County. 

Miss Jennie Van Kirk, Model '91, spent her Christmas vaca
tion at Washington. 

Mr. Osmyn Baker, visited his l'riend Harry Richards, m Dover, 
on New Year's day. 

Willard D. Stires, a former Normal, is now studying law with 
his uncle, in Newark, N. J. 

Katzenbach and Tcrhune, Model '85, arc members of the 
graduating class at Princeton. 

Miss May Hudson has left Kirkwood, and is now teaching in 
the graded school at Plainfield. 

Wc are glad to hear of the success of George Van Note, Normal 
'85, as a teacher at Union, N. J. 

Miss Anna Oglec, who left the Normal on account of i ll-health, 
we hope to see with us next fall. 

Kate H. Allen, Normal '88, is "teaching the young idea how 
to shoot," at Chews Landing, N. J. 

Minncttc Martin, Normal '87, is successfully filling a position 
at Midland Park, for the second year. 

Mr. Harvey Ried's sickness has prevented his atttendancc at 
the Model this quarter. 

Miss Maria Mcllvanc, ex-Model '89, is attending a young 
ladies' boarding-school in Baltimore, Md. 

E. Verne Richardson, Model '84, Princeton Fellow in Modern 
Language, 1888, is at John S. Hopkin's University. 

Mr. Estey, a student from the College of New York City, visited 
his friend, A. DeCoster, before the Christmas holidays. 

A. Howell Van Clove, Model 1885, won the $200 prize, for 
general excellence, in Lehigh University, Soph. Class. 

Miss Lulu Hollingsworth. Model '87, Normal '88, is now 
taking a course in Coleman's Business College, Newark. 
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On the eve of thcThencanic entertainment, among other visitors 
were, ex-Model's Dayton, Gale, Bullock, Vorhees and Baker. 

George E. Briggs, Model '88, visited the Hall in December. 
He had on hand a good stock of news-papers, songs and puns. 

We are sorry to lose from the D class, Model, Miss Mary 
Doring, who on account of i ll health, was obliged to leave school. 

Misses Cochrane, Hcndrickson, and Schulhaus, of the Model 
Class of'87, have visited the Schools together several times this year. 

Messrs. Hunt, Hurff and Oglee, Normal and ex-Normal, spent 
Thanksgiving at the home of Harvey Ried. A jolly gathering 
there was. 

Miss Minnie B. Moore has secured an excellent position at 
Principal of the intermediate department of a public school at 
Englewood. 

Mattic Milliard. of Manahawkin, N. J., we learn, is making 
rapid progress in her studies, and is a great favorite among her 
school mates. 

M. A. McNamara, ex-Normal, has accepted a position at Kirk-
wood, N. J. Previous to this, she taught in the "DePuy School" 
in this city. 

Miss Laura G. Anderson, who is now at her home, north of 
Trenton, studying music, frequently visits old classmates and 
friends at the Hall. 

It is rumored that Miss Lizzie Quick, of Reaville, N. J., only a 
short time ago a "Model" girl', is soon to be the bride of a 
Philadelphia gentleman. 

Miss Maude Howell, Model '87, is enjoying herself at her 
pleasant home, north of Trenton. She was recently visited by 
Miss Eleanor Weart, an old classmate. 

Mr. James J. Reilly, Model '90, spent his Xmas vacation in 
Baltimore. While there, he visited his brother at St. Charles 
College, about thirty-miles south of the city. 

Mr. Lewellyn Hildreth and Joseph Given will leave our 
Schools in February. Their departure is the object of much 
regret.We can only say good luck to them both. 
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Miss Fannie Holcombe, of Ringoc*, N. J., who ,s still remem
bered by a number of Model pupils, has lately been visiting 
cousin Miss Pierson, a member of the Model elass of 82. 

Frank S. Katzcnbach, Jr., Model '85, took the first prize in 
disputation, at Princeton, a few weeks * 
Senior prizes, founded by Charles O. Aaird, of I hiladelphia. 

Chas C Bellis, formerly a student of the Model, later a gra -
uate of Stewart & Hammond's Business College, is now holding 
Excellent position in a new Rubber Company of this city. 

Miss Jean Stryker, Normal '88, was the guest ot Miss Van-
Kirk durin- the entertainment of the " Literary W orkers and 
.pet a few days following at her lovely home near Princeton. 

C H. McDowell, Model'84, graduated at Philadeiphia Cdlego 
of Pharmacy, March, last. Charlie is now in the wholesale an 
detail medical house of 8. W. Cochran & Co., Lambertville, N J. 

Miss St die Dalrymple, who was the pianist at th^Modd 

rtSmSctt her home in 

Miss Sallie waVtfeithhd student 

lndfriend.° Her death is mourned by all with whom she was 

associated. 
The young men of the Boarding Hall presented to I'rofosorCarr 

Emerson's Essavs and a volume of Carlyle works with Christmas 
greetings. Mr. H. R. Richards made a very felicitous present. -

tion address. 
Mr C V. Butler, an old Model friend, was the President of the 

•class which just gmduated from the Trenton Business College 
When Ben. was at the State Schools he was distinguished for 
sound reasoning in debate. 

John M. Foss, ex-Model, who is at present clerking in a gro
cery store at Juncton, N. J., keeps up his acquaintance wit 
Model (?) freinds. While on a flying trip to Trenton reccn y 
he visited both boarding halls. 
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The Normal Debating Society, for the last two months, has 
been under the successful administration of Fred M. Hunt. An 
exciting interest in the affairs of the Society is manifest. Tho 
debates are spirited and last to a late hour. 

Perhaps no other student of the Young Men's Hall exerts so 
wide an influence for good as docs William Crispin. Unambi
tious, unassuming, while taking prominent position when duty 
calls, lie seems to live for others, and for good. 

Lewis C. Case, Jr., of Three Bridges, is an old student of tho 
Model. He is now very busily engaged in mercantile business-
at his home, and in the near future will be united in the bands 
of Hymen with a fair one of his neighborhood. 

Will S. Lee, a former Normal graduate, is quite a scientist. Ho 
has the largest botannical collection in the State. He takes ci-
pccial pride in studying Lepidopdoptcra, especially moths. He is 
now extensively engaged in trying to cultivate and introduce the 
Chinese silk worm. 

Mr. James F. Wcart, whose violin music will be remembered 
by those who heard him in Model Chapel, last year, has left tho 
President's office of the St. Paul and Duluth R. R., and is now 
connected with a new road which is being constructed under tho 
superintendence of his uncle. 

Miss M. A. Burr, Normal '88, and cx-SiGN\\i. editor from the 
Normal, is teaching school at Maple Shade, N. J. While on tho 
SIGNAL staff she was efficient in the discharge of her duties, and 
her articles were read with much pleasure. Tho SIGNAL extends 
its well wishes to its former editor. 

N. Clarence Norton, cx-cditor of the SIGNAL and Thomas 
Graham, ex-Model, made a brief visit to their alma mater a short 
time since. Both are looking forward to a prosperous futuro 
when through with college life, and we surely can wish nothing 
for them more earnestly or sicnerely than success. 

Dr. Steves was the recipient of a handsome oil painting at tho 
hands of the Senior Class of the Model School, just beforo 
Christmas. It was entitled <:The Headwaters of the Sacramento,"" 
and was especially appropriate as the Doctor crossed and recrossed 
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the river, near its source, many times (luring his Western trip 
last summer. 

The Misses Mary Todd, Hattic AJpaugh, Lillie Vautier May 
Tudor and Anna Clark former graduates of the Normal ar 
teaching at Long Branch. While imparting knowledge to others 
they themselves are learning the art of housekeeping, 
their " little cottage by the sea" give a cordial welcome to 
friends who visit them. 

We clip the following from a recent issue of the Stat* Gazette : 
"A Model School Graduate. J. Harry Dunham son of Sc „ 
Ik Dunham, of this city, stands at the head of tho 1 °[' 
class at Princeton. The class numbers 125, all of whom 
studious young men. Mr. Dunham is 19 years of age ^ grad
uated from the Model school, receiving no other pieparatio 
college than that afforded by this institution. He is a very 
studious young man and lias won by hard work lus prcsc 
position in his class." 

The Trenton Sunday Advertiser says: " Professor Elias I«. Carr 
of the State Schools, is at work upon a geometry which nil 
published before long. Had not the talented Professor engaged 
in teaching mathematics he would have adopted the newspaper 
profession. He writes exceedingly well." 

The adoption of " The Normal Review System of Writing " 
by the Trenton School Board is a just recognition of me.it. 
Professor Farley, of the State Schools, associated with Mr. 
Guinnson of the Brooklyn, N. Y., City Schools is the author 
Professor Farley has, in this series of copy-books, brought to 
bear the results of a long and successful experience as a teacher 
of penmanship. Wo give him no undeserved credit when wo 
say that he ranks among the leaders of artistic and ornamental 
penmanship in this country. Wo congratulate Professor Farley 
and the School Board of Trenton upon this act so crcditablo to 

both. 
The thice rules of Demosthcncsc for oratory, i. c., hrst, Ac

tion 1» second, "Action!" third, "Action!" seem to bo the 
motto of Professor Apgar, in his work. During the > car 1888, m 
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addition to his regular labor in the Normal, he lectured upon 
the Natural Science no less than one hundred times, before various 
organizations, viz; at Brooklyn, N. Y., before the "Brooklyn 
Teachers' Association;" at Fort Worth, Texas, before "The 
State Teachers' Association;" also, before the "Texas Summer 
School," at Fort Worth; at Brooklyn, N. Y., before the 
" Chatauquans; " at Asbury Park, before the " Sea Side Summer 
School;" at Cincinnati, beforetke "City Teachers' Institute:" 
before the " Trenton and Chambersburg Teachers' Association ;" 
at Newark, before the " County and City Institute," and at 
Somervillc, before the Teachers' Institute of Hunterdon and 
Somerset Counties. The Professor has already fifty engagements 
for 1889. 

In the language of Dominie Sampson, " Prodigious! " To go 
about while lecturing was the habit of Aristotle: verily, the 
Professor must be a Peripatetic of the " thirty-third degree!" 
But this is to have a national reputation, and Professor Apgar 
has well earned it. 

THE PHILADELPHIA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 

IT was in Nathan C. Horton's private apartments on Saturday 
evening, February 9th, that some of the "old boj's' of the 

Model met in Philadelphia. Those present were: Nathan 0. 
Horton, '87, University of Pennsylvania, '89; Thomas Graham, 
'86, U. of P., 89; William P. Ely, '87, of Philadelphia; George 
Worman, '86, U. of P., '88; Abner Mershon, '85, U. of P., '87 ; 
John Mershon, ex '88, Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery, 
'89; and Francis B. Lee, '88, U. of P., '90. 

The organization was soon perfected and the name decided 
upon was "The Philadelphia Alumni Association of the Trenton 
Model School." Nathan C. Horton was elected Chairman and 
Francis B. Lee, Secretary. A committee of three, consisting of 
Messrs. Horton, Lee and Graham, was appointed to draft a con
stitution and by-laws, and another committee, composed ot 
Messrs. Graham, Mershon and Lee was selected to make arrange
ments for meetings. Regrets from Ed. Wildman, ex-'87, of 407 
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Walnut street, and George Mackey ex-'89,of 18th and Chestnut 

8tTfter a pleasant little repast over which Nathan Morton and 
Thomas Graham presided, talks were made by those P™t and 

j fpUp distinguished men ut tnc d-ivs of the past were reviewed, ltie Qisun0uio 
University, at Princeton and Rutgers 
tion and the non-college men were complimented. 
maids of the Model were paid high compliments. . 

This Alumni association of the Model is the first one founded 
in the history of the school It started out un der tnc mo t 

hero establish an State Scholars 
local,spastic 

feature. 

DRIFT. 

Normal Miss to West Point Cadet of Staten Island: 
Miss B —" Mr. H., how would you define dirt? 
Mr H _« Dirt? Dirt is a constituent of m an. 
*r:„e K "How well you know your colors! 
Mr ti.l_(Mueh annoyed at the general laugh at his expense) 

«' Well' mud is a constituent of woman. , 
Miss R-" Now you're getting deeper into the rn.re I 

She « weeping in 

school. 1 y. , -ti a star"' The sick one replied, 
?,Tl"w ^Momi might wail my weep then, torn-

Pond-" The alumni met to-day, hut all the member, ot one 
alumnus were not there." Teacher, haying endured many 
similar inflictions, here dies. 

That gymnasium, which failed to appear in our stockings, has 
already developed one set of muscles-those of the tongue. 
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The Rev. R. Egerton Warburton, being asked for his cipher 
by a lady, in 1845, wrote as follows : 

" A 0 u 0, I 0 thee. 
Oil, 0 no 0, but 0 me 1 

Yet thy 0 my 0 one 0 go, 
'Till u d 0 the 0 u 0 so." 

" A cipher you sigh-for, I sigh-for thee. 
Oh, sigh-for no cipher, but sigh for me ! 

Yet thy sigh-for my cipher one-ci-for-go (on-ee I for-go), 
'Till you decipher the cipher you sigh-for-so." 

Will some student send UB the answer to the following queries : 
What is the line to complete the couplet, 
" Dan Chaucer, well of English undcfilcd " 
When are the Greek Kalends? 
What was the whip with Bix lashes ? 
Who was Miss Pinkerton? 
Whether Echo is the shadow of a sound, a voico without a 

mouth, or words without a tongue? 

Ono of the members of the Mental Science clas3 remarked, 
" I studied this book a month before I discovered Mark IIopkin3 
was the the author. I thought it was Mary Hopkins." 

The following sentence was to illustrate a grammatical point:—• 
" The sun, moon and stars are called planets, because they move 
around the sun, and receive light and heat from.it." 

Little fivc-yoar-old Minnie was very anxious to help her 
grandma clean house, and, picking up a scrubing brush, dipped it 
in a pail of soft soap which stood in the middle of the room. 

" Don't do that, Minnie!" exclaimed her grandma. 
"Why not, Grandma?" asked Minnie. 
" Because it will cat your fingers if it gets on them," she re

plied, moving, as she spoke, to the other sido of the room. 
In a few minutes, she looked around, to seo what Miunio was 

doing, and found her standing by the pail of soap. 
" Are you disobeying me, Minnie ?" 
* No, Grandma," said Minnie, gravely, " I'm not putting my 

fingers in it; I'm only looking for its mouth." 

From a paper published in the upper part of Mercer county 
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we gleaned the following" Wanted.—A private tooter for ray son 
on the cornet." Success to your Josh. 

Why is a leaf of a tree like an unprepared student ? It springs 
up shows greenness for a while, then gets very red, wriggles 
about uneasily, and at last goes down a whirling; cold dew 
covers the surlacc and it remains rigid under the zero temperature. 

prin.—<• Does that circle contain just one square acre ? 
Pupil.—" Yes-no-no—ves-no-nes-yo." 
Prof.—" What part of milk sours?" 
Pupil.—"The bottom." 
A certain boarding-hall youth, who has a female " friend " at 

Pou'dikccpsie Female College, was complaining of having soro 
lips'the other day ; he was heard to remark, "if I only had somo 
Vassar-lean, they would be better in a short time. 

A school girl defines "marl " as the fossilaginous remains of 
the minute antediluvian animalculae. Next. 

In the grammar room:-" Arc young" is a verb from the 
verb " to (too) young;" " go out" is a verb from the verb to go 
out;" the principal parts are, " go out;" " went out; " ' going 
out;" and " gone out." 

The 3rd, person and a person is always known by the sense. 

Looking through certain of the old text books of some of tho 
Normal's embryotie teachers, a well known Professor discovered 
on ily leaves the following verses which bear the cvidenccof the 
influence of higher education. 

From the metaphysics of an upper class girl we quote: 
" A lawyer, 'tis said, is made of Ran, 

lie must burn with all bis might, 
Else how eould it be often said 

That be is a 'shining light?'" 

Here's one from the botany of a Model scholar. 
Thro' the wild mazy wait* 

We whirled together, 
Firm was lier gentle touch 

Yet light as a feather; 
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Faster the music played, 
Then as a token, 

Iler fan she gave to mo— 
Words softly spoken; 

Gazed I into her eyes, 
Love in them burning, 

Fondly they rest on me 
As we were turning; 

All this affection is 
Generally rife 

When I'm at public balls 
* * * -x- * * * 
She is my wife. 

The next book belonged to a Normal '89. He launches out 
into the first verse of a beautiful Irish ditty. It is as follows: 

"Oh I s ure, Mrs. Malloney 
M' mither has got a bhat pliit, 

Won't yer come an' help us 
An' iiize 'er up a bliit; 

Now, she wnz after a washing 
The little saphleen—th' kid— 

When she dhropd the babby on the sthove 
Ami tv this time he's frid— 

( one in, Mrs. Mdloney ! 

Can any one furnish the music? 
And so they go. Some day we will print the names with the 

verses so that merit shall not go unrewarded. 

Great surprise was expressed at the maneuvers of Cupid at a 
recent school entertainment. We warn the young ladies to be
ware of the artful Utile fellow. 

A Model senior of musical fame recently called on a young 
lady, and found several other gentlemen already in possession of 
the ground. Having made previous arrangements to spend the 
evening, and as he had driven a long distance, he determined 
that he would not leave until after the others. At a late hour 
he was requested to perform on the piano, but he said that ho 
couldn't play anything but « Home Sweet Home" and the 
people around E- didn't seem to appreciate that. 
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THE TROUBLESOME SUNSHINE. 

(Little Girl.) 

Do away ou sunshine! 
Don't ou hear me say, 

Or dis lovely doll of mine 
Will be sick all day. 

If ou sine wite on her head, 
Ou will make my dolly dead; 

And I cannot spare her yet, 
Tause one more I cannot get. 

(Mamma ) 

Move your chair this way, my dear, 
Then you'll have no cause for fear; 
And I'm sure that Emily 
Sitting there quite sick will be. 

Then with an impetuous cry, 
Causing her mamma to sigh, 
From her lips the sentence burst, 

"No 1 I shant 1 I dot here first." 

TO PROFESSOR • 

When Pallas left her Athens to the foe, 
Then mourning her lost state with many tears 

She called all mortals on the earth below 
With sadly tim'rous voice and rising fears 

Spoke to them thus: 
"To earthly creatures 1 would leave my lore 

To hold and keep, for aye, in simple fee 
Ne'er has this gracious thing been done of yore, 

To give to mortals of it low degree 
The wisdom of all years consigned to one, 

And that one me I take the cake, 
In words still more explicit, "grab the bun ' 

I tell you all the truth and "nary fake." 
No one would take the contract from the maid, 

But looked at one another in dismay 
To tell the tfutli, indeed they were afraid 

That they might " flunk and give the thing away." 
Now on the outside of the surging host 

There stood one man whose brow of classic mould 
Proved him to be among the city's boast. 
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His hands Tore resting in his togas fold, 
When Pallas with a glance of angry scorn 

Surveyed the mob. When suddenly she said 
With face as blight as is the sunny morn 

"The man is found, Athens ne'er will be dead," 
And then with royal grace she waved aside 

The mass. Then took a wreath of laurel leaves 
And crowned the hero, blushing like a bride. 

It was no other than Professor . MODEL 'S3. 

LITERAL INTERPRETATION. 

DURING the noon hour, when there was a lull in the business, 
a small boy walked into one of the city banks and seated 

himself on the radiator. There he s it until the clerks bet;an to 
feel the loss of the heat which he absorbed; then he got down 
and, stepping up to a window, inquired, '• When will that man 
be in?" 

" What man? " asked the astonished clerk. 
" Why, the man that takes the money; don't it say ho is out? " 

he said, pointing to tho card on the receiving teller's window 
that,indicated the side at which the depositors were to leave it. 

DISCHARGE OP AN EMPTY HEAD, 2d and 3d STANZAS. 

Forward he leaned bis head; 
Was e'er a man r.o dead ? 
No, tliongh the teacher knew 

Ilis thoughts were sundered. 

His was to make reply ; 
His was to reason why; 
His not to stand awry 
With his face white as death, 

After he'd blundered. 

Ladies to right of him 1 
Ladies to left of him ! 
Teacher in front of him 

Sat there and wondered. 

Somehow lie could not tell, 
Though he had known so well 
Then, while he held his breath 
Into his seat he fell 

For he had blundered. 
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BOOK NOTES. 

ONE must read " On Horseback in Virginia," by Charles 
Dudley Warner, to obtain its flavor; no brief book notice 

will .do justice to the delicate humor of this master. A c learly 
drawn and very enjoyable picture of men and things in Virginia, 
North Carolina, and Tennessee is presented us in this book, and 
it goes without saying that once the volume has been com
menced, it will not be laid aside till finished. 
p "' The way to mount a horse',—said the Professor." 
"' If you have no ladder',—put in the Friend of Humanity." 

5j£ •!» V 'i' v V 
" The way to mount a hcrsc is to grasp the mane with the 

left hand, holding the bridle-rein, put your left foot in the 
stirrup with the right hand in the back of the saddle, and "•— 

"Just then the hor3e stepped quickly around on his hind feet, 
and looked the Professor in the face." 

The notice that " The Book Buyer " makc3 a selection for its 
"Readings " of the incident of Happy John and the sweet cakes. 

The general lack of soap and towels on the line of our author's 
pilgrimage is marked, and when the Friend of Humanity saw 
at one hostelry a copy of " Porter's Elements of Moral Science,'» 
it much rejoiced his heart, for he generalized, " Where you see 
the Elements of Moral Science, there'll be plenty of water and 
towels." 

Wc think that when the results ot the war were summed up 
in the amendments to the Constitution, something should have 
been said about the villainous system of cookery of this region. 

One obtains a very correct viow of the peculiarities of this 
section, viz: poor-houses, poor people, frowsy-headed women 
Southern Colonels, bad cooking and fine sccncrv,—all in the 
author's inimitable style. The book is instructive and very 
pleasant reading. It contains, in addition, " Mexican Notes " a 
very graphic view of political and social affairs in Mexico - th e 
summer lighting of our author's humor gleams very much less 
frequently here, but it is doubtless because the versatile laziness 
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and accomplished lying of the natives makes the flashes of his 
move a propos. He, however, is content with a statement of 
the facts. " The Golden Hesperides," concludes the volume of 
831 pages. [Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 12 mo., $1.25.] 

" Heartsease and Rue, [Lowell.] The mention of this author's 
name should be notice enough of any book he has written. 
" Heartsease and Rue," will, perhaps be the best characterized by 
the author's own prefatory quartrain: 

"Along the wayside where we pass bloom1! few, 
Gay plants of heart-ease, more of saddening rue; 

So life is mingled ; so should poems tie, 
That speak a conscious word to you and me." 

The poems arc of Friendship, Sentiment, Fancy, Humor and 
Satire, and Epigrams. We select for this place: 

THE PI TITION. 

"Oh, tell me less or tell me more, 
Soft eyes with mystery at the core, 

That always seem to meet my own, 
Frankly as pansies fully blown, 

Yet waver still 'tween no and yes. 

So swift to cavil and deny, 
Then parley with concessions shy, 

Dear eyes, that share their youth with mine, 
And through my inmost shadows shine, 

Oh, tell me more or tell me less," 
[Houghton, Mifflin & Co.. 12 mo., $1.25.] 

" The Young Idea; or Common School Culture," by Carolina 
Fi. LeRow, is after the manner of " English as She is Taught," 
by the same author. 

Not everything that is good is new, nor everything new, good. 
Much of this volutn? is not new, but most of it is good. The 
author shows us how much of the instruction which children 
receive, appears to them, and we should advise any teacher who 
cannot secure some benefit from the view to change his vocation. 
Pupils who have a lesson given to them " from there to there" 
and memorize it completely without understanding it, would 
doubtless appreciate the experience of a country man, who went 
for the first time to a city restaurant. After half an hour's 
diligent labor,ho beckoned to the waiter and said to him,"Mis
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ter, I've ct from thar to thar, an' cf it don't make no difference to 
you I'd like to skip from thar to thar." Here are a few of • bright 
coins " of a common school education just as they come from 
the mint. ... „_r ~ „ 

" A pole tax is a tax on top of your hoad.^ You can find a 
hypothesis if you have a base perpendicular." . . . 

" When you multiply two numbers they had oug.it to be just 
equal." "Arithmetic is the sins of numbers." "An adjective 
tells you all about it." n 

" The Saxon Chronicaljwas the seven deadly sins. ^ 
" Gray used to write his poems in a deserted gravcyar . ^ 
" Transfusion of blood is killing one man to get it into another. 
"When we drink alcohol and other things, it makes the legs 

kind of twinklv." . , . . . 
The text has many reflections of a serious character inter-

epcrscd, and one who reads between the lines of the young idea a 
productions, will discover much to tone his mind to carnes 
thought. [Cassell & Company, New York.] R 

•X0HANGE3. 

" Psychology " a poem in the December number of the Dick-
sonian, is amusing and leads one to think the author has evident y 
been trying to solve the mystery that hides man. 

The Phoenix, contains a review in the " Life of John Q. Adams. 
The subject matter is very clearly and concisely expressed and 
treated in a manner that could not fail to please. Its only fault 
being brevity. 

« Wallenstein " an article in January number of the Vassal-
Miscellany, isablv written and is of more than ordinary histori
cal interest. "The influence of Mihamnedism"gives one u 
clearer ilia of the roligbui rites of our fellow-men ot the East. 

Besides these, we acknowledge the receipt ot the following: 
Polytechnic, Pharos, Hesperian, lookout, Pennsylvania Censor, Chron
icle, Collegian and Hamilton Riview. 
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TEACHING UNITED STATES HISTORY. 

WRITTEN FOR THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE NORMAL 

SCHOOL, ALBANY, N. Y. 

N the rapid multiplication of subjects of study, there is an 
increasing necessity for the careful consideration oi the 

relative importance of those which claim the time and attention 
of our public school teaching. To prepare for intelligent citi
zenship is one of the gravest and most important objects oi all 
public education; and, in the progress of our country, the prob
lem is of constantly increasing magnitude. 

I 
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The greater number in the rapidly succeeding classes of 
children who come into our public schools for a few years and 
then go out soon to take part in the social and political life of 
the nation must there receive all the systematic knowledge of 
the history and structure of our government they are ever likely 
to possess. In most cases this knowledge will be supplemented 
only by scattered allusions in after newspaper reading. 

The true object, then, of teaching United States History in 
the public schools is to give a clear, compact, and accurate 
knowledge of the leading events in the history of this great 
nation, accompanied with a knowledge of the fundamental prin
ciples of the government, the most important parts of its struct
ure and chief operations; and to present this knowledge in such 
a way as to inspire a patriotic love of country, a true devotion to 
its institutions, and a just conception of the obligations and 
responsibilities of citizenship. With the rapid increase of popu
lation and the large addition of foreign elements to the power of 
the body politic, no thoughtful citizen with a true love of country 
and a desire for the preservation of our rich inheritance of free 
institutions will fail to recognize the importance, in all our school 
training, of increased attention to the subject of United States 
History. 

The first plea to be made in behalf of this great means of 
national security is that much more time than is now allotted may 
be given to its study; not that any addition should thereby be 
made to the already overcrowded course of our public schools, 
but that subjects which are of less primary and vital importance 
in the preparation of citizens should be dropped or curtailed in 
order to give time for a clear understanding of who we are, 
whence we came, and what is our purpose as a people. 

An examination of the matter presented, and method of 
teaching pursued in most classes studying United States History 
suggests two changes that might work great improvement even 
in the short and wholly inadequate time now given to the 
subject. 

In nearly all text-books and standard histories, the amount of 
matter devoted to different topics seems to be almost in inverse 
ratio to its importance in giving a knowledge of the country as 
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it is and the organization and operation of its government. In 
many school text-books more than half of the matter treats of 
events preceding the Revolutionary War. The same proportion 
is observed in elaborate standard works. In " Bryant's Popular 
History of the United States " of four large volumes, the fourth 
begins with the year 1778. Bancroft's and Hildreth's histories 
show the same proportion ; and in the " Narrative and Critical 
History " now in course of publication, the sixth volume ends 
with the close of the Revolution. Histories of the separate 
states follow the same plan. In that of New \ ork in two volumes 
ot the American Commonwealth series, the adoption of the 
Federal Constitution is placed after the middle of the second 
volume, so that only a little more than one fifth of the whole 
space is given to the progress of the Empire State during the last 
hundred years. 

This disposition of historical matter is one reason that the 
schoolboy's knowledge of United States History usually consists 
of a few disjointed dates, Revolutionary anecdotes, and vague 
ideas of Columbus and Indians. To recognize that such infor
mation bears any relation to the condition of national, state, 
county and town governments in which he is to act as a citizen 
requires a mature, well-trained mind of wide reading and dis
cerning thought. While it is true that in order to secure the 
romantic element in history, there must be a certain perspective 
of distance; and to give free chance to the imagination of the 
historian, there must be a vagueness and uncertainty about the 
facts he records that can be secured only in regard to those that 
are remote in date; and, while more ambitious historians may 
thus properly try to make our history ' interesting " to critics of 
the Matthew Arnold type, is it not best that school text-books 
should relate, in due proportion, the truths necessary to a living, 
working interest in the real life of the nation, its piesent con
dition and future destiny ? 

All, perhaps, that lies within the scope of public school teach
ing is to awaken and interest in the study that shall lead to con
nected and later reading, to furnish a clear and accurate outline 
of the leading events that shall serve as a basis for further reading 
and render intelligible historical allusions in newspapers, maga
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zines and public addresses, and to give a simple and clear knowl
edge of the fundamental structure and operations of the govern
ment that shall secure to the simplest exercise of the duties of 
citizenship an intelligent consideration. 

It is believed that such knowledge is not only among the most 
important to be aimed at, but can be secured by giving the 
time that rightfully belongs to the study and a reasonable 
amount of care in the selection of material and method. The 
law of correct instruction that the unknown should be founded 
upon the known is wholly violated in the ordinary teaching of 
history. Far off dates, unconnected with anything of which he 
has ever heard, or in which he feels the slightest interest, and a 
list of Spanish and French discoverers with hard names, even 
when intermingled with tales of Indian massacres are not very 
attractive matter to the average pupil of twelve; but he is 
likely to know the name of the President in office and will take 
an immediate interest in knowing when he was elected, from 
what state, even when he was born. This information will 
attach an interest to the preceding administration. It is sug
gested, therefore, that, in interesting beginners in history, we 
start from the time and circumstances with which they are 
familiar and in which they feel a strong interest, and carry back 
into the past this interest, tracing the causes of effects which we 
have already observed. This method will give at the same time 
the best opportunity to study the structure of the government in 
reference to the different operations at various stages of progress; 
and, if any part must be omitted it will be the early colonial 
history, which has least intimate connection with the present 
condition and future work of the nation and is most easily sup
plied by undirected reading. In connection with the general 
study, let the pupils acquire as much information as possible in 
relation to the history and government of the state, county and 
town or city in which the school is situated. Assigning different 
topics to the various members of the class, let each pupil learn 
for himself all he can of local history; and let the facts thus 
obtained be assorted and arranged in class, the most important 
systematized and thoroughly learned in connection with the 
other work to which they are most closely related. At the same 
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time study the local government of the town or city, and count} 
in such a way that every member of the class shall know the 
offices of these local governments, their relation and importance 
so that the true value and responsibility of every exercise of the 
right of suffrage and the need that purity, honor, and intelligent 
judgment should accompany every exercise of that right shall 
he recognized. 

While the classes are pursuing history, a large portion of then-
reading lessons, declamations, and oral and written reproduc
tions may well be selected from the rich store of eloquent 
speeches and patriotic poems, which furnish so large a part of 
what is best in American literature. Every teacher should keep 
in mind that though he or she may be familiar with this grand 
patriotic literature, it must be taught anew to each succeeding 
generation. There are many young men and women now in 
our higher schools who know hardly anything of its fullness 
and worth. More patriotic inspiration can be gained from 
Washington's "Farewell Address," "Hamilton's Congress Vindi
cated," a few of Webster's best orations, Lincoln s Inaugural 
Speeches and Gettysburg address, and the poems of Whittier 
and Longfellow, than is usually obtained from a course of Ameri
can literature as pursued in most of our high schools, normal 
schools, and, if one may venture to judge from the familiarity 
of the graduates, in most of our colleges. 

It is believed that a teaching of United States History, which 
begins with the time in which the pupil lives and is accompanied 
with a knowledge of the political structure of the government 
as now operating, and in which he is soon to take part, and 
associated with selections to be committed thoroughly to memo
ry from eloquent speeches and poems, which are models of lit
erature as well as patriotism, will inspire an interest that shall 
out live school-days and prepare citizens who will have true 
conceptions of the duties and responsibilities of their relation 
to the government and of the precious privileges and priceless 
value of free institutions. H. M. 
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MY REVERIE. 

1AM sitting in my study before an open wood fire, no light, 
save that from the hearth; no company, but my old faith-

fu dog, who lies stretched out a full length on the rug sleeping 
soundly ; no sound to break the stillness within, only the sigh
ing of the winter wind as it passes through the trees outside, 
rising, falling, falling, rising, and seeming to say, as if in sym
pathy with my thoughts, "Alone, alone, alone." Yes, alone in 
this world of toil and trouble, a poor wretched old man alone. 

Oh! gentle reader, perchance you have known what sadness 
and sorrow are, and maybe you too have thought, as I am think
ing now, of the times gone by never to return. 

You recall your boyhood days, bright days indeed, and your 
mother, kind, gentle and forebearing rises up in your thoughts, 
and you are a boy again. There, back among the hills, nestling 
in a little valley is your old home, the little wooden cottage, sur
rounded by its picturesque garden where you romped with the 
other boys, the chicken-coop and pigeon-house in the rear, where 
your pets were kept, the very ladder by which you ascended to 
the pigeons' nests, day after day, anxiously looking for eggs and 
young ones,—all are in their old places. In front, is the road, 
lined on either side by luxuriant grass, from which you have 
often driven the neighbors' cows, for fear that they would become 
too bold, and enter your mother's garden, and destroy the flowers 
which were her great pride and yours. 

You have no father; he died, while you were a baby. Your 
mother has told you, over and over again, all about him, 'till his 
figure and very face present themselves to your memory, and 
you feel that you know him well. 

Down the road is the little school-house. Ah! how proud you 
were on that day, when your mother took you there, for the first 
time,—those trousers, the first pair you ever had; those new 
shoes, how vividly they present themselves to you: and, when 
you came home that day, with your books and sat down to study, 
you felt the proudest and happiest boy in the land. There was 
a little girl in school, Grace Burns, younger than you, whom you 
greatly admired, dark hair and eyes, rosy cheeks, not very tall, for 
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her age, but still, to your boyish fancy, the very ideal loveliness 
You have reached the age of seventeen, when the first great 

sorrow of life comes upon you. Your mother is taken sic <, 
and, after a lingering illness, passes away. The sorrow is great, 
and you feel that your only friend and relative has been taken 
from you; and for weeks after her death you go every afternoon, 
from school, out to the little cemetery, and bowmg your head on 
the grave give vent to your grief in a flood of tears. But time 
passes on, and the period comes, when you leave the little 
country school, and are to go to college. Your mother s proper y 
is sufficient to defray the expense, and the dear old neighbors, 
who, since her death, have been over kind to you, prepare your 
outfit; and off you go. . , 

College life. What period in a young man s life is more filled 
with such a diversity of thoughts? It is the stepping stone from 
boyhood to manhood; and all the questions, common to such 
a period, are crowded into the boy's mind during his college days; 
and there are trials and temptations, difficulties and dangers, 
daily enemies, which must be met and vanquished. 

The years glide on, slowly but still surely. The day of gradu
ation comes and goes. You are a man in the world, and must work 
to eat A fair start in business is presented and readily accepted 
and, as you prove to be reliable and trustworthy, promotion 
follows promotion, until, five years after you left college, you 
start in business for yourself. Nine years have passed since you 
left your home, the place of your birth. For a while after you 
entered college, letters from the kind friends at home were often 
and full of praise at your progress, and encouragement for t le 
future; butflittle by little, these become less frequent. Now 
and again one is received announcing the death of some old 
friend, but soon these become fewer, and now, for four years 
past, you have not heard a word from home. A sudden desire 
seizes you to return to your native village, and a week after 
leaving your business in charge of a trusted clerk, you start ou 
for the place of your birth. What sensations force themselves 
upon you as you come nearer and nearer the end of the journey. 
Old and familiar objects are passed at one time, and new and 
startling changes are observed at another. On arriving at t le 
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railroad station, you find things pretty much as you left them, 
nine years ago. There is the old familiar stage coach; but the 
faces of those about are new. You mount the box with the 
driver, and during the four-mile ride to the village, talk with 
him about the people. Time has made many breaks in the 
ranks of old acquaintances. This one is dead, that one dying. 
Thus runs the story, old, old, so old. After a while, the conver
sation is dropped; and as you come nearer, your thoughts turn 
to mother. That mother, whose image is always uppermost in 
your thoughts, whose advice and counsel have been to her orphan 
son the guiding star of life and conduct. In this little village, 
just beyond yon distant hill, in its own garden of Gethsemane 
is her grave. Your heart is throbbing violently, and tears spring 
to the eyes. 

And what of Grace Burns? She has never been forgotten, 
and the pretty child's face has time and again been brought up 
before you. Is she a woman now, and will she know the return
ing exile? Mayhap she is married and the mother of a family 
—God bless her! 

Further meditation is interrupted, for crossing the ridge of the 
hill, the home of your childhood lies before you in the dusk of 
the October eve. Some distance still remains to be traversed 
however, and, by the time the old hotel is reached, it is dark. 
After eating supper, you retire to bed. 

The next morning dawns clear and cool, a slight breeze blows 
gently over the land, and the fields wave up and down. What 
memories, what joys and sorrows are connected with a return to 
home. There is the old church-yard, and, in one corner, under 
a pine tree, is the grave of your mother. Thither you wend 
your way on this, the first morning of return. On coming back, 
you pass the house of an old neighbor; and there, bending over 
a bed of flowers in the garden, is a young girl. At a glance 
you recognize your old sweetheart,, but the little maiden you 
left has grown into a beautiful woman of twenty-three. For a 
moment you stand irresolute watching the lovely picture, and 
then boldly lay your hand on the latch, and enter the gate. 

* * * * * * * 
Twelve happy months have passed. The old home has been 
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fitted up; and here you live with your wife. You have been 
married to your old love, and have brought her to your old 
home. Business affairs have been so adjusted, that a return 
from town every afternoon has been arranged. Ah! these aie 
happy days. The return from work is greeted by a kind and 
sympathetic wife, who loves you with all her heart. Some
times you stroll out in the evening arm in arm together, and 
traverse again those paths through which you had so often 
passed before. And so life goes 011 during six months of 
heavenly peace. Your wife has become completely bound up 
in your love—a love which time makes stronger and more sin
cere. On returning from town one day, you note a tired ex
pression in her face, and though she says it is nothing, you are 
filled with anxiety. She does not seem to improve; she tries 
to make light of her sickness; but a dreadful foreboding seizes 
you which cannot be shaken off'. You do not go to town now; 
the best doctor you could find has been summoned, and all that 
medical skill can accomplish is done for her. Oh! how the 
days drag on! You kneel by the lounge where she lies, and 
pray that this dreadful calamity may not fall. One morning 
a lovely day in early May—the doctor takes you aside kindly, 
and tells you that your wife will never he well again. A pang 
of anguish goes to your heart; you enter the room where she 
lies and take her in your arms once more. She places her head 
on your bosom and weeps like a child. One by one, the days 
creep along—terrible days! until'at last it comes. You are sit
ting in your study trying to read, when you are summoned to 
the"room ; you enter softly, and with bowed head approach the 
bed where she is dying, throw yourself on your knees, and cry 
as if your heart would break. She places her hand upon your 
head, and whispers that it is for the best. A ou gaze into her 
face and see death written there. She breathes gently—once 
twice; a heavenly beauty comes over her wan face, and she 
smiles; her lips part; she murmurs " Walter "—and all is over. 

% * * * * * * 
Alone! Oh God! alone! What is life anymore ? Its fond

est hopes are dashed; its light is gone forever. Sorrow how 
awful art thou ! My heart is rent, my joy gone. What have I with 
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the world or the world with me, little does it know what I have lost. 
But yet, as the years roll on, and my feeble steps totter to the 

grave, I look forward to the time, when we shall meet again in 
a land where there is no death; and the old man's prayer is 
that it may come soon. K. 

THE NOMENCLATURE OF JERSEY VILLAGES. 

IN the matter of nomenclature of the many small towns that 
dot the map of New Jersey, this State, among all the common

wealth east of the Alleghanies,may be said to be entitled to conspicu
ous distinction. Whilst it is true that our geological formation 
entitles us to no such euphoneous names as Dead Man's Gulch, 
Sheep-tail Gorge, Coyote Prairie, nor have the exigencies of the 
nrogressive Western civilization of earlier days, presided over by 
the three graces of the seven-shooter, the whiskey bottle and the 
faro "lay out," given us Tombstone, Blizzard City or Sand 
Lots, still we have many little idiosyncrasies of town-naming, 
which are worth the casual nod of recognition. 

Names of places arise from three sources, primarily from some 
particular formation of the earth's surface in the locality. Sec
ondarily the town may be named in honor of some citizen or 
in commemoration of some national character. Again, mere 
arbitrary selection may be the cause. These all being true, 
what could have led any persons to select these names for Jersey 
villages: Monkeytown, Beetown, Hensfoot, Frogtown, Goose-
town, Hogtown and Turkey ? I am free to acknowledge that 
this is selection of the most arbitrary kind, yet to live in Mon
keytown—unless this be an indirect compliment to Darwin— 
would give any man a chance to work out the problem, " Is 
life worth living ?" Goosetown is not much better, but Turkey, 
bad as it is, is the best of the lot. In the same list, let Horse 
Neck, Bacon Neck, Colt Neck, Red Lion and White Horse be 
placed, the latter, however, being quite common in many States. 
Red Lion and White Horse both grew around the inns which 
had those animals depicted upon their signs. 

We have been taught to believe, how true the teaching may 
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be is only conjecture, that North Jersey is anti-temperance, 
whilst South Jersey is a strong temperance and even a prohibi
tion section. It is one of those coincidences, which m older 
times might be ascribed to some force beyond the minds of men, 
that Temperanceville, Cold Spring and Waterford should all be 
south of Trenton, whilst Bum Tavern, Whiskey Lane, Gin 
Point and Jugtown should be in the north. The situation is 

Relieved by a Clove in Sussex County. 
Down in Ocean County " 'tis true 'tis pity, and pity 'tis, 'tis 

true " there's a Hell's Kitchen. Now, this certainly is not cal
culated to inspire one with confidence, however warm the name 
may be. Gloucester comes to our relief with a Paradise, in ad
dition to which is found Jordan town, Mount Horeb, Shiloh, 
Mount Pisgali, Valley of Tranquility, Tabernacle, New Jerusa
lem and New Salem. And it needs all these to take the edge 
off the remarkable settlement in the pine region. But of all 
coincidences the occurrences of Jobstown and Boilsville in 
proximity is the most remarkable. 

Indirectly, foreign elements are represented by names which 
at one time had much significance, but which is now well nig 1 
lost. There is English Neighborhood and Hibernia and bcotc 1 
Road representing the united kingdom. The continent is re
membered in Germania, Russia. Denmark and Macedonia 
whilst to this list one may add Newfoundland, Greenland and 
New Egypt. " Down East" is reflected in Jersey by the villages 
of New England Creek and Yankeetown. 

Jersey's forests are justly her pride. Here there are the towns 
of White Oak Ridge, Oak Tree, Red Oak, Greentree an me 
tree. A sweet name is Sugartown, much sweeter than Bone 
Hill. Add unto these Charleytown, Good Luck, Success, 
Double Trouble, Roundabout, Naughright, Deacon's Turnout, 
Comical Corner, Yaughpo, Lower Squankum, Bang n ge, 
Codfish Point, Brass Castle, Blue Ball, Ong's Hat, Ragtown, 
Blue Anchor, Scrapetown and Slabtown. What pictures of 
rural contentment do these bring to view! How secure they 
must be who live in Brass Castle, how happy those m Good 
Luck, and Success ! ... 

Nor is the State deficient in names most fitting for occupa
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tions. There is Calico Neck for the suburban merchant, Longa-
coming for the district messenger boy or the disappointed office 
seeker, Bargaintown for the lost son of Israel who sells Rhine 
stones and suspenders, Breakfast Point for the belated actor in a 
bad town, Watertown for the Prohibitionists, Farmersville for 
the agriculturists, Egg Harbour City for the fellow with the 
chicken incubator, Barbers for the long-haired cow boy, Cologne 
and Littleworth for the dudes and Little Ease for the sinners. 

The Indian has left an imperishable legacy to the State. The 
Lenni Lenape who lived here were not a powerful people, and 
by the Revolution what little influence they did wield had 
gone. But we have preserved in their names of our creeks, 
rivers an'd towns, a remembrance of their occupancy, and these 
are a testimonial of their old rulership. There is Absecon, the 
" place of swans," where on the beach the birds gathered, and 
Assicunk at Burlington which is " dirty creek " and Assunpink 
or •' stony creek." Crosswicks, the " place of separation," refers 
to one of their social customs, whilst Matchaponix is " bad 
bread." Tuckahoe is " where the deer frequent." Hoboken is 
an Indian word meaning " crooked," and Amboy is a corrup
tion of Emboli, which means " hollow on the inside." Pompton 
is " crooked mouthed," whilst Shamong is the " place of the big 
hom." Raritan is "forked river"; Whippany is the "place 
where arrows grow wild." (?) Pequamock means " dark river." 

And so I might duplicate and triplicate the names left us by 
the Indians and by our ancestors. As to those of the Red Men 
they should be guarded with studious care, let not one be sup
planted by any modern name of fanciful origin or classical one 
of no application. Names mean something; they are the 
marks of identification. As to many of the others the sooner 
they are changed the better for they could not be worse. But 
Time, who changes all things, will make the mutations as the 
years advance, and all will at last be for the best. 

FRANCIS B. L EE. 
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INAUGURATION DAY. 

INAUGURATION Day! With what intense interest it is 
1 looked forward to in this land of the free, where rich and 
poor alike, without regard to ancestry, can attain to the highest 
position in the land. It seems to increase with each succeeding 
inauguration. What immense crowds of people rush to the capital 
to witness the imposing ceremony ! What a grand day for t le 
citizens of the United States must have been Inauguration Day 
one hundred years ago, when the illustrious Washington, our 
first President, took his chair ! The oath of office was taken the 
30th day of April, 1789, on a balcony of the old City Hall, in 
Wall street, New York. The spot is now marked by a statue. 
After his Inaugural address he, with the whole assemblage, 
walked to St. Paul's Church, where'religious services where held. 
The church still stands. 

Lincoln's inauguration was the gloomiest m our history. 
Washington's had been a very solemn occasion for our form oi 
government was in its infancy, and no one knew the issue; but 
Lincoln's was depressing, as the slavery question had so divided 
the nation that a conflict between the North and the South 
seemed inevitable. He went from his western home to Wash
ington and took the solemn oath of office twenty-eight years ago 
on the steps of the then unfinished Capitol. 

Lincoln's Inaugural Address will always remain memorable— 
the closing words were: "The mystic chords of memory, 
stretching from every battle-field and patriot grave to every liv
ing heart and heartli-stone all over this broad land, will yet swell 
the chorus of the Union, when again touched, as surely they 
will be, by the better angels of our nature." He was shot on the 
15th of April, 1865, shortly after beginning his second term. 

General Grant is said to have used the expression," Let us 
have peaceand his inauguration proved a peaceable one HIB 
death occurred a short time ago, but the memory of the hero o 
Appomatox will he long cherished. 

We all remember the inauguration of James A. Garfield, anc 
how cruelly he was shot four months later. Chief-justice Waite 
administered to him the oath of office, upon a little, old Bib e, 
which his mother gave him in his boyhood. His mother was 
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present at the inauguration; and his first act after taking the 
•oath w as to turn, and imprint a kiss upon her fond face. Every 
one who saw it, was deeply touched, and the story of this inci
dent went straight to the hearts of the people. 

President Cleveland's inauguration, on March 4th, 1885, was 
marked by unusually brilliant festivities, and by the attendance 
of visitors from all parts of the Union. The oath of office was 
for the last time administered by the late Chief-justice Waite. 
His administration has been characterized by integrity and up
rightness of purpose. Mr. Cleveland entered the White House 
a bachelor; he leaves it the husband of one of the fairest and 
most amiable ladies of the land. 

Benjamin Harrison is called " the centennial President," and 
he was indeed elected for the term beginning just one hundred 
years after that for which George Washington was first chosen. 
He took the oath of office on March 4th, of the present year, and 
it has proved to be the greatest Inauguration Day on record. The 
oath was administered by Chief-justice Fuller in sight of the 
mighty concourse of people. The Inaugural Address was spoken 
in clear ringing tones, and has since been heard throughout the 
length and breadth of the land. E. L. L. 

OH GAY YOUNG LOVE! 

OH gay young Love, by the lattice there, 
Wicked boy with his stringed how ! 

Feeling that secret we all must know; 
Watching the eye of a maiden fair. 

Little he recks, he does not care, 
For he is a maiden's deadliest foe— 

Oh gay young Love, by the lattice there, 
Wicked boy with his stringed bow ! 

Away flies an arrow through the air; 
At his feet is the prey brought low. 

Ah ! that she might the truth foreknow ! 
Ah arrow of Love ! Ah golden snare! 

Ah gay young Love, by the lattice there! 
FRANC SOAMES. 
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THE HAMPTON, NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL 
INSTITUTE. 

TT is very fitting that a great and good school for the education 
1 of the Freedmen should have been erected within a few 
miles of the spot where the first slaves were landed in t his 
country. The gateway of bondage becomes the egress to liberty, 
for certain it is that the education of the colored race is its 
truest emancipation. 

Very few of our colleges present a more imposing appearance 
than do the school buildings at Hampton. 

The hi-h clock tower on Monroe Chapel may he seen from 
any approach to the town, while the forty buildings, consisting 
of halls dormitories and manual training shops, symmetrically 
grouped on the wide spreading and well kept campus, give one 
a fair conception of the magnitude of the institution. It is sit
uated on the shore of Hampton Creek, a little below the town, 
and about two and a half miles from Fortress Monroe. The 
estate contains 190 acres, and was at one time known as • Little 
Scotland," during the war as " Camp Hamilton and was the 
hospital of the Army of the James. A great number of con
trabands gathered in the City of Refuge, as Hampton was then 
called. The Government afforded some protection and the first 
school for Freedmen was then established, but it was not unti 
April 1868 that the present school was formally openec. e 
ginning with fifteen pupils it has now an average of six hun
dred boarders, about four hundred and fifty of whom are col
ored from the various Southern States, and the others Indian 
students, representing twenty different tribes, hut chie y iom 

^There are at the present time a Chinese and Hawaian student, 
making, if authorities agree upon the classification of the las , 
representation of the four races, other than the Caucasian. 

The school is fortunate in having at its head a man whose 
interest is in the conception and realization of a great and good 
work From its beginning until the present time, Gen. Arm
strong has been closely identified with this particular means of 
advancement for the colored and Indian races. The instructors 
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and officers, numbering about eight}', are for the most part 
graduates of our best Eastern colleges and normal schools, and 
are men and women of rarest attainments. 

The technical schools embrace over twenty different indus
tries and give the students opportunity for helping themselves 
wholly or in part. The leather factory, printing office, sewing 
and cooking departments are all equipped with modern appli
ances, at the same time instructing in branches of trade best 
adapted to the wants of a simple people. Carpenter shops and 
saw mills, beside turning out a variety of work, are a valuable 
means of education, and will one day replace the tumble down 
cabin and the wigwam with the neat dwelling house. This 
combination of manual and intellectual labor, necessitates a ses
sion of night school, attended by a most interesting class of stu
dents. 

It does not seem necessary to impress upon them the value of 
time in the school room. Red Hawk is alive to nothing but 
the subject under discussion, while ten hours of normal labor 
have given Little Eagle and Buffalo Horn a relish for something 
mightier than the sword and less arduous than the hand-saw. 
Being in the neighborhood of Fortress Monroe, the school is 
naturally infected with a military spirit. The young men are 
instructed in drill and tactics once a week by an officer from 
the fort. Both races, but particularly the colored, take great 
pride in the daily drill and march to and from chapel or dining 
hall. The Cake Walk or march is by no means a lost art 
among the negroes, and its advent is more of an incentive to a 
drooping pair of shoulders or a tardy brace of feet than the 
shrill command of an officer. 

The races occupy separate but communicating dining rooms. 
After the invocation, which is sung by a chorus of five hundred 
voices, naturally harmonious, one may observe from the pleas
ant chatter on one hand and the reserve which the Indian 
maintains at his most convivial times, the social characteristics 
peculiar to the two races. * 
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NORTH OF THE 49TH PARALLEL. 

THE possible political union of Canada with the United 
States has become a debatable question of importance. 

Men in high stations have constituted themselves advocates of 
this union and their adherents guard with jealousy the claim 
that their leaders were first to suggest this union. We propose, 
however, here merely to look at some of the natural possessions 
and advantages of Canada, and herein we may see some of the 
reasons why statesmen are desirous that Canada should link hei 
political fortune with ours. 

Excluding Alaska from our possessions, Canada is the larger 
country. The United States has 3,036,000 square miles; Can
ada 3,470,392. Canada fills out nearly forty per cent, of the territory 
of the British Empire, and with the great lakes and its rivers it pos
sesses more than one half of the fresh water of the globe an 
area of 31,000 square miles. The tonnage which passes through 
the Sault Ste Marie canal in seven months of 1888 equalled 
that which passed through the Suez Canal during the whole 
year; not to speak of that which the competing railways car
ried. 

Wheat is, perhaps, the best test of advantages of climate. 
This cereal has been known to have produced, near many Hud
son Bay Company's stations for twenty years without rotation 
or fertilization, an annual crop averaging thirty bushels per 
acre. Climate, it should be remembered, is much more affected 
by altitude than by latitude. Europe has an average elevation 
of six hundred and seventy-one feet; North America of seven 
hundred and forty-eight feet, while the Canadian part of North 
America has only three hundred feet. An affect of this is seen 
in the fact that the mean temperature of Hudson's Bay is three 
degrees warmer than that of Lake Superior. The fact that the 
winters in Canada are severe has its compensations. It the 
ground is frozen six or eight feet deep, it furnishes in its thaw
ing an unfailing supply of moisture to the growing crop 
above. There is an average of two hours a day more of sun
shine during the time of wheat growing in the Canadian North
west than can be claimed in other wheat producing regions* 
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The sun's forceful rays bring up the moisture from the ice in 
the ground. One should look for a variety of climate m a land 
that extends from the latitude of Rome, Italy, to that of the 
North Cape, in Norway. Canada is favored by the Gulf Stream 
in the Atlantic and by the Japan Current in the Pacific. 

The fisheries of Canada are of stupendous importance. 
Bounded by three oceans, it has over five thousand five hun
dred miles of sea coast, and the abundance of fish is simply in
exhaustible. The cold currents from the North bring down the 
food upon which these fish thrive. Professor Hind, who is 
quoted in a recent number of the Aorth American, says. The 
Arctic seas and the great rivers which they send forth swarm 
with minute forms of life constituting in many places a living 
mass, a vast ocean of living slime, the source of food that gives 
sustenance to the countless millions of fish." 

The non-phosphorus iron ores and coal deposits are enormous, 
and their quality is superior. Great quantities of asbestos, 
mica, antimony, arsenic, pirites, oxides of iron, marble, graphite, 
gypsum, white quartz for potters' use, siliceous sand-stone for 
glass, and emery, await him who will take them. 

We may begin to see why the Canadian question is promi
nent. The political union may be a long time coming, that a 
commercial union is in the near future, all who read the signs 
of the times " must see. 

MORAL ECONOMY. 

(CONTRIBUTED.) 

WHAT should be thought of a lad who, upon becoming an 
apprentice to a carpenter, or shipbuilder, or manufacturer, 

should ask to be treated as if nothing were known in these trades, 
and should desire to be left to discover or invent all the rules and 
tools for himself? Or if a boy who, instead of making use of 
the grammars and arithmetics in the school, should insist 011 
making his own books? If politeness would forbid the appli
cation of " fool" to such persons, it would not be too harsh to 
say that they must be very unwise to refuse what was already 
prepared for their minds and hands, and waste time in trying 
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to do over, what has been already done. Common sense would 
say, " Use what the skill and labor of others have provided; 
improve on it, if you can, but do not think of acting as if 
nothing could he known or done that does not originate with 
yourself." 

But in what respect is the course of the lad or girl less un
wise, who says, " I will not have anything to do with the exper
ience of others in the business of moral character; I will not 
look at what has been found out by the course of those who 
have lived before me, hut will make my own experiments; 1 
must try for myself whether there is this difference between good 
and bad habits, whether temptfttions are so hard to over-come.1 

Yet how common is this way of action, if not of reasoning, 
among our youth! The experience of those who have gone 
through the same stages of life has little influence on the next 
generation. Their parents and other older persons testify to 
them of the injurious effects of many kinds of indulgence on 
health, mind, prosperity, character; but, instead of making 
this testimony answer the purpose of saving them the trouble, 
loss and waste of going through what has already been demon
strated by the experience of thousands, they insist on making 
their own trial; and the consequence is, in the greater number 
of instances, the rash experimenters fall into their own trap, 
and no experience of others can then help them out. 

If one of the objects of a SIGNAL is to warn adventurers of a 
danger that has been discovered before their time, and so keep 
them from the peril of new experiments, we would use our 
pages to entreat the young readers to save themselves the dis
grace, suffering, and remorse of falling from the true way of life, 
because they would not make use of what has already been 
proved and placed before them as their instructor and guide. 
Let them study this as a chapter of moral economy. H. 

THE RAINDROP SPEAKS. 

ALTHOUGH I am very small indeed, and not looked upon 
with as much respect as I would like, still, I think that I 

am accomplishing as much in the world as some larger objects. 
I would like to give you a little of my experience. 

' 

I 
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When I was very young I was inclined to be mischievous. One 
day, when some friends and I were passing over a pretty little 
village, we saw a May party just starting. All the little girls 
were dressed in their best and looked very stiff, and I thought 
it would be great fun to spoil the vain little girls' dresses and 
pride, so, at last, I succeeded in coaxing my brothers and sisters 
to drop down upon the party; we succeeded in spoiling the 
prettiest of the dresses, but when I found myself taken off of 
the little girl and wrung into a dirty pail, I began to think my 
ideas of pleasure were somewhat mistaken. I lay in the bucket 
a week and then the servant upset me. Once I was floating 
above a beautiful garden, when "I saw all the dear little pansies 
drooping their heads so that no one could see their colors. Then 
we again decided to fall, and when we had refreshed them, they 
raised their heads and looked so thankful, it made me feel very 
happy and, on the whole, I enjoyed this last experience more 
than my first. 

I will draw a moral for the benefit of those who go through 
the world thinking only to please themselves, namely, that in 
trying to make others happy, you are really finding happiness 
yourselves. META H. THOMAS. 

A SNOWFLAKE. 

ONCE upon a time, when I was in my infancy, I lived far 
above all you little folks, and I used to watch the happy 

faces at the windows, watching and waiting for me and my 
many friends to come down thick and fast, for their pleasure. 
Sometimes I would melt into little raindrops, because the air 
was so warm, and then all the little faces would frown and 
sometimes cry, because they were expecting me to come and 
make pretty white snow; and at other times oh! how happy 
they would be to see me come down in beautiful white crystals! 
and then they would all run for their sleds, and mittens, and 
skates, and what a jolly time they would have, sliding down 
hill, skating on the ice, and playing in the snow! Then, be
sides making fun for the children, I keep the little roots and 
grain all nice and warm, for without me they would be so cold 
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they could not live, and would die, so you see I do quite a good 
deal of good, and I feel quite proud of niyself. And, then, 
when I have done all the good I can on top of the ground, I 
melt and sink into the earth and go down and give the little 
roots a drink of fresh water, and then I go down, down, down, 
and, after awhile, I join with other little drops, and we flow 
along and burst out of the side of the mountain and form a 
little spring, and other springs running with us, form rivers. 
Perhaps you little folks do not know I am of use in the summer 
as well as in winter. There are mountains whose tops are cov
ered by my friends all the year round. I hope some day you 
can come to see me in those places of curiosity. 

HELEN E. HENDRICKSON. 

HER BIRTHPLACE. 

{ f T was born—." The maiden said; 
Straightway each lover raised his head, 
And in rapture shouted " Where ? " 

" What land can boast a queen so fair ? " 

"It must have been 'neath Southern skies, 
Where first flashed forth those dreamy eyes, 
And sure those lips of ruby hue, 
Were shaped by angels there for you? " 

" Thy glowing color and form sublime, 
All bespeak some sunny clime— 
If so small a foot and pretty hand, 
Could come elsewhere than Fairyland." 

" It must have been where lilies rear 
Their chastened heads through all the year ; 
Where never ventures winter's snow, 
And magnolias bloom and roses grow." 

* 

" But what's this you say ? " "Ah, no ! no! 
You joke and rare is your joke, ho! ho! 
Not there the birthplace of one like thee, 
Nay, ha ! ha! That could never be!" 

" What, true! For you would not deceive us ? 
Or needlessly thus cruelly grieve us ? 
With the beauty of Ilebe and charms of a Circe. 
Ye gods ! O, to think of it! Born in New Jersey."—SELECTED. 
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EDITORIALS. 

THE NORMAL. 

SINCE the accession of our Principal to his present position, 
a marked change has been accomplished in the classification 

and course of study of the Normal. This change is in accord
ance with the spirit of the times, and exhibits the deft touch of 
a master acquainted with the principles of a sound educational 
polity, and possessed of an accurate knowledge of the condition 
of our public schools. 

In the reorganization of our Normal, the ratio of academic to 
professional work has been happily settled. The substance of 
this " new departure " has been summed up in a prominent edu
cational journal of recent date, in an editorial entitled "The 
New Jersey State Normal School," as follows: 

There is a consensus of opinion that a normal school should 
be a professional institution, but when the conditions surround
ing its origin, and attending its progress and development are 
considered, we note that its practical life has been largely 
academic. The State Normal School of New Jersey occupies 
the proud position of having its academic and professional 
phases properly balanced. The educational landscape may be 
comprehended under two views; that of the high-schools and 
academies, and of the common district schools. It is assumed 
that among the former a sufficient " number of schools of ap
proved efficiency exists to warrant the giving of strictly pro
fessional training to their graduates. Such graduates will be 
admitted to the second year or the professional course of this 
normal school without further examination. Students from the 
district schools, who have not enjoyed the advantages of a care
fully graded course of academic study, will upon examination 
enter the first or formative year of work; having completed 
this year, they will pursue a strictly professional course during 
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the remaining two years. The demand upon the students in 
the number of their studies has been lessened, m order that 
more time may be obtained for those they pursue. The first 
year's students having completed their academic reviews m e e-
mentary arithmetic, grammar, geography, United States history, 
a portion of industrial drawing, reading, spelling, and writing, 
will enter upon their professional course. They meet here those 
who have come from accredited high-schools and academies, 
and together they complete the second year. The work now ac
complished constitutes the elementary course and it a student 
can stay no longer, he may be graduated in this course Those 
who desire further professional training, will continue throug 1 
the third and final year, taking additional work m pedagogy, 
and be graduated as advanced students. The State Normal 
School of New Jersey proposes to require in the future a tair 
endowment of natural aptitude, and a reasonable amount ol 
acquired possession of correct method, of_ kno wledge of the 
historical development of pedagogical principles, of the science 
of mind in its manifold activities, and of a practical acquaint
ance with teaching. It is also in sympathy with kindergarten 
work, manual training, and industrial art, as all tnese lie close 
to the great needs of human existence. The mission ol this 
state institution would not be complete, however satisfactory its 
autonomy, were its relations to the teachers now employed in 
the public schools to be left out. A perfect alliance of amity 
and public interest with all friends of education will be soug 1 
by the management of this state normal school. 

This is a condensed view of the present situation, devoid of 
any " ornate literary setting." It may be added that to meet 
the general outline of formative and professional years, a new 
and reasonable nomenclature of the classification of the school 
has been adopted. The classes are designated in the order of 
their yearly progress as B, A, and Senior, each having two 
terms, recognized respectively as first and second. It doesn t 
take a knowdedge of the calculus applied to qualitative and 
quantitative analysis to find where a student belongs in this 
scheme. A successful effort has been made to put the Normal 
" first among its equals," and we look for an increased interest 
in behalf of the institution, among all who hold the educational 
interests of our State dear. The graduates of the Normal 
should, in a special manner, strive to aid their Alma Mates-^ in 
every possible way. Here lies the field for the creation of a 
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public sentiment which shall be for the betterment of local ed
ucational interests, and the wider circles of this influence will 
redound to the permanent good of the Normal. 

The Normal has received a new impetus ; her teaching force, 
as represented by her present undergraduates, has been greatly 
enlarged. The organization of practice teaching has been sim
ply a revolution. Very many more than ever before have this 
advantage. The pupil-teachers are organized into sections, 
with captains. Plans for daily lessons are required from the 
young teachers, and these plans are examined by a critic-teach
er, and then used in real class-room exercises, under the eye of 
experienced teachers. The scope of criticism here covers the 
manner of conducting recitation, preparation on subject matter, 
method of presenting the subject, distribution of work, discip
line and interest of class. 

The article quoted very properly, in conclusion, calls atten
tion to the relations between the Normal and the teachers in the 
State. It is the desire of the Principal and Faculty of the 
Normal to be in accord with all who have the welfare of educa
tion at heart, upon .whatever lines of effort they may be em
ployed. They wish with them to be recognized as earnest labor
ers in the cause of public instruction, and with them to strive 
for " whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, 
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatso
ever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report." 

HISTORY OF THE STATE SCHOOLS. 

THE State of New Jersey has always taken a most commend, 
able interest in educational matters. When the sturdy 

colonists from England and Holland first touched our shores and 
began to carve for themselves a home out of the then unexplored 
and unknown wilderness, they brought the school-master with 
them, and the rise of the school-house was only secondary to 
the erection of the home itself. The distinction of being the 
pioneer pedagogue in the colony belongs to Englebert Steenhuy-
sen, who first wielded the rod at Bergen Square in 1662. As 
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early as 1693 the General Assembly passed a school law and 
from that time, the state has never failed to encourage and sup
port the cause of education. 

With such influences at work for so long a period, it is not 
strange that New Jersey occupies her present enviable position 
in this regard, and that her Normal school stands so high in 
scholastic circles. The greatness of this institution can be ap
preciated when the fact is borne in mind that the total number 
of pupils attending the Normal, with its two adjuncts, the Model 
and the Farnum, is nearly nine hundred. This is a noble show
ing and the schools deserve all the success they are receiving. 

The subject of a state school for the training of public schoo 
teachers was first broached in 1828, by Dr. McLean, ol Prince
ton, who warmly advocated it. Twenty years after more interest 
was awakened, when Professor E, C. Nines read a notable paper 
on the subject at Mount Holly. Definite action was not taken 
until 1855, when active agitation was begun throughout the state 
and Governor Price made a strong and urgent appeal to the 
Legislature to take some action. This was not without good re
sults, for in the same year the Legislature appropriated $10,000 
for the establishment of a Normal School and elected a full 
board of trustees. The board organized on April 24th, and pro
posals for sites were received from Beverly, Orange, New 
Brunswick, Pennington, Princeton and Trenton. 

The prize went to Trenton, and on October 5th, 1855, the cor
ner stone of the new building was laid with imposing ceremonies 
and on the 17th of July following the structure was formally 
dedicated. The school had previously begun its sessions on Octo
ber 1st, in a temporary abode with fifteen pupils. This number 
was increased ten-fold before the end of the y ear. Since that time 
no less than twenty-seven hundred have matriculated at the 
institution, by far the greater proportion of whom afterwards 
taught in the public schools. The Legislature soon sustained 
the Normal by an annual appropriation of $15,000, but left the 
Model self-sustaining to perform the functions of a preparatory 
school and a school for practice. The first President was 
William F. Phelps, who remained for nine years, when he was 
succeeded by Dr. John S. Hart, the grammarian and rhetorician. 
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Dr. Hart accepted a professorship in Princeton College in 1871 
and was succeeded by Servis Johnson, upon whose retirement, 
Dr. Washington Hasbrouck, in 1876, came to to the executive 
chair. He was succeeded on the 11th of February last, by Pro
fessor James M. Green, late Principal of the Long Branch High 
School. 

The Farnum Preparatory school at Beverly, through the gift 
of Paul Farnum, was dedicated in October, 1856, and in 1858 the 
"present Model School, adjoining the Normal, was erected. 
Among the distinguished men who look back to the State 
Schools as their alma mater are Justice Reed, of the Supreme 
Court; Ex-State Superintendent of Schools Apgar, Mayor 
Magowan, of Trenton; Novelist Edward S. Ellis, of Orange; 
Austin Apgar, the scientist; Ex-Assemblyman Hutchinson, of 
Burlington county, and others innumerable. 

GEOBGE WORM AN, Mo del '86. 

THE MODEL SCHOOL. 

THE " schoolmen " of the world may in general be classified 
as Peripatetics, Academicians, Stoics and Modelites. The 

last being modern, have avoided the errors of the former and 
added to their virtues. Our classification may be deemed as 
incomplete by some, but those who criticise us are not good at 
generalization. They could and would find fault with any lines 
of demarkation except their own. They would cavil at the fol
lowing distribution of buttons: Buttons are divided into three 
classes—shirt buttons, door buttons, and all other kind of but
tons; and these hyper-scientifically evolutionized persons find 
their analogues in the carping critics, who object to the deriva
tion of Middletown from Moses by dropping—iddletown and 
adding—oses. To please them or despite them we will say that 
schoolmen are ancient and modern •; and all good modern school
men are Modelites, or ought to be. 

To be a Modelite is to attend or to have attended the Model 
School. Therefore the Model School should receive our atten
tion. 

The Model School is an institution with a history, and its 
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history is honorable. Fuller, of church history proclivities, 
says, " A little allay of dullness in the master of a college, mak-
eth him better to manage secular affairs but the masters o 
this college have not possessed this "allay," and yet they have 
managed their affairs, secular and other, with circumspection and 
success. There were, no doubt, heroes before Agamemnon, and 
doubtless those who know could recount deeds of intellectual 
valor on the part of those who antedate the reign of Rev. Mar
cus H. Martin. Here was a man of superior worth, careful, 
methodical, wise, and conscientious. The school flourished un
der his sway, and Modelites wrote his name upon their banners, 
and in that sign conquered. He passed, and was succeeded iy 
the present incumbent, Oliver P. Steves, Ph.D., a captain who 
leads wherever he asks his men to go; an earnest,.aggressive, 
well-equipped teacher with the courage of his convictions. Both 
these " guides of youth " are learned in the law of their profes
sion and zealous in the performance of every duty. Ihe Mode 
School flourishes to-day as of yore, and young men now in 
business and in college look back with pleasant recollections to 
the time when they did their « sumsor said their hie, haec, hoc 
within its walls. , , 

But when we have said so much, only the half has been 
told for are there not the girls—the dear, delightful, joyous, al
ways abounding and sometimes bounding girls? What would 
the Model be without them! What would an omelette be with
out eggs! Our thoughts take wings and mount to the second 
floor °where Miss Ely presides over the intellectual activity that 
makes things hum. The zeal and consequent success that 
crowns the efforts of the young ladies of this department are 
lamely due to the personal magnetism and intellectual grip ot 
their "lady superior," who fills so acceptably the position so 
long occupied by her, whose memory students and teachers sti 
revere. The heads of both of these departments would willing
ly admit that their efforts would be but beating the air weie 
they not so loyally and efficiently supported by their associate 
teachers. Long may both departments wave! the latter, to fui-
nish homes and society with patterns of virtuous and cultured 
women—bright jewels- in the crown of a nations honor, the 
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former to give us men of strong moral fibre and of intellectual 
grasp—a safe-guard for the state, and our country's hope. 

The Model School is a school of high order—a preparatory 
school of excellent record. In its classical grade it is extremely 
fortunate, and our citizens show a due appreciation of the super
ior advantages to be derived from it. To all beneath the shadow 
of the walls of the Model School and to all who have left its 
cloisters for other scenes of activity, we give a health. May the 
Model School flourish. May no shadow obscure the brightness 
of its shining, but may its " future be as prosperous and happy 
as its past has been glorious and successful." ALUMNUS. 

WE feel that THE SIGNAL is gaining ground in the good opin
ion of those whom we would represent. Two little misses 

from one of the lower classes of the Model School send us their 
contributions. We trust that " The Raindrop " and " The Snow-
flake" will not be overlooked by our readers. We extend our 
editorial thanks to our young friends. 

E are pleased to print a contribution, " Moral Economy," 
from a prominent clergyman of our city, both because of 

the intrinsic merit of the lesson inculcated by the article and 
because we feel that the SIGNAL is complimented when our rev
ered contributor gives us this evidence of his favor. 

THE resignation of George Cresse as local editor upon SIG
NAL'S board of editors, was recently reluctantly accepted. 

Mr. Cresse performed assiduous and conscientious work while a 
member of our editorial corps, and we regret that he felt com
pelled to sever the very pleasant official relations with his asso
ciate editors. 

Mr. M. P. Frutchey succeds to the vacancy in the board of 
editors created by the resignation of Mr. Cresse. His election 
was a just tribute to an estimable and an efficient student. 
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There was no candidate to compete with Mr. Frutchey, and his 
election was practically unanimous. We welcome him to our 
" table round." 

OOME one has said that if an object is to be gamed we must 
O "keep pegging away" at it. Thus far it seems that the 
pleas of the SIGNAL for a gymnasium, where our young men 
could exercise every day, have been like good seed sown upon 
hard and rocky ground. This should not be. No greater want 
is felt in our schools, than that of a well fitted up gymnasium, 
and the constant expressions of regret at the absence of one 
should cause the action of the trustees in this matter. We trust 
that the efforts made will, in the near future, accomplish good 
results, and that our schools will soon be equipped with a gym
nasium which will be a credit to the institution. 

THE need for suitable reference books in the class rooms is 
1 one which should soon be satisfied. There is practically no 
library in connection with these schools to which our students 
can turn. To use the words of one of our faculty, 1 lie library 
of the Model School consists of a lot of singing books, some old 
out-of-date encyclopedias and some other books lo the 
numerous improvements that have been made recently m the 
schools it is to be hoped that a library will be added. 

THE season of "Spring Fever" has again come, for we see its 
1 languishing effects everywhere,—no doubt the reader wi 
here find an evident example-bnt do not be alarmed, the dis
ease will soon pass away, leaving nothing bu a few scattered 
zeros to show how serious the case may have been. What do 
we prescribe ? Vacation. Vacation is at hand hat 0 * 
it brings to the pupil who has been away at school for over three 
months. How we have been looking forward to it and planning 
how to get the most good out of one short week. 

But when vacation is over, we will again assemble with 
brighter faces and brighter intellects, better prepared to master 
the difficulties of the closing year. 
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SCIENCE NOTES. 

THE scientific spirit is the want to know, you know " that 
pushes investigation into every field of human effort. How 

" stale, flat, and unprofitable " were all our lives without the ac
quisitions which science brings us! Prom Tubal-cain to Edison 
the inventive genius of man has striven to bring under subjec
tion the forces of Nature. The telegraph has been referred to 
once too many times, and the steam-engine is no novelty,— 
these are the modern mile-stones that mark the progress of the 
human race in these " foremost files of time." Printing took 
learning from the keeping of the few and was the one grand 
achievement that tended to put man upon a plane of equality. 
These agencies have become such matters of common reference, 
that we look for a derisive remark upon any reference to them. 

So fast do we advance in scientific acquirements, that we 
should not be astonished if the next generation should leave 
their stomachs at the restaurant to be filled while their owners 
improve the time to attend a stock sale of an air line transit to 
the moon. Are we not near the time when all the manufactories 
in a large city will be geared or belted together and operated by 
one source of power, the entire combination becoming self-ad
justing to the last detail, wheel, pulley and lever responding 
without personal attention beyond that of a superintendent, 
who will start the whole " aggregation" by simply putting a 
nickel in the slot. The complete gamut of invention has by no 
means yet been run, even when we pass from a machine to grind 
out logarithms down to " Pigs in Clover." 

There is, however, one grand field in our country, where the 
display of science upon a large scale is already called for. The 
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ability of American engineers is rated high, and its possessors 
have been in demand in numerous foreign countries This 
ability should be employed in surveying our western arid region 
and in the construction of reservoirs and canals for the storage 
and delivery of water to irrigate that vast region lying between 
the. 100th parallel and the narrow fertile territory upon the 
Pacific Slope. The accomplishment of this grand scheme is t le 
next great work of this country. When one has seen the 
leagues on leagues of sterile acres that stretch their weary 
lengths between these limits—acres which are the habitat of 
sage-brush, jack-rabbits, and coyotes, a limitless waste, or dreary, 
unproductive expanse of untillable land—the benefits that water 
will bring to the inhabitants, yet to be in this empire of wilder
ness and the almost unimaginable advantage that this great 
empire will develope for the country as a whole, will take a tan
gible'shape in his mind and will cause him to cease to wonder 
why so much waste matter was ever created. There are here 
1 200 000 square miles capable of supporting 200,000,0 0 in m -
itants—a territory one third larger than British India. The 
ruins of hydraulic works are to be found in many countries. 
Egypt, Southern Europe, Palestine, Persia and India afford re
mains of great works for the purpose of irrigation. Perhaps the 
most extensive of these in storage capacity was the Rayian basin 
which held the waters of the Nile and thus gave that fertility to 
the soil that made Egypt famous. 

The nature of the surveys and maps of area will be upon a 
larger scale. Hitherto government surveys have been for the 
individual occupant; they must proceed, in the arid tract, upon 
broader lines. Natural features of the country must be objects 
of principal consideration. It must be determined where water 
may be stored and how and where it may be delivered The 
accomplishment of these ends will call for no ordinary talent in 
scientific attainments. . 

The work will have in view the developement of a wide area 
and the future good of millions of people. Congress, in its last 
session, appropriated $100,000 for preliminary surveys and the . 
present Congress has added $250,000. The work is too large for 
individual enterprise; it should be conducted by the nation, and 
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carried on upon the basis of a broad statesmanship for the good of 
the whole people. 

The people of several rainless regions have already taken 
action in 'their respective states. The San Jouquin valley, in 
California, is a notable illustration. Numerous irrigating^ com
panies exists there, and the land has greatly enhanced in pro
ductive power, and consequently, in value. 

From the term of the Mexican-Spanish occupation, the prac
tice has been to raise large crops of wheat which could be done 
without irrigation, but the large estates are being cut up and 
fruit culture and small farms are becoming the rule. These need 
water and the supply is furnished from the snows of the Sierras 
through the irrigating canals. 

The engineering skill requisite for the great undertaking of 
storing and distributing water over the arid region of our country 
will be comparable to nothing more than to that of grand 
strategy in military affairs. The result of the application of 
science in this great work are not to be exaggerated. 

FEW years ago, while spending the summer in the Pocono 
mountains, I witnessed the most severe and yet the grand

est thunder storms that, in my short life, I have ever seen. The 
day had been hot and oppressive, and that stifling air so com
mon to August hung over the mountains and gave them the 
appearence of trembling with the heat. 

About four o'clock in the afternoon, as we were sitting on the 
piazza of the third floor, we noticed a bank of leaden colored 
clouds hanging about the horizon. The clouds came steadily 
nearer and nearer, and an occasional flash of lightning followed 
by deep rumbling thunder informed us that we were in for a 
storm; and now, as the clouds rolled up, hiding first one peak 
and then another from our view, the lightning flashes became 
more frequent and vivid, and the thunder reports louder and 
more distinct. It was a grand sight; at our backs the sun was 
still shining and its reflection on the clouds, in front, gave them 

STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. 
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followed by deep rumbling thunder informed us that we were in 
for a storm: and now, as the clouds rolled up, hiding first one 
peak and then another from our view, the lightning flashes be
came more frequent and vivid, and the thunder reports louder 
and more distinct. It was a grand sight; at our backs the sun 
was still shining and its reflection on the clouds, in front, gave 
them a weird and unearthly aspect; and now the wind rose, 
and to our right and left the proud monarchs of the forest 
bowed and swayed, moved by an invisible force, and their 
leaves gleamed in the dull light with a silvery color. Harder 
and harder blew the wind, brighter and brighter flashed the 
lightning, louder and louder roared the thunder, as it echoed 
from mountain to mountain; and as one peal commenced to 
die away in the. distance, another clap would take the up dying 
sound and fling it back again with increased strength. Not a 
drop of rain had fallen, and we stood out on the open piazza, 
rooted to the spot, as we beheld the awful majesty of the storm. 
Suddenly, as we watched spell-bound, a ball of fire exploded 
right before our eyes, followed by a clap of thunder which I 
shall never forget. We were blinded by the flash and could 
feel a slinging sensation all over us, caused by the electricity. 
The ground trembled as if moved by an earthquake, and the 
clouds belched forth a sound unequaled by any I have ever 
heard, or hope to hear again. Fully startled by this, we took 
shelter in the house, and then the rain came down in torrents; 
but the crisis was past, and in fifteen minutes the sun was shin
ing brightly again—the storm was over. 

In making an investigation afterwards, in order to ascertain 
what had been struck, we discovered a very strange thing. 

About two hundred feet from the hotel there was a pond, 20 
feet in diameter, which the proprietor kept well stocked with 
trout, and three feet from the edge there stood a large tree. The 
lightning had struck this tree, not at the top as would naturally 
be expected, but about fifteen feet from the ground. The trunk 
was shattered, and a deep furrow extended along one side of it. 
The lightning passed from this tree into the ground, making a 
hole some three or four inches wide; after passing into the 
ground to the depth of three feet, it made a complete turn and 
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struck out for the water of the pond. There was another hole 
right on the brink of the pond, where the lightning had come 
out of the ground, and the pieces of sod from this were found 
on the other side. 

' Some of the fish were killed outright, others were unharmed, 
and still others were found lying on their backs at the surface of 
the water. At first it was supposed that these would die in a 
short time, but they continued to live for several days, swimming 
along on their backs, but unable to turn over. The curiosity ot 
all was aroused and an examination being made it was discov
ered that the air bladders had been burst, and they were unable 
to balance themselves in any way. They would have lived on 
the surface of the water until they died of starvation, had they 
not been mercifully killed. Two women who were in the spring 
house near the pond were knocked down and remained insensi
ble for some time. 

Many people, to" whom I have told this story, have shaken 
their heads, as much as to say, " That is a fish story," but many 
others besides myself witnessed this strange phenomenom and 
their testimony will go to corroborate this. k. 

IT is said that one firm in Sheffield consumes every year all 
the ivory that is produced by 800 elephants. 

BY a process of compression in hydraulic presses hard wood 
in now prepared from soft wood. This process makes the 

grain so fine and uniform that it can not be told from real hard 
wood, and is equally as good for finishing and durability. 

AS there is scarcely any rainfall along the Persian Gulf, the 
natives are compelled to get their supply of fresh water 

from the sea. This is done by diving and filling a leather bag 
from the many springs of fresh water which boil, or bubble up 
through the sands on the bottom of the sea. 

THE uses to which paper is put are constantly increasing, 
doubtless, on account of its durability and strength. Two 

paper-houses are being erected at Parkesburg, Pa, which will 
have paper partitions, paper walls and paper roofs. 
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THE remarkable longevity of some species of plants is plainly 
shown by a rose bush, still living, at Hildershein, Prussia, 

which was planted by Charlemange in commemoration of a 
visit made him by the embassador of the Caliph Haroun-al-Ras-
chid, and has therefore attained the astonishing age of over a 
thousand years. 

ANEW screw propeller has just been invented for the Navy by 
which our war vessels may acquire a speed of over nineteen 

knots an hour. It consists of two screws on each side of the 
vessel, one ahead of the other, instead of a single or double screw 
at the stern. As the screws can be run in either direction it is 
claimed that such a vessel can be turned in its own length, a feat 
which is especially valuable in harbors. It is thought by this 
plan the vessel may attain a speed of thirty knots an hour. 

FROM experiments it is found that the force of Atlantic 
breakers is about three tons upon every square inch of sur

face exposed to them. Thus a surface of only two square yards 
would sustain a blow equal to about fifty-four tons. In a heavy 
gale a few years ago, blocks of limestone and granite from two 
to five tons in weight were washed about like pebbles at the 
Plymouth breakwater. 

AN ingenious plan is adopted in many places by which many 
mistakes may be avoided by persons putting up or giving 

medicines in the dark. It is done by means of bottles as rough 
and prickly as a chestnut burr which are used for holding dang
erous or poisonous drugs, while the ordinary bottle is used for 
harmless drugs. 

THE question as to whether interglacial men existed in the 
Mississippi valley has been at last settled, as genuine palaeo

lithic implements have been recently discovered differing from 
similar implements made by Indians, in that the latter are made 
of flint and the former of quartz situated in gravels and sands 
that could only be glacial. 
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LOCAL. 

HOW NOT TO DO IT. 

'' TT APPY that people whose annals are uninteresting.' \\ e 
M may have "just enough of learning to misquote'' the 

true version of the preceding but we will give a prize kitten from 
the next litter to any one who will give us information of any in
teresting event properly considered a local that has "transpired 
from the Swamp Angel to Monmouth street, and from Southard 
to the east end of the young men's hall. The man who had 
nothing to do and had some one to help him pile it up cou 
pad out this department with comfort if it were not that the 
concrete pages of "copy " must he placed before the printer. T e 
local editor of THE SIGNAL w ould like to be informed if he is to 
make history as well as record it! Now, smarty! 

In looking for a fact of local importance, we are situated muc 1 
like the blind man in a dark cellar looking for a black cat that 
wasn't there. We have found nothing. But this " find may 
be looked upon as something to our use for zero is its character anc 
there are several kinds of zeros. We may pause to discriminate 
and thus note if the nothing we have found is represented by 
any one of them. The absolute zero of cold is way down, down, 
down where everything is quiet and passive and solid. This 
seems to suit our case. This seems to be about the size of the 
nothing which we have discovered. Still, there is a strong com
petition with this zero by the arithmetical zero, that represen
tative of hopeless vacuity and too often the dreaded result of 
recitation room experience. This zero is the very quintessence 
of emptiness, a yawning, unsatisfied void, ^ a mile-stone on 
the road to nowhere, the tomb of hope, and it is all these at once; 

V 
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and this is what makes the student feel so peculiar when he 
secures one of these " prize-in-every-package " arithmetical zeros. 

The algebraic zero is more elusive; it plays up and down the 
side-aisles of your imagination, and coquets with the assignable 
values so innocently and with such an air of reality that itselt 
seems to be endowed with value. But it escapes your touch and 
refuses to increase or to diminish any tangible, veritable some
thing with which it may be associated. This miget, sprite, in-
finitessimally small is still "too largeby half ' to represent any
thing upon which we can put our finger and say, here is a 
suitable topic for a local editorial. 

We incline to the arithmetical zero as the true representative 
•of the want of value of all the things that haven't taken place 
as well as of this " leader." Let us hope, we do hope, that ere 
THE SIGNAL shall have again completed a revolution in its orbit 
—if signals have orbits—something will have occurred, and we 
shall look to our students, whose servants we are to " hustle 
around " and make something happen. Do not leave us to pass 
•our t ime in 

" Dropping buckets in empty wells, 
And growing old in drawing nothing up." 

THE WASHING-TON INAUGURATION CENTENNIAL., 

THIS month marks the one hundredth anniversary of the ex
istence of our government; and, as such, should be of in

terest to all. Our country, conceived in liberty, and dedicated 
to the principle that all men are equal, has risen; in a century, from 
a settlement of one million inhabitants struggling for existence, 
to a great nation of sixty million souls standing firm upon the 
rock of right and justice. 

As we look back on the record of the land, first one and then 
another figure looms up, to whom we may attribute our great 
progress; but towering above them all, rises the calm, serene, 
and yet majestic form of George Washington. Just as in a 
building, so in a nation ; if the foundation is firm the structure 
must stand; our foundation is staunch, our country is safe. 

It is the centennial of Washington's inauguration that we are 
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called upon to celebrate; and to us, who live in Trenton, the 
day is of peculiar interest. Here one of the most decisive bat
tles of the Revolution was fought; and through this town 
Washington himself passed on his journey to New York. We 
can go to the very spot where our soldiers routed the British, 
daily, pass through the streets they traversed, and the very tri
umphal arch beneath which our first President passed is the 
property of one of our inhabitants. There is to be no public 
demonstration in Trenton, and yet we may, and should, let peo
ple know that we have a deep interest in such an occasion. 

It is for us to demonstrate that we are true American citizens; 
that we fully appreciate the responsibility resting upon us, as 
such, and that, by our persevering endeavors, we will protect 
our rights, insure justice to all, and defend our liberty with our 
lives if need be. 

" Long may our land be bright 
With freedom's holy light! 

Protect us by thy might, 
Great God! our King!" 

SHORT ESSAY ON SPOONS. 

SPOONS are a very useful article in this world of ours. We 
need spoons for breakfast, spoons for dinner, and spoons 

for supper, too. Spoons for sweets, and spoons for bitters, 
spoons for tarts and spoons for mush. These most indispensable of 
luxuries (I mean spoons) are made of various materials. Some
times they are soft and malleable stuff, sometimes heavy and 
often light, sometimes bright and often dull, sometimes deep 
and often shallow, sometimes full and sometimes empty. There 
are different kinds of spoons: gold, silver, lead, brass, wooden, 
and tin; but all are used for the same purpose, which you know 
only too well. 

Much more can be said upon this inexhaustable subject, but 
we will leave the remainder to your imagination. 

All interested in spoons can apply for samples, to the great 
It-ny Br—k manufacturing company, between the hours of ten 
and twelve. A. SPOONER & Co. 
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SCHOOL MATTERS. 

(£ rpHE Assyrian came down like a wolf on the fold,'' but in a 
1 far different spirit the subjoined committee came 

down " upon the recipient of the following resolutions: 
Professor E. F. Carr, who for twelve and a half years had ex

ercised supervisory control of the young Men's Boarding Hhll of 
the State Schools, voluntarily surrendered recently his position 
as Resident Professor. This resignation in no degree affects his 
position as instructor in mathematics in the Normal. 

The occasion of the presentation of the resolutions was very 
enjoyable. A well laid plan had been successfully " worked " to 
secure the presence of the Professor at his home, lo his aston
ishment, instead of two earnest students in search ot t ruth whom 
he had been led to expect, six of his student friends ot the Hall 
entered his house. They formed in column and made a direct 
onset upon the Professor, the Chairman of the committee firing 
at him at point blank range the following resolutions: 

" Resolutions adopted by the young men of the Boarding Hall 
of the N. J. State Normal and Model Schools on the resignation 
of Elias F. Carr as Resident Professor of the Hall: " 

"WHEREAS, Our resident professor, Elias F. Carr, has retired 
from the management of this Hall and, whereas, the young 
men of the Hall desire to express their good will, and their ap
preciation of his services therefore, be it 

Resolved By the young men of the Boarding Hall ot the N ew 
Jersev State Normal and Model Schools that our congratulations 
he extended to him on the successful and harmonious manage
ment of hall affairs during his long administration. 

Resolved That we hereby tender to him our sincere thanks tor 
the efforts' that he has put forth for our welfare in preserving 
order and dignity, and for the kindly interest he has at all times 
manifested toward each one of us. ... 

Resolved That we hereby express that kindly affection which 
we have had for the Professor through these years, and which 
we feel most at the time of bidding our farewell. . , ^ , 

Resolved That we hereby express our earnest desire tnat Hod 
may spare his life for many years to carry to a successful end the 
work that is set before him." 

Committee of resolutions: 
W. C. CRISPIN, Chairman, 
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J. CLARENCE SMITH, 
H. R. RICHARDS, 
GEORGE H. CRESSE, 
JOHN L. GIFFORD, 
M. P. FRUTCHEY. 

UPON the retirement of Professor Carr from the government 
of the Young Men's Hall, Professor Scobey succeeded to 

the vacated position. Professor Scobey comes well equipped to 
discharge the duties of this place. His former experience in 
similar relations, his present acquaintance with the Model 
students whom he has met as their instructor in mathematics in 
the Model School, and the friendship entertained towards him 
by all, ivill command, in advance, an asssured success. We 
congratulate the young men upon their good fortune in having 
Professor Scobey as resident Professor; and our congratulations 
are intensified many fold when it is considered that Mrs. Scobey 
will dwell near them, and by her winning presence, add a charm 
to duty and a grace to every joy. 

WE are sorry to lose the February class of the Normal school, 
but are pleased to know that some have already been very 

successful. Among them is Miss Florence Coyte, who is now 
teaching at Rutherford. The preparatory class, which has been 
so long in the Girls' Department of the Model School, has been 
abolished. Although we miss the class, we find the study room 
very convenient. Miss Sadie Hauce, of the Junior A, has been 
obliged to leave school on account of her eyes. The Literary 
Society commenced the February term, with the following offi
cers : President, Emma B. Brown; Vice President, Anna Mor
ris; Corresponding Secretary, Jennie Foss; Recording Secretary, 
Jessie Rathbun; Treasurer, Blanche Gregory. They have taken 
up a new plan of work and the society is progressing. A great 
interest is being shown in all the exercises. The members look 
forward to the regular Friday afternoon meetings with great 
pleasure. Of late the meetings have been attended by the hon
orary members in the faculty. 
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OUR Annual Catalogue, which appeared a few weeks ago, 
should be of great interest to all students of the schools, 

for it contains a list of all graduates from the founding of the 
schools until the present time, and from it we can obtain an 
idea of the great number of teachers with which the Normal 
School has supplied our state. 

Among other matters of much interest, we find the programmes 
of our Commencement exercises, and, looking back to the nights 
of June 27th and 28th, we can again enjoy the graduation exercises 
of those who so bravely entered upon the difficulties of life s work. 

We have but two suggestions to make concerning the catalogue: 
First, that its publication should not be so long delayed. "W hy 
can we not have our catalogue published in July or August, as 
is done in similar institutions ? It would certainly be more in
teresting, for it would, then, recoid facts that would be fresh, 
not covered with moss of nearly a year's growth. And second, 
the mode of distribution could be greatly improved. A cata
logue should be placed in the hands of each attendant of the 
schools during the year for which it is published, but under the 
present arrangement, those returning to the schools, only, re
ceive copies. 

Now, if the catalogues were issued during the summer vaca
tion and a copy sent to the parent of each scholar, both condi
tions would be satisfied, and the question, " Where is our cata
logue?" would not be so often asked before it makes its tardy 
appearance. 

WITH the coming of spring and warmer weather, the base 
ball and tennis season opens. It is to be hoped that a 

large number of our students will avail themselves of this op
portunity of taking the ever-needed exercise. It is hardly 
necessary for us to say, that we hope the games will be carried 
on in the gentlemanly manner, which has hitherto been charac
teristic of them. The prospect of a good ball team is encour
aging, but the players will have to do some very faithful prac
ticing, if they wish to eclipse last year's nine. Most of our old 
tennis players are with us this year, and we expect wonders 
from them. 
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The young ladies of the boarding hall welcomed the holiday 
on February 22d. Many went home, and those who remained 
were honored by the presence of Principal and Mrs. Green at 
their Friday evening recreation. 

We are looking forward with great pleasure to the April vaca
tion. It is almost time to count the hours. 

The school owes many thanks to Miss Bessie Thomas for her 
services at morning exercises. She will be missed next September. 

Many tennis clubs are being formed in the Hall. The most 
exciting question is what are we going to do for courts ? 
and what for nets ? 

The school grounds are being made of great use. Every after
noon the boys may be seen playing ball, and the girls croquet. 

During the term Miss Anna McCracken, of Dover, was obliged 
to leave school on account of ill health. 

A treat was afforded to some of the more fortunate fairies (?) 
of Normal Hall, by an invitation to attend the mock trial of 
the Thencanic Society. You missed it girls! 

AN exercise prepared for the " Junior A" Class, Girls' Depart
ment, in commemoration of Longfellow's birthday:— 

Hyperion, Evangeline, Norman Baron, Resignation, Youth 
and Age, Tales of a Wayside Inn, Arsenal at Springfield, The 
Day is Done, The Skeleton in Armor, Windmill, The Old Clock 
on the Stairs, The Reaper and the Harvest, Two Angels, Hia
watha, Lady Wentworth, The Open Window, Nuremburg, The 
Golden Milestone, The Footsteps of Angels, Excelsior, Ladder of 
St, Augustine, The Beautiful, Legend Occultation of Orion, 
Wreck of the Hesperus. 

SUPERINTENDENT BARINGER. 

UPON the morning of April 2d, the students of the Normal 
had the pleasure of listening to a very thoughtful address 

delivered before them, in the Normal building, by that leader in 
the cause of education in our state, Superintendent Baringer, of 
Newark. 
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We wish the entire address might be put in type and placed 
in the hands of all Normal graduates. It will be impossible to 
give an adequate report of this effort in these pages. 

Superintendent Baringer is an earnest and fluent speaker, he 
is enthusiastic and forcible in the presentation of his thoughts 
which are arranged in logical order, illuminated with apt illus
trations, and presented to his hearers in a varied and copious 

We must limit ourselves to furnishing a syllabus of the ad
dress hoping that our readers will elaborate the thoughts set 
forth,' for themselves. These thoughts, one can see, are a proper 
basis for an extended development—a mine of ore rich in valu
able metal. _ , „ 

The speaker after a felicitous exordium, presented the follow-
in<r thoughts from which as points of departure, he made 
pleasant and profitable excursions into the field of pedagogy to 
the edification of his auditors. 

(a) Opportunity and the power of selection; (6) possibilities 
within your reach; (c) your profession and your preparation to 
serve and honor it; (d) the Normal School—what can it do for 
vou ? What can you do for it ? (e) What is the province of 
"our schools? What do they need? The speaker answered 
this question by saying: (/) They need a liberal and enlight
ened public sentiment and an ability on the part of the teacher 
to present objects of thought so as to win, stimulate and main
tain the attention of the pupil and thereby secure his applica
tion This, of course, includes all legitimate devices, methods, 
illustrations, and appliances. How can the teacher acquire this 
power? This is the serious part of your work. Tou must 
know something of the nature of the mind; you must know 
vour subjects both as a learner and as a teacher, (g) The schools 
need competent large-souled teachers with teaching power. 

THE THENCANIC MOCK COURT. 

FOR several years past, it has been the custom of the Tlien-
canic Society to resolve itself into a Mock Senate. This 

, year, on account of the opportunity afforded the members o 
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attending the Legislature, they thought a trial would be of more 
benefit and at the same time a pleasing and interesting change, 

In accordance with a resolution introduced to this effect, the 
President, Mr. Ege, appointed C. H. Dilts Judge; H. R. Rich
ards, District Attorney, and J. J. Reilly, Clerk. 

The case was that presented by C. H. Fetter, captain of the 
steamer Manchester, charging J. H. Buckman, third mate on 
the ship, with the murder of the first mate, one John Herman. 
The State was represented by H. R. Richards, while Keppele 
Hall, assisted by F. W. Stelle, pleaded for the defense. The 
court convened in Model Chapel, Friday, March 1st. The pri
soner was brought in by the sheriff, W. E. Plolcombe, and after 
the jurors were duly sworn, (?) the District Attorney explained 
his charge to the jury, stating in brief the character of Herman, 
the enormity of the crime, &c., &c. Then came the examina
tion of witnesses. Each witness was sworn (?) when put on 
the stand. The cross-examination proved very interesting, the 
youthful disciples of Blackstone getting the witnesses complete
ly " rattled " at times, so as to admit of many conflicting state
ments, thereby throwing out all their testimony. This especial
ly was the tactics of the counsel for the defense, who got the 
captain of the steamer so confused that he could not even de
scribe his vessel without gross contradictions. Mr. Hall sum
med up for the defense. In his closing speech he presented his 
case in such a forcible manner, showing the many discrepancies 
and errors, in the testimony brought forth by the State, that it 
was almost imperative with the jury to render a verdict of ac
quittal. Mr. Richards, in a very fluent speech, closed for the 
State, after which the jury retired, returning in a short time 
with a verdict of acquittal. Immediately those in behalf of 
the criminal assembled around him and sent up hurrahs of corn 
gratulations. Several members of the Faculty were present at 
the sessions of the court, as were also the literary workers, en 
masse. Many words of commendation were offered to the 
members of the society, after the second session closed especial
ly to Messrs. Hall and Richards. The sessions were much en
joyed by all who attended, and it is hoped that the society will 
soon hold another mock trial. KRELC. 
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\ T the last examination in the Normal, the class in civics had A the following as the last question in the series that was set 
for them, viz: "Mention three subjects discussed m class-room 
but not derived from the text-book." 

The following are selected from the examination papers as 
samples of answers: Samoa, War Recollections, School Manage
ment, Term of President, Cabinet Officers Civil War Schoo 
Discipline, The Reality of War, Honesty of Citizens, Death o the 
Emperor of Germany, The Importance attached to theConstitu 
tion The Tariff, Hayti, English Minister, Department ot Ag 
culture Mills Bill, Illegal Voting, Condition of Foreign Coun
tries Compared with the U. S, California, Prohibition Presi
dential Election, History of Constitution, Education, German 
Army, Electoral Colleges, Senate Bill, Escape of Prisoners during 
the Civil War, Foreign Relations, Cabinet Appointments, 
perance, Love of Country, Boulanger, Election Returns. 

THENCANIC ELECTIONS. 

THE semi-annual election for officers of the Thencanic Society T were characterized by a great deal of excitement, showing 
an interest in the work of the Society which is very encouraging. 
Two distinct tickets were made up and most earnestly 
by the different members, and for a week previous to the elect o , 
the supporters were busy electioneering for their candidates. C n 
he day appointed for the elections, every member was m h 

place andf after an exciting contest, the following officers• were 
elected- President, A. Howard Ege; Vice President Robt. L. 
Marshall; Secretary, Jas J. Redly ^ 
Censors John C. Smith, J. H. Buckman, and A. 1. Hunt. 
Speeches were made by the new officers, and a vote of than 
extended to the old ones. 

MEETING OF COUNTY AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 

U J E  make the fodowing extract from a report of a meeting of 
W Superintendents, printed in the State Gazette, Apr . 

« The Association of County and City Superintendents of 
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lie Schools met yesterday morning in the rooms of the State 
Board of Health. Fifteen county superintendents and the sup
erintendents of Phillipsburg, New Brunswick, Newark and 
Elizabeth, and Supervising Principal Gregory, of Trenton, and 
Professor James M. Green were present. Stat'e Superintendent 
Chapman called the meeting to order. Professor Green was in
troduced. He said he had been studying the proportion of 
Normal School pupils from the different counties. He had 
found that the number of pupils bore no relation to the popula
tion of a county or city. He had been arranging the course of 
study to meet the needs of the State. The present course is 
tentative. The first year of the Normal course is to be known 
as a formative year. It is academic, but only in the sense that 
previous common branches are reviewed. Pupils come pre
pared in a desultory way. It is the intention to go rapidly over 
the elementary subjects previously studied, and fix and render 
definite the information already acquired. The second year is 
the first of the professional course. To this year pupils are to 
be admitted by certificate from high schools approved by the 
State Normal Board. Reading, geography, &c., are taught in 
this year purely in view of methods of teaching. Sully's Psy
chology is studied in this year, and during the last term one 
period is given to practice teaching. 

In the third year the history and philosophy of education are 
studied. The study of methods is continued. A very elabor
ate and systematic scheme of practice teaching has been elabor
ated. The students are divided into groups, and each group is 
thoroughly organized and officered. By this means the results 
of practice teaching are systematized and reported. Professor 
Green called for the co-operation of superintendents. He de
precated the tendency on the part of cities to train all their 
own teachers, and hoped that the graduates of the State School 
would receive at least equal consideration with its own gradu
ates. 

The superintendents expressed their pleasure in the new mea
sures and improvements now being carried out in the Normal 
School. 
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METAPHORICALLY speaking, we might have employed the 
most powerful lenses to discover the dividing line between 

the winter and spring of '89. A pedestrian passing the school 
grounds on Clinton Avenue, at noon, however, would be con
vinced that the Modellites have no lingering misgivings as to the 
fact that favorable weather for exercise is now at hand. 

The Normalises for the greater part, prefer to remain ln-doors. 
Possibly the shadow of their coming dignity as teachers haunts 
them, and forbids their joining in the out-door festivities. The 
Model pupils, particularly the young ladies, usually turn out 
en masse. Around and around the walk go the girls in twos, 
threes, or fours. Maybe that long, grave procession looks mon
otonous ; but waste not your pity on the girls for while those 
of their comrades who are inclined toward athletics, toss bean-
bags, or engage in the classic game of " Tag " within the circ e 
those on the march discuss the interesting topics of the day, or 
tell their latest secrets to sympathizing friends. , 

On the other side of the walk extending /rom the front door 
to the gate, the young men, fewer in number may be seen. No 
fiae-stone walk lures them to a leisurely stroll, but instead, they 
stand like several rows of sun flowers closely planted along the 
edge of a garden, and with pathetic resolution turn their faces 
ever and anon toward their sun, which, by some strange frea 
seems always to be in the south. Meanwhile 1he lure o!f s epara
tion lies between, as unsurmountable as the Great Wall 
Chine Wang. , 

Such is the picture to be seen whenever the pupils are out-of-
doors, between the hours of nine and two, with the rare excep
tion which occurs when a circus pageant passes, on whic 1 
interesting occasion everybody is drawn up in line along our 
venerable and much respected fence. 

So we refresh wearied minds and bodies, and as all concerned 
seem to find in their chosen mode of recreation rest and hap
piness, "What's the odds?" 

PERSONALS. 

Mary A. Jamison, Model, '80, is teaching school at Morrisville. 
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Robert C. Bel lville, Model, '85, is engaged to Miss Clara Stelle, 
of this city. 

G. A. Hall, after an absence from school of two weeks, has 
returned again. 

Miss Carrie Marshall, Model, '83, is engaged to James Nichol, 
of Philadelphia. 

Professor Gerlach, our German teacher, was visited by his 
class a few days ago. 

It is announced that Dr. Hasbrouck will open a school for 
young men next fall. 

Nelson L. Petty comes home from Princeton every Saturday 
and returns on Monday. 

Willis Voorhees has been compelled to leave school for the 
year on account of weak eyes. 

Arthur Ely, Model last year, is now attending the Friends 
Boarding School, Philadelphia. 

A. Howell Van Gleve is the cause of many complimentary 
notices from Lehigh University. 

Mrs. Suydam nee Willard, for several years a teacher with the 
Model, is now living at Kingston. 

Miss Anna McCracken has returned to her home in Dover, 
and, it is said, will not return until next Fall. 

Terhune, Model, '85, has been appointed instructor in gym
nastics in the Preparatory School at Princeton. 

Miss Laura C. Dalrymple, formerly of the Model, has again 
visited the schools as the guest of Miss VanKirk. 

Miss Ida F. Stout, Normal, class of '79, is teacher of natural 
sciences, in the High School, at Lambertville, N. J. 

William E. Studdiford, Model '84, Princeton '89, is studying 
medicine at Bellevue Medical College, in New York. 

McPliillips is one ot the most popular boys in school. His 
good humor and kindness have won him many friends. 

Mr. Samuel DeCou, Model '89, entertained a number of class
mates at his hospitable home south of Trenton, recently. 
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Mrs. S. W. Cochran nee Skillman, Model class of '81, will 
spend the next few months at her home in Lambertville. 

Cards are out announcing the engagement of Mr. Griffith L. 
Williams, Model, '77, to Miss Sallie Finney, of Lambertville. 

John M. Dickinson is studying hard in the Senior C. and 
shows by his good work in class that he is interested in his studies. 

Miss May Hurd, who will be remembered by] her many 
Model friends, is now attending Miss Dana's Seminary at Mor-
ristown. 

" Bob" Marshal is out playing ball again in his old way. If 
more of the boys had his interest in the game we would have a 
fine club. 

Geo. W. W. Porter, Model '81, was in town recently, visiting 
his old classmate " Ned " Anderson. He is now practicing law 
in Newark. 

Miss Geo. Townsend, a Model young lady of last year, is at 
her home in Absecom, N. J., taking an extended course in music 
and painting. 

Miss Fanny Young, Model '89, visited Miss Holcombe, Model 
'90, at her home near Hopewell, on Washington's birthday, and 
a few days following. 

John W. Queen, Model '83, Princeton Honor and Fellow in 
Social Science '87, is Professor of Greek at the Military Institute, 
Chester, Pennsylvania. 

Geo. Corwin is still enjoying life at his home in Succasunna, 
N. J. In a recent letter to a Modelite, he reports the snow to be 
a toot deep in Morris Co. 

" Dick " Ely, a prominent junior, has signed with the Lam
bertville B. B. Club for the coming season. John has gained a 
deserved reputation as a ball tosser. 

Mr. Joseph F. Hurff, Normal, made a brief visit to the Hall a 
few weeks since. Joe is making a success of school teaching, 
and, we are informed, aspires to a professorship. 
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Grace Burroughs, of Senior B., shows great talent in her 
studies, and her Greek and Latin recitations are the surprise and 
admiration of the young men in Dr. Steve's room. 

J. N. Armstrong has left school. Although with us but a short 
time, he won the respect of faculty and school mates by his 
perseverance in his studies and high standing in class. 

Harry A. Hunt, Model, who was compelled to leave school on 
account of il lness a few weeks since, we are glad to state is better 
and will return to school again after the spring vacation. 

Francis B. Lee, Model '88, ex-editor of THE SIGNAL, now o c
cupies a position on the Pennsylvanian. We now have two ex-
editors on the staff of this live bi-weekly College Journal. 

Charles L. Manning, Model, who will soon enter the college of 
pharmacy in Philadelphia, paid us a friendly visit not long since. 
His many friends of the State schools were pleased to see him. 

Our genial friend, " Billie " Holcombe, has obtained quite a 
reputation as a canoist. He, together with some other Lambert-
villians, intend taking an extended trip this summer in their 
canoe boats. _ . 

J. C. Smith, private secretary to the District Attorney, in the 
recent mock trial proved to be very quick with the pen. W hen-
ever referred to, he could cite the testimony of the witness ver
batim et literatim. 

Miss Hattie Van Dusen, Model, a student of Miss Metcalf s 
school at Tarrytown, N. Y., visited Trenton on the 23d of Marc h 
for the purpose of securing possession of $28,000 left to her by 
the will of a relative. 

During the brief vacation, on February 22, many familial 
faces were seen at Normal Hall, among them we saw Messrs. R. 
S. Lull, Frank Voorliees, F. R. Vanhorn and Geo. Bullock, all 
Model '88, and Mr. R. Ludlum, Rutgers, '90. 

On the 18th of April Julia A. Cochrane, Model '87, was mar
ried to D. Wiley Baker in the First Presbyterian Church in this 
city. The historic church was crowded, and the impressive cere
mony which made them one, carried with it the best wishes of 
every one who knew them—and this includes not only Mrs. 
Wiley's school friends but likewise THE SIGNAL. 
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MODEL ALUMNI NOTES. 
7 H A Lewis Perrine, Jr., is Superintendent of the Trenton 
/ • Standard Cab Company, which has become such a local 

success under his management. 
'76. Mrs. Jamieson, nee Mary Scudder, is at Lawrenceville, 

where her husband is one of the faculty of the Green Founda
tion School. 

'81. Edward L. Anderson and Edward S. Wood are both in 
this city, the former being in the Comptroller's office, the latter 
in Morrisville with a prosperous rubber company. 

'83. Stephen Blackwell is at his home in this city. He is 
connected with the Dolton Company. 

'85. Thomas E. Bantle will soon be admitted to practice be
fore the courts of law in this State. 

'85. Abner H. Mershon is one of the members of the Phila
delphia Alumni Association. He has been admitted to the bar 
of that city and has been engaged as one of the lawyers of the 
heirs of philanthropist Isaiah Williamson. This has given him 
deserved local prominence. 

'86. The bill providing for the Australian system of ballot
ing which is now being debated in the Delaware Legislature and 
which has attracted considerable attention, was drawn up by 
Thomas R. Graham, of the Junior Class of the Law Department, 
University of Pennsylvania. 

'87. Alstyn D. Blackwell is at his home in Washington's 
Crossing, studying agriculture and promaculture. 

'87. William P. Ely is stenographer for Green and Company, 
printers to the Pennsylvania R. R. Co. He is living in Phila. 

'87. Clarence Horton has had charge of the Insurance News 
of the Quaker City for the last two issues. He has made it a 
very attractive sheet under his administration. 

'88. Will. Phillips is the only member of the class, male de
partment, whose business requires his constant presence in this 
city. 

'88. George E. Briggs is with a Peekskill, N. Y. paper and is 
doing good work. 

'88. Julia R. Schack is now in Merchantville, near Camden, 
where her father is stationed. 
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DRIFT. 

Teacher.—(Calling roll)|Arl—n ? 
Arl—n prepared. 
Teacher.—I wish you to answer in your usual way (present). 
Teacher.—Again Arl—n ? 
Arl—n.—Unprepared. 

Bobby.—(Proud of his progress in Latin) " Pop, what's the 
Latin for people ? " 

Father.—" I*don't|know." 
Bobby.—(Loudly) " Populi." 
Father.—(Fiercely) What do you mean you young scamp ? 

Lie do I? By the piper, lad, I've half a notion to baste|you.— 
Exchange. 

A Model student, who has been singing the old song, " Mc-
Sorley's Twins," in which the two infants are called by the 
expressive name of " Devils," overheard the following conversa
tion between his little brother and sister:— 

" Say Helen, what is devils'? 
"Well I don't 'zactly know, Teddy, but I sinks it ze same's 

twins." 
Scene.—C. Room; Time.—4th Period. Enter class and monitor. 
Monitor.—What is the plural of child? 
Pupil.—" Twins." 
(Exit pupil across the hall, and enters No. 1 room). 
A young lady |has|been studying how the bishops who refused 

to sign the paper acknowledging William the Conqueror, King 
were expelled from their sees and livings; and in recitation 
states: " They were deprived of seeing and living, but were per
secuted no farther." 

Sunday-school teacher.—"|What mention have~we in'Jhistory 
of a man, who begged|to*be*shot instead of hung? 

Confident scholar.—"^Abraham Lincoln." 
Teacher.—" When was America discovered ? " 
Sen. C.—"I guess 1762." 
Teacher.—" Good guess." 
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There seems to be, just at present, a great commotion among 
the Model Senior Association Meetings, at recess, etc . 

" What does it mean ? say the undergraduates. 

The following are some of the various nicknames heard on 
our campus:— 

«J0Sh," F r; "Circus," H h; "Skinny," W n; 
"Squabby," M 11; "Buckie," H 11; "Drop-a-nickel-in-
the-slot," R ds; "Pumpkin," F y; "Michael," R y; 
" Dutchy," B n; " Sister," S es;" Chicken-heart," C n; 
*• Buck," E e; " Andy," 0 11. 

If the fellow who wrote these verses wants the original manu
script, he can have it by calling at the office. 

" I held a hand so pure and white; 
We sat in a sequestered nook; 

I read my fate, I know not how, 
' E'en as one reads from open hook. 

I held the hand, as oft I did, 
Whilst passions moved our trembling faces-

He took the pot and antes, too, 
With a straight flush to my three aces." 

Legend on blackboard.—" B—us rusticus est." 
German teacher translates.—" B—ist ein Landmann fa'mer! 

fa'mer!" 
Boy present.—•" Hayseed! Hayseed! " 
German teacher.—" Ya, Ya!' 

We come to school to improve our faculties. Our teachers 
are our faculties, etc.—•Exchange. 

SHAVINGS FROM NORMAL HALL. 

"A southerly wind and a cloudy sky proclaims a hunting 
morning." „ Tr .„ 

Yes we finally decided to allow our 1 oung folks to have a 
coon-Hunt, one party consisted of many distinguished people, 
among whom was a Shoemaker, a Taylor, a Carpenter and a Lar-
her we started across the Fields that led to the Lane but we had 
to Waite for our young Dean who was approaching with his 
favorite flower, a Daisy, in his hand ready to Pierce all our sus
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ceptible Harts. We proceeded to Walke-er faster for the Frost was 
still on the ground, when suddenly our Child Fel l Down near a 
Wall where Roses grew, right into a Bee-hive and we heard some 
(whom we would have liked to Bang-Hard, for she had no Fhelan 
at all) say, " Oh, Shaw! it is only a little Peck; let us resume our 
way," but we requested the rash individual, as our Rath-burned 
high, to De-Camp at once, which she did, showing her craven 
nature by crossing the Craigs h> watch the Fisher Speer his t rout. 
We then sought shady nooks and Bowers to take a Knapp or to 
Read and some, ah, we must confess to our sorrow, to Chew, we 
finally arose much refreshed and had the extreme luck of 
capturing six Broicn coons ; oh, what a feast we had next day, 
all sick of coons for some Somers to come. N. H. 

INCIDENTS OF THE MOCK TRIAL. 

The time has come when Sam Weller must take a back seat, 
for rivals have appeared in his line, worthy of being immortal
ized by another Dickens. 

It would be impossible to give all the ridiculous incidents that 
occurred at the Thencanic's Mock Trial, but we submit the fol
lowing to your sense of the ludicrous. 

District Attorney to cook of steamer Manchester: " Now, sup
pose you had a nice head of cabbage, how would you prepare it? " 

Cook: " If it was like yours, I would pare it off a little and boil 
it down." 

District Attorney to first watchman on steamer Manchester, 
(prisoner being second watchman.) " Did the prisoner rclie\ e 
you of your watch ? " 

Prisoner rising and addressing ,the Court: "Your honor, I 
never stold a watch." 

D. A. " Will witness state when he was born? " 
Wit, "I was born in 1835." 
D. A. " How does witness know he was born in 1835 ?" 
Wit. " I remember it." 
D. A. " What is your vocation ?" 
Wit. "lama blacksmith." 
D. A. " When you worked at your trade what did you do ?" 

Wit. " I shod horses, sometimes mules." 
D. A. " Where did you get the shoes, did you steal them, a'so?" 
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Wit. " No, they were steel." 
D. A. " Where were you born?" 
Wit. " I was horn on the whale ship West Wind. 
D. A. "What is your vocation?" 
Wit. " I am a whaler." 
D. A. ' Will witness state on what ship he first whaled? 
Wit. " I wailed on the West Wind when I was a kid." 
D. A. " Have you ever been drunk?" 
Wit. "None of your business." 
Court. " The witness must answer the question." 
Wit. " I never have." 
D \ " Do you know what the term drunk means ? 
Wit. " I think that I do." j 
D. A. " How do you know what it is to be drunk if you don t 

drink." . „ 
Wit. " I do drink water, lemonade, sometimes sod . 
D. A. " The witness will answer the question asked, nothing, 

more. What has drinking water to do with being drunk ? " 
Wit. " If I drink water, the water is drunk! " 

THE PRAIRIE MAID'S LOVER. 

'Twas a winter's night when first they met. 
Can they that evening e'er forget; 

Those words though they were few ; 
But days and week and months have passed; 
Yet, still he'll murmur to the last, 

" I am still true, still true!" 
Tho' bound to care with many a chain; 
His love for her will yet remain. 

The winter fled and in its tracks 
The prairie flowers and green sniilax 

Sprang up, midst glistening dew. 
The fragrance of those springtide flowers 
Are with him still, as in lonely hours, 

He sings, " Still true, still true." 
Thus seasons change and pass Irom sight, 
Not so a lover's faithful plight. 
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How many a happy day they spent 
In joy and pleasure innocent 

Beneath that sky so blue. 
But now, she's gone. She's far away. 
His thoughts? They've not .been lead astray; 

They are with her and true. 
And he thinks of her coquettish air— 
Of her dark brown eyes and auburn hair. 

'Twas dusk. Beside the babbling brook 
The band of his " True friend " he took, 

And promised to be true, 
She said, as she gave him her heart, 
"My first and only love thou art. 

I hope we'll both be true." 
And then, beneath the pale moonlight, 
He kissed his love and said " Good night." 

The June time came with sunny days 
And the robin sang his sweetest lays. 

A loving interview 
They had.—A kiss—and then she fled. 
(He knew not where. She may be dead.) 
But, as she left her boy, she said, 

" You know I will be true." 
She may forget and go astray. 
He true to his love will be alway. 

She has ne'er returned. He waits in vain 
To see his own true love again, 

And make his vows anew. 
Each day, as the sun sinks in the west, 
He hies him to his couch to rest, 

And dreams, still true, still true. 
And though his cheek, like the rose, may fade, 
He'll always wait for his Prairie Maid. 

"A CHILD OF FATE." 
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BOOK NOTES. 

LITERARY CONCORD

AT OT long since it was my pleasure to visit one ol the most 

IN historic of American towns, Concord, Mass. ot on y as 
Concord charms for the student of American history, but it is 
also very prescious to many of us for the literary associations that 
cluster around the old place. But as Thoreau saw the rees of 
Walden Wood fall around him before he died, so one by one, 
have we seen the Concord authors and philosophers fall by deat 1. 
Aside from the historic and literary associations that cluster 
around Concord, the old town is itself, beautifully situated; m 
summer there can be no more charming spot, y t e no e 

woods, the attractive lake, the dreamy marshes, limpid brooks 
and the Concord River whose charms have bean sung by -Emer-
son, Channing and Thoreau, render Concord doubly delighttu 
during the summer months. There is one historic landmark I 
must speak of before turning to the literary life of the town. It 
is Old Wright's Tavern which is one of the links between t 
past generation and the present. It was here Major Pitcairn, 
before the famous Concord fight, while stiring his brandy said : 

" I hope to stir the Yankee blood so before mglit. 
About 1841 the literary era of Concord began. Emerson, 

after resigning from his Boston church, came here, and in the 
sleepiest part of the old town took up his residence Just alter 
his appearance as a recluse here, he wrote the poem beginning, 

"Good-by proud world, I'm going home ! 
Thou art not my friend, and I'm not thine." 

His residence was just on the borders of Walden Wood. Of 
him, Alcott says, "Emerson likes plain people, plain way , 
plain clothes; shuns egotists; loves solitude, and knows how to 
use it" Alcott soon left Boston and here with his accomplished 
daughter Miss Louisa Alcott, lives in a house near Emerson s. 
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The circle was considerably widened by the arrival of Haw
thorne and Channing. Hawthorne occupied the Old Manse which 
was near the Concord battle-ground; and the associations of the 
old place were doubly dear to one of his temperament. Among 
these sages and romancers, there was a women, Margaret Fuller 
(Countess Ossoli) who did much to add to the distinguished 
writers. She was by no means a writer of small ability, but, 
on the other hand, was endowed with remarkable talent. Here 
also, in a hut built by his own hands, lived Thoreau ; and if you 
have read his essay on " Economy," you know the house cost 
only twenty-eight dollars. Thoreau was a cynic and a great 
lover of nature. His works are very interesting and valuable. 
Thus ends a brief sketch of what was brought to my mind by a 
recent visit to this old town. These authors have long departed 
from this life and the great literary epoch of Concord is one of 
the things of the past, and lives in memory only. 

In the Public Library at Boston there were 509,531 books on 
December 1st, '89 

A limited edition of 300 sets of Irving's " Life of Washing
ton," in five volumes, is to be brought out by the Putmans. 

Max O'Rell's " Jonathan and his Continent," is now in its 
fourth edition. 

Among the publications of Harpers' for April are " Between 
the Lines," by Capt. Charles King; " Uncle Peter's Trust," by 
Geo. B. Perry; " Princess Lilliwenkins and Other Stories," by 
Hennrietta C. Wright; "Manual of Historical Literature," by 
Prof. Adams; and some of Wm. J. Rolf's "Tales in Prose and 
Verse." 

The fact that the entire 500 copies of " Wallack's Memories of 
Fifty Years," were sold in five days after the date of publication 
demonstrates their great popularity. 

Appleton's " Cyclopedia of American Biography," has been 
brought to a close with the sixth volume. The set will rank 
with best reference works of this kind yet produced, and reflects 
great credit on the editors John Fiske and General John Grant 
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Wilson. Some of the distinguished contributors are James 
Russell Lowell Whittier, Robert C. Winthrop, Mrs. Martha J. 
Lamb, Andrew H. Green, E. C. Stedman and many others. No 
library will be complete without these six volumes. H. R. R. 

EXCHANGE. 

TT is a pleasure to find one'sjself among friends, and more so 
1 when those friends bring us into more intimate relationship 
with others equally noble and inspiring; such has been the ex
perience of THE SIGNAL since its transformation from the past to 
the present form, and among those we most gladly welcome to 
our exchange list is the Nassau Lit. It is entertaining and ele
vating throughout, and " Kitte-Wake," a legend of Greenland in 
the February number, is a fine specimen of verse and deserves 
merit for its free and graceful style and interest to the end. 

" Camping out," in March No. of the Vassar Miscellany, is ex
cellent in composition and of a nature so interesting that the 
scenes are constantly pictured before the readei. 

Among the other journals which reach us for the first time 
the Tuftonian is decidedly the best. Its pages are filled with 
matter both instructive and entertaining. 

Beside these we acknowledge the receipt of the following: 
Polytechnic, Loohmt'Pmnsylvania, Pharos, Phoenix, Chimes, Hamil
ton Review, and Red and Blue. 



Normal Educational Series. 
TEACHERS DELIGHTED. SCHOLARS SATISFIED. 
PARENTS AND SCHOOL BOARDS DELIGHTED. 

BROOKS'S NORMAL ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. This book has been 
enlarged, and, like the Geometry, will now meet the wants of those wishing 
to pass the examination of admission to the highest universities. 

BROOKS'S NORMAL GEOMETRY AND TRIGONOMETRY. A number 
of new therorenis have been added, and the book has been otherwise enlarged 
and improved. , 

BROOKS'S NEW NORMAL MENTAL ARITHMETIC. A priceless gem 
to all teachers and students of Arithmetic. Used from Maine to Oregon, and 
universally recognized as the best. 

BROOKS'S NORMAL ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC. (Revised edition.) 
An admirable work for a shorter course for pupils whose time is limited. 

BROOKS' NEW NORMAL WRITTEN ARITHMETIC. Intended for 
schools where Mental Arithmetic is made a separate study. Thoroughly 
practical, and fully prepares pupils for actual business. 

BROOKS'S NORMAL HIGHER ARITHMETIC. A thorough treatise on 
the Science of Arithmetic, and suited for Commercial Academies. 

<Ttuo T Sook Series. 
BROOKS'S NORMAL UNION ARITHMETIC. Part I. This book begins 

with Oral Exercises and Object Lessons, followed by Practical, Mental and 
Written Exercises. . , 

BROOKS'S NORMAL UNION ARITHMETIC (COMPLETE). This book 
is a completee common school arithmetic. It begins with the first ideas of 
number, and comprehends the whole field of numbers as taught in ordinary 
schools. Though a condensation of the work of two books, Mental and 
Written united, it is strong and satisfactory. 

MONTGOMERY'S NORMAL UNION SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL 
DRAWING. Pronounced by artists to form the best system of Drawing 
published for school use. Eighteen numbers. 

LYTE'S PRACTICAL BOOK-KEEPING. Gives a practical and thorough 
knowledge of the Science of Accounts, in half the space other books occupy. 
Indispensable for girls as well as boys. 

WESTLAKE'S COMMON SCHOOL LITERATURE. A little book ot 
beautiful memory gems. 

WESTLAKE'S HOW TO WRITE LETTERS. A thorough and compre-
hensive treatise for schools, and the best work on the subject ever offered to 
the public. . . 

HARLEY'S TOPICS IN UNITED STATES HISTORY, and the Constitution 
LLOYD'S LITERATURE FOR LITTLE FOLKS. Commended by everyone 
GRIFFIN'S NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Includes all the latest apph-
cations of Electricity and Optics. 
PETERSON'S FAMILIAR SCIENCE. FEWSMITH'S ENGLISH GRAM

MARS. BROOKS'S PHILOSOPHY OF ARITHMETIC. BROOKS s 
METHOD OF TEACHING. BROOKS'S MENTAL SCIENCE, Etc. 

Teachers are cordially invited to call or to fully correspond in reference to our 
publications. All letters to be addressed to 

CHRISTOPHER SOWER COMPANY, 
Educational Puiblistiers, 

614 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 


